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PREFACE 

Not too long ago, facilities for the swift dissemination of news 
were lacking. It took days, even weeks, for the word of major de-
velopments in Russia, the Orient, or Europe to reach us. Events 
in our own United States could be sufficiently remote to lose 
their impact in transit. 

Now it is different: People today know about happenings 
everywhere; time and even space have been telescoped. We 
Americans can and do keep track almost instantaneously of 
events the world over. Because we know and care about what is 
going on, we are perhaps better citizens. 

Radio and television news helped to create this modern 
awareness of the world. But, oddly enough, broadcast journalism 
has been so busy with world, national, and local affairs that it has 
done little to inform interested persons about its own develop-
ment. 

We combed the libraries and found no up-to-date text or 
ready reference covering the two salients of broadcast journal-
ism. Feeling strongly a need for such a volume, we set forth to 
report on our craft. 

We work for two networks and a major independent sta-
tion. However, we were not willing to write on the basis of only 
our own experience, so we interviewed news executives and sent 
questionnaires to radio and television stations throughout the 50 
states. We looked for ideas to pass along from the imaginative 
practices that came to our attention. By combining the results 

/ of the survey and our own experience, we have sought to present 
a practical way of handling various problems. However, nowhere 
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in the book do we mean even to suggest that our way is the only 
way. Each station newsroom has its own system. 

This volume was written in part for those young people 
who want to consider broadcast journalism as a career or who 
have already heard the "call" to serve their fellow men by keep-
ing them well and truly informed. It is equally addressed to the 
professionals already in the field, who are always looking for new 
ideas. 

Bob Siller 
Ted White 
Hal Terkel 
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Chapter 1 

AN INTRODUCTION 

TO BROADCAST 

JOURNALISM 

"Where do ou get your news?" 
Almost always, this is the first question put to a broadcast 

newsman by any outsider or by any visitor to a radio or television 
newsroom. The answer covering a_gooà4dinfied_the_ques-
tion  has to be: "From  the wires." 

What wires? The constantly chattering teletypes of Associ-
ated Press (AP) and United Press International (UPI). On 
occasion, in the best-equipped newsrooms, one chances upon 
the British news service, Reuters, or its Gallic counterpart, 
Agence France-Presse. 

Originally set up to service the nation's newspapers, both 
AP and UPI today have more broadcast clients than they have 
newspaper subscribers. This is a strikingly dramatic turn of 
events when one remembers that little more than two decades 
ago the press associations stoutly refused to sell their services 
to radio stations. Recently, however, AP announced in the very 
presence of those august bodies, the American Society of News-
paper Editors and the American Newspaper Publishers' As-
sociation, that it is serving more broadcasting stations than 
newspapers. 

3 



4 An Ear for News: Radio 

The figures as reported in April 1959 by AP were 1,878 
radio and television stations and 1,639 newspapers. This dis-
closure by AP prompted the magazine Broadcasting to query 
UPI about its clientele. UPI, it turned out, is even more con-
cerned with the broadcasting industry. It reported that it serves 
2,226 stations and 1,592 newspapers. 

When at last the press associations decided to open their 
teletypes to radio, they decided also to inaugurate separate radio 
wires that remain the key and in some instances the only source 
of news for many radio and television stations. Twenty-four 
hours a day, seven days a week, every week of the year, these 
radio wires spill out 15-minute news summaries, 5-minute sum-
maries, headline roundups, sports roundups, weather summaries, 
feature material; almost anything that radio and television sta-
tions can use. Naturally, the wire services are concerned with 
the big news, nationally, internationally, and locally. 

The two press associations offer their main wire and radio 
wie re as services s fficient to meet the tsic--"news  T 

s. ey also make available, however a state wire -to 
ive clients  rin onal news. 

os , natura y, goes up wit each additional wire an can 
run into substantial figures. The result is that many radio sta-
tions fall back solely upon the radio wire, with its broadcast-
tailored summaries that can be torn from the printer and read 
on the air. 

1'TTTN(, SYSTEM' 

The main and state wires of the two press associations 
are set up in pretty much the same manner. The daily output is 
divided into what are known as the AMS and PMS budgets. News 
developments between the hours OLLfileijilighai.dligne 
Wimiler....üg.xj,màztenUecause they are the concern of after-
noon newspapers; conversely, happenings between 7 '"id 1Q 

Sher \C). 
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JAL g into the AMS budget for the reason that the morning 
papers han e em. 

News, of course, is a highly perishable commodity. No-
where is this more evident than on the news agency wires. The 
budget story is, in the final analysis, a mere point of reference. 

For that matter, anything we call news is transient and 
only in the light of its development over a period of time can 
it be niched into perspective. This, however, is generally con-
ceded to be the work of historians rather than newsmen. 

There are many things the newsman must understand 
about ths.egafring..-m- Apvelnpiniz—ctnry before he ran handle 
it well. To this end much of the biéIgrou_nd of any major 
event and all  ertinent  facts of its develo_pment are rounded  
u or summarized in the e service b 

To il ustrate, et s take a P.M. budget story about a con-
gressional hearing. In 250 words it conveys the information that 
Senate racket probers meet at 10 A.M. to take testimony from 
three alleged hoodlums. At 10:10 A.M., when the gavel has 
sounded and the first witness begins to speak—assuming, of 
course, that he is talking—the budget story is outdated. Thus 
begins an almost never-ending series of wire service u da 
brine t›, budeet storm into square with late and co  
1...--velo men ts. 

e Chief wire service tool is the . taujgge.There will be._ 
perhaps five or six new leads before the entire complexion of 
the original budget story has been so changed as to require a 
top-to-bottom rewrite. By early afternoon when, say, two of the 

ree witnesses have been questioned and several sensational 
disclosures have come forth, the wire services are turning their 
attention to the next morning's newspapers and are filing their 
Ams budget. This, in the main, is made up of revised stories 
that bear the slug, or label, of night lead. The first leads or 
second leads or however many Trearrtt have - u —o  up-

-ttMrly m ormation.  The riiEh kids round up or c - 
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led ..a..n.;_ths_Letau fulie.,,ei...g.à.s.alad.euLtheni-tegelier 
into a complete stortIaLç.aa.agerup—fce4lease-gheseing..news-

ea mes. 
Meanwhile, t e samertle-frmenacted with the constant 

revisions of the night leads as, in our example, the third wit-
ness of the day takes the stand at 4 P.M. and spouts a series of 
sordid revelations that make the earlier, shocking testimony of 
the first two witnesses seem trivial. 

And round and round it goes, day in, day out. 
The wire services also make frequent use o Li/jej.ils when 

with a  sentence or brief paragraph the eady story can _be 
brought into conformity with latest facts. Here is one of the 
most arduous duties of the radio-television news writer. He 
must keep his file of wire copy constantly up to the minute. He 
chops up his budget story with inserts, then tops it with the 
new leads and fills it out with the many adds the services send 
through to round out the day's news. 

Experience has taut most radio and  television newsmen 
to break their wire copy into more or less • eogra-. hical  
They pore over their reams of wire copy and cul t  e stories 
they are likely to use. Then they generally gro D  a" • -s by 
dateline, with one each tor nationa_, intematio al loc 1, 

ous amoun  o vs flowing from 
e stack for the' ca ital ne s. 

‘.111b. 

There are bells on each of the wire service printers and 
the ringing of them signals various happenings. The newsman 
soon grows aware of theJaaaiall.,4gnal, which nure...a.W,e 
ün 

The services and the men who breathe life into them have 
their own conceptions of what makes bulletin news. The wide 
divergence in ee use of those five bells serves to point up how 
much the business of news is a matter of experience, opinion, 
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insight. What looks like a big story to one newsman may 
cause another casually to shrug his shoulders. 

Important as it may be, however, the five-bell bulletin call 
is not the real panic button of the news world. The wire serv-
ices hold out still another summons to frantic action.Jt is the 
h hich AP si nals b 2 b 

mission n signals b e s  
&bees ont on tU_wire-

Needless to say, the flash is used only for those rare, un-
questionably vital news stories, or what some in the trade like 
to call "news of transcendental importance." A declaration of 
war, the death of a president; these would certainly bring a 
flash. 

The flash always precedes a bulletin. In form, it usually is 
only three or four words to tell at appened and to get 
the news flowing. 

Each wire service has its own system of filing news. Each 
puts a number on every item, add, insert, new lead, or correc-
tion. Subsequent parts of any item ordinarily carry a referral 
number to make it simpler to keep each item straight. 

Every story carries the familiaradatea the wire service 
identification, and the time the story _clears the wire  When 
only part of a story is ijansmitted Ue_sentice....usually—ra.q,1r.r.s 
this plain by _putting the word [MORE] in brackets at the 
closeoff point. 

By dint of daily reading, the new broadcast newsman soon 
becomes familiar with the way the wires work and the differ-
ences in the filing systems. Radio and television newsmen spend 
a good part of every workday mulling over wire copy or hang-
ing over the wire service printers to see what news is breaking. 
In the trade, the broadcast journalist is known as a rewrite jyjgn 
because his work is overwhelmingly that o rewriting the wire 
services and turning the various items to suit the needs Pt his 
own organization. 

AP and UPI also make available to television stations 
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various photo services. In the main, however, it is the broad and 
enormous news coverage for which radio and television look 
to the wire services. 

THE CORRESPONDENTS AND ELECTRONIC RE-
PORTERS 

Backstopping the wire services for both radio and television 
are the correspondents and microphone and camera reporters. 
Generally speaking, the correspondent is an ezperienced, highly 
trained, and truste.a newsme Uaticaws 
vaatae,pctinuukaLauhingtal,D_c„..or some such overseas 
point as London or New Delhi. 

To justify his being or at least to justify his pay check, 
the correspondent must outdo the wire services, at least oc-
casionally. He must develop stories on his own or find the 
angles that the wire service reporters overlooked in their haste 
to get the news out fast. When a network scores with that in-
creasingly ere news eyent_known as a jggià.,it is a pretty 
safe bet that it was one of the veteran correspondents who came 
up with it. 

Wherever his port of call, the correspondent must be 
readily accessible via telephone or cable to the home office. He 
is constantly on call to come up with a  sPot usually a one,-
minute or 
matter of which ordinarily is suggested by that thousand-eyed 
home office. 

Employing a sizable battery of correspondents is a costly 
proposition and, therefore, almost restricted to a network opera-
tion. It is not uncommon, however, for independent radio and 
television stations to hire a few full-time correspondents or to 
employ newsmen on :7 prr-r-111 or Qtfineer basis to dig deeper, 
4112.61...Q1e, jegj sry The radio reporter, on the other 
hand, ordinarily is assigned to the immediate area of his station 
to scout around with a tape recorder for expanded coverage. He, 
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too, is responsible for those interviews, background material, or 
..news-in_c/eles the wire services cannot provide to each 
client. 

In t9levisioni._ tie network ronnterpart f thp rPginnai or  
_jrea corresnoncrent is sometimes known as the reborter-contact  
m.din,le the local or independent level, the combination news-
man-cameraman is responsible for the bulk of the newsfilm 
from which newscasts are fashioned. The work of these newer 
breeds of newsmen will be examined closely in the chapters on 
television news. 

Television opened an entirely new era in news coverage. 
Although theater newsreels for several decades made a pass at 
keeping up with the major events of the time, they never were 
faced with the day-to-day problems of bringing millions a pic-
torial report of these happenings. 

Two networks, the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) 
and the National Broadcasting Company (NBC), accommo-
dated themselves to the television era of broadcast journalism 
by employing a number of camera crews. The American Broad-
casting Company (ABC) made only a brief attempt to furnish 
its own newsfilm, then employed a newsreel syndicate for 
coverage. 

Either system involves tremendous expense. It is only be-
cause of their vast financial resources that the networks are able 
to sustain the tremendous manpower and equipment essential 
to adequate national and international film coverage. In many 
instances a film crew consists of no less than four men: camera-
man, reporter-contact man, sound man, and electrician. 

We consider the actual working of this big film crew later; 
but for just one moment consider the payroll expansion of the 
networks brought on by television news. Neither a network nor 
a local newsfilm operation is cheap. Another frequently used 
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news source in both network and independent radio and 
television is the aforementioned stringer. Usually, he is a news-
paperman or a broadcast newsman who will first cover his own 
organization on a big story, then provide the extra coverage 
desired by a network or an independent station in another city. 
The same procedure has developed with cameramen for tele-
vision. Stringers ordinarily are paid per assignment. Sometimes, 
however, they draw a small but regular salary as a retainer for 
times of big, fast-breaking news. 

It also is a fairly common practice for smaller radio and tele-
vision stations to employ laymen around town to supply them 
with news tips or even material coverage of an event. 

ll'HE PUBLICITY HANDOUT 
Still another news source that cannot be overlooked is the 

ubli t. In nMMŒld 
he fertile wire services. Apply the criterion of quality, how-

ever, and it loses all rank, and much of its privilege. 
Day in, day out, publicity releases flood any and all news 

offices the country over. After only the barest experience, many 
newsmen quickly adopt the technique of throwing the unopened 
envelopes into the waste basket. 

This is wrong. It simply is overlooking a potential news 
source. Frequently, even a casual scanning of a release turns up 
a news peg or the possibility of a usable feature story. Some-
times it takes a great deal of digging to get out of that news 
release the story you are after. But, in the end, it may prove 
well worth it. 

And, in this day of television, more and more large 
business firms and federal agencies have taken to turning out 
their own filmed releases. From time to time these, too, can be 
worked into broadcast form. 
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Li....,'ELEPHONE  
Undoubtedly, the handiest piece of equipment in the radio 

or television newsroom, other than the wire service printer, is 
that old standby, .the telephone. p_y_the simple act of dialing, 
tite_ne.we—im--teuelitlrittectiftteter-errel—feeletial 
government officials and lay_rsdficer wit.b__Eue apperfm.--w.,  

persons who ,fikire in the news;  with transportation 
offices, tfirr.vetterbureau—and all the public and civic lead-
ers whose activities affect the life and livelihood of the com-
munity. 

When a newsman cannot go in person to the source of a 
story, as is too often the case, the next best thing is to use 
the telephone. Frequently, a brief phone call will get many 
important details of a local story that the wire services were 
forced to omit because of the national character of their cover-
age. These details can produce an entirely different and often 
better story. They also can provide the most up-to-the-min-
ute information, essential to radio and television news. The 
necessary adjunct to the telephone is an accurate, up-to-date 
index of news sources. The number of every useful department 
and individual must be available at all times. Keep the index 
at hand, keep it current, and it will prove its worth time and 
again. 

Another electronic refinement that aids the news operation 
immeasurably is telephone rdin . The newsman tele-
p ones a person of importance to the day's news and simply 
records the conversation for later playback on the air. This 
is often er nhone reDort becaug-a-dediee-fgerently 
tache to the equipment beeps every 14...szeje. This lets the 

person on the ot er end- know that his words are being re-
corded. 
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OTHER SOURCES OF NEWS 

Most radio and television stations urge non-news personnel 
to keep an eye out for possible news stories wherever they 
happen to be and phone in any likely prospect. jeners and 
viewers lso will frequently take the time to phone in 
tips. Some stations encourage this by offering rewards for usable 

In both these instances, however, it is vitally important 
n'arThe newsroom to check out the information for factual ac-
curacy. 

-41 «At ti4.4.4t 

ff14)—"ek•II•ri.tAA wt.P.4ill4ititi 



Chapter 2 

RADIO NEWS 

The local radio station can be small indeed—as tiny as 
the 250-watt daytime operation. But, like any of its competitors, 
this station is in business to make money. It is vying for listen-

ers. 
Even as this volume was in preparation, the Federal Com-

munications Commission LFCC1 reported a resurgence in 
small radio operations. While the networks struggle for black 
ink on their ledgers, local radio stations do increasingly well. 
The FCC notes that the upsurge is taking place primarily in 
communities with populations of less than 25,000. Most of the 
growth is in stations of 1,000 watts or less. In July of 1959, the 
FCC reported there were 3,388 standard broadcasting stations 
in operation in the United States, or nearly three times the 
number in 1947. Moreover, an FCC economist saw in this 
growth the substance to predict there will be 5,500 standard 
radio stations by 1970. 

Zajà.jâîrdgjyàua&t.tlirârmârlâàkr.eatiaus—wày..Iàeaèiily 
22.1221 1....ezeiheluzuz Jegiljeges. It is thus the station 
owners find they must be ready to build a news personality— 
in the corporate sense—for their outlet. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the element of competition seems still to play a vital role 

13 
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in news operations. If a small station is the only radio voice 
in a particular town or area, the temptation to management is 
great to get by on a meager bill of news fare for one simple 
reason: it is cheaper. 

When one man can be employed to edit wire copy, gather 
some local news, and then broadcast it, the saving in salary is 
apparent. hus, in manysmall stations no real effort is made to 
et out to do a job of reortin of Ioei1 ffiirs. The tendency 

is to leave all news to what the wire services feed down the line. 
The station's time salesman peddles a 15-minute newscast, 
an announcer rips a summary of that length from the wire serv-
ice printer, and reads it on the air. And that's that. 

"Why," boasts the station manager, "we give all the top 
news!" And his boast holds true . . . to a degree. To the peo-
ple of South Drawbridge who have only that single radio sta-
tion, the arrangement may seem quite all right. They can collect 
their local news over the back fence or else rely solely on the 
local or area newspaper. In cases of this kind, the citizenry right-
fully forgets radio because the station ignores its duty to provide 
local news. 

The  • situation usually is different, however, when compe-
tition moves in, 1.,et us consider a -town with three small radio 
stations. All three subscribe to the same wire service. Thus, 
they soon find themselves competing for listeners—and spon-
sors—while handing out the same news. The manager of station 
A hires a newsman, someone trained in gathering, writing, and 
editing news. His job: to enliven those four 15-minute sum-
maries the station is airing daily and, in his spare time, to run 
around town to gather some local news. Naturally the station 
does not want to spend much money, so the enterprising man-
ager writes a note to the dean of the school of journalism at a 
nearby college asking him to recommend a likely young man. 
The bright-eyed newsman arrives on the scene and plunges 
right in. It's not unlikely that our nascent Lowell Thomas 
comes from some other locale, and it takes some time for 
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him to get to know his new environment and the officials and 
citizens who guide its destiny. 

Given a certain minimum co-operation by those persons in 
authority, our young newshawk soon is interlarding those news-
casts with choice tidbits of local news. Then the fun begins. 
Soon our reporter becomes known and recognized. Mrs. So-and-
so and Mr. What's-his-name take the trouble to call in various 
items of native intelligence. Local government finds a very in-
terested bystander at all official sessions. A big snowstorm en-
gulfs the town and our reporter fills his newscasts with reports 
of school closings, postponements of church socials, and the like. 

But his monopoly almost surely will be short-lived. The 
managers of stations B and C begin to hear comments about 
the public service station A is performing. They run a few quiet 
surveys and look over their own narrowing list of news sponsors. 
Before anyone knows it, two more budding Boake Carters 
are en route to town. Once they have shaken down, the race is 
on. More and more time is given over to local news and it is 
the wire service headline summaries that are crowded into 
newscasts in the tightest possible way to leave room for local 
news. 

Depending upon the alertness and imagination of the three 
competing newsmen, this can easily become a contest in which 
the public is served through a growing awareness of and in-
terest in affairs of its own locale, which cannot but affect its 
life and fortune. 

SMALL STATION LIMITATIONS 

Thus we get some idea of what small stations in small 
towns can do . . . if they want to! Sometimes, however, their 
desires outstrip their capabilities. Let's face the ct ta.....tjiâLezry 
addition of personnel and eripment requires more and mor,e 

..ne.g,g,i‘. Kny realistic appraisal of what a station can do must 
take into account the financial question and, of prime impor-
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tance, the potential of reaping a return on the news invest-
ment. 

It is, we find, the rare radio station of under 5,000 watts that 
hires more than two newsmen. And at this point it might 
be well for the authors to draw another distinction. When we 
speak of newsmen we refer to the men and women who are 
trained in gathering, writing, and editing news rather than 
the announcer who, by virtue of reading newscasts only, is 
commonly regarded by the public, at least, as a newsman. 

The small station is understandably limited in pm-come. 
If two men have the responsibili of re arm several news-
casts daily, t eir im ir covering the oca eat natura Eis 
Image In various news emergencies, schedules can be shiMai 
around somewhat. But, by and large, this small staff cannot 
geLout and develop 1 the local 
ruight like to cover, nor can it spend the necessary time de-
veloping desired background on particular stories. 

It is fair, we think, to say that the small radio station that 
knows how much of a news staff it needs, employs that staff, 
and pays suitable attention to local affairs, is doing itself credit 
and living up to the public service commitments it accepted 
when it received a broadcasting license. 

LOCAL RADIO ON A LARGE SCALE 

Quite another part of the broadcasting picture is made up 
by the many larger local or independent radio stations. Some 
of these are enormously powerful, ranging in voice up to 50,000 
watts and blanketing enormous population centers. These truly 
are big stations, big business, and can be big competition. In 
between, there are hundreds of other stations of varying power 
and ambition, each fashioning its own role in the dual task of 
keeping the nation informed and entertained. 

In many instances, the middle-sized and big independent 
stations run news operations that compete strongly with the 
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networks. It is not uncommon for the bigger independents 
to employ from 5 to 20 newsmen—Statians_situateclin-the-hnsi-
ness centers often reach millions of listeners. and therefore can 
charge substantial advertising rates. With these stations, the. 
funds for news ersonnel and e ui  ment to do spectacular 

Then,  too, there is the_ impux_dealcuLaLcarapatitiQe. A 
quick look at some figures indicates how much competition can 
arise. New York City, for instance, has no fewer than 15 radio 
stations within its confines and the signals of scores of other 
stations reach New York City listeners. Not counting the over-
lap signals, Chicago has 15 stations vying for listeners; Miami 
has 13, Philadelphia 12, Boston 11, Houston, Los Angeles, and 
Seattle 10 each and Kansas City has 9. 

It is not difficult to imagine the free-for-all such numbers. 
can spark when it comes to outdoing one another, if it comes 
to that. Unfortunately, even among the big local stations there 
are many broadcasters paying only lip service to local news and 
sliding along like some of their small-town brethren with only 
the wire service reports. In those situations where no competi-
tion exists in local news coverage, it is the public that loses. 

NETWORK OPERATIONS 

While the thought sometimes is exaggerated, the network 
operations generally are regarded as the real big time of radio 
news. enerally speaking, radio networks are grou  ings of sta-
tions that work og er in or er t reacn more listeners and 
thus attract national advertising. 

Roughly, the physical set up is this: tbiee of the major net-
have their key stations in New York City. They are ABC, 

03S and NBC. Another networ 
ing System, will be discussed later on. 

CBS and NBC have varying numbers of so-called 
0 and 0 or owned operate stations a other cities 
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across the United States. In addition, the have hundreds of 
affiliated stations throughout the  nation. In return  or ca ing 

programs, the locaL affihir 
thcradvertising revenues from the national accoillits that sponsor 
these programs.  

This is not to say that the 0 and O's and affiliates carry 
nothing but network programming. By and large, they have the 
option of carrying the national shows and newscasts they want. 
The affiliates are expected, however, to program a certain 
amount of network material. 

Furthermore, the networks often provide what is known 
as 22-2,j2jirdagrdurailigUirerg this arraugenwnt, iin-spon-
s9red show or newscast is beamed out of New York or another 
orui:iLiating point and the affiliate has t  e right to sell snot c  m-
nu—icUs within the proeram e physical problem is over-
come simply by the insertion of several public service or pro-
motional announcements in the program, which the local 
station covers up with its own commercials. 

In areas of both information and entertainment the net-
works must be able to give the affiliates many things those sta-
tions could not provide on their own. The vital sessions of the 
United Nations would be a strong case in point. It would be im-
possible for a small station in the Middle West or on the Pacific 
Coast to send its own newsmen and technicians to New York to 
cover the sessions and to absorb the tremendous telephone line 
charges to beam back the long hours of debate. If the network 
is covering, as is increasingly likely, the affiliate has only to clear 
air time and patch into the network feed. 

With its network affiliation, the local station has a wide 
range of network newscasts, analyses, and commentaries to choose 
from to round out its own news coverage, as well as extensive 
special events programming. As a result Ine.ql qtq.tions have dí-
velopedilie logical Dattern of carrvinr a network roirndnn cover-

listeners with a well-rounded news package. 
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As a sort of bonus, network affiliation enables the affiliate to 
boast a bit of its "far-flung news-gathering organization." This 
the station can do legitimately, even though stretching the 
point, because the networks station men in key spots at home 
and abroad. But let us pause a moment here lest we create 
the false impression that network affiliation is strictly a one-
way street. It definitely is not.  In the affiliation arrangement, 
the network often calls u on the lo 
such _thhjgâ_aâ..gQ.v.awg raajer news stories ilLits_parti ular local 
area. You often have heard on newscasts this phrase: "We take 
you now to Station WWWW in North Drawbridge for a direct 
report on. . . ." And so it is that the alert network news oper-
ation makes good use of affiliated stations. 

NETWORK PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT 

In order to make affiliation work properly, the networks 
have an overriding responsibility to give to the local stations 
aligned with them material these affiliates cannot work up on 
their own, as in the case of covering United Nations debate. 
The same idea holds true for regular newscasts; the networks 
employ sizable news staffs and have almost limitless facilities. 

At the top of the network newsroom staff we have the 
commentators and analysts. The names of many of these men 
and women are household words. Many have been on the air 
for decades. They have loyal followings of listeners who would 
not think of beginning or ending the day without the words of 
"their" favorite broadcaster. 

Also daily making their presence felt are the bureau corres-
pondents employed by the networks and the editors and staffs 
of writers who, hour after hour, day after day, hammer out the 
news that is heard from one corner of the nation to the other. 
Like the big independents, the key network stations employ 
considerable numbers of writers and editors—anywhere from 
15 to 30 writers and 5 to 12 editors—to cover their 'round-the-
clock, every-day-of-the-year operations. 



Chapter 3 

44E.zede ....r 

srlaerhilu g 

Generally speaking, morning newspapers cover the events 
that occurred between the preceding 2 P.M. and midnight, 
20 

When radio appeared on the scene years ago, it provided 
the world with something brand new and vital in news dissem-
ination: ..absolute immediac. Tihis is and always will be the 
chief_justificatior for radio iews.  If radio doesn't get t e news 
out fast, it needn't get it out at all. 

Radio is subject to stringent time limitations. Because of 
the relatively brief periods given over to news, radio news can-
not go deeply into detail on ordinary news stories. It skims the 
surface, provides the essence of the news. Thus, to a great ex-
tent, radio news usually begs off on the educational feature of 
journalism, the deep and solid back  rounding of the vital liZws 
LheTtiajjairgos,lbga, it must make up for this s ort-
coming in another way. This it does by reporting instantane-
ously, telling the world what happened just after it happened 
or, better still, even as it is happening. great and, to 
he reilisI-ç only advantaae iadio has over the newsnper. ie 

ublishing 
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while afternoon papers are concerned mainly with the happen-
ings between midnight and 2 P.M. But, in both cases, there are 
time lags between the moment the edition is put to bed and 
the moment it hits the streets. In the interim, many things can 
and often do happen. 

Here is where radio news takes up the slack. 
Another of radio's times to shine is the early morning, 

when John Q. Citizen is gulping his cup of coffee. He has not 
yet picked up his newspaper and is eager to learn what has 
been going on in the world. He flicks the radio dial to his 
favorite newscast and gets a synopsis of what his newspaper 
will fill out in detail for him. 

This is, of course, a prime example of what to many per-
sons is an almost unbelievable fact. In truth,  radio and the 
newpapçr compete only n /If fnr  

news. A we mentioned, the  factor of time limitation  revents 
rádip fro 1, a functiou it has in some in-
stances all too happily -Felt to newspapers, In years gone by, the 
15-mu—e-=ite' newscast was radio's chief stock in trade. There was 
somewhat more latitude here for greater detail on the major news 
and somewhat more room for feature material. Recently, how-
ever, the trend has been to more and more 5-minute newscasts 
and headline summaries. Both these forms, and especially the 
latter, make it impossible for the writer to do more than take 
the cream off the news. 

j1nother mo_re_ar-less---standard practice that has developed 
in radio news is to cram as many stories as possible into these 
IMMUMMTITe--theory here, apparently is that since you 
cannot tell a lot about anything, it is better to tell a little about 
a lot of things. 

t THE PERSONAL APPROACH  

. . Still another supposed advanta e of raçjp iiw s er-
sonal approach ta_the listenej. The idea was advanced lonî 



man the overwhelming 
so his listener can comprehend immediate-1 

ljnt sinlplee nintit can 
..ilteit,_am_difEcult gals  Writing this way may sound easy but 
is not. It was this double demand for simplicity and clarity that 
led radio writers to abandon the perfectly justifiable newspaper 
style of the catch-all lead, with its five Ws and the H. You can 
readily demonstrate the point. Take page 1 of your favorite 
newspaper, select a story, and read the lead sentence aloud. 
It's a safe bet you will find yourself winded by the end of 
that sentence. Imagine, then, the plight of the radio announcer 
trying to read for 15 minutes through copy of this kind. 

Then try the same demonstration from still another angle. 
Try reading to a friend that same sentence that winded you. 
After you have done so, check back to see how much sense 
your companion was able to derive from it. 
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ago that the listener is, in effect, inviting the radio announcer 
into his home. It's all a very friendly sort of arrangement and 
the visiting announcer or newscaster must be a perfectly proper 
guest and yet be a good and interesting conversationalist, who 
speaks in a warm, informal manner. Newspapers have grown 
more interested in readability in recent years, yet they have 
stuck pretty generally to a formalized style of writing and ad-
here doggedly to the ages-old "inverted pyramid" form and the 
time-worn five W's and the H. 

Not so with radio. 
.he most general rule of radio news writin is  erhaps 

thatIreignrfretrt? ite"w—firére— o get 
nyone who thinks of 

self as a newsman would, of course, want to do this anyhow. 
But the radio news writer is up against quite a different prob-
lem. The newspaper reader can return to a story as often as 
necessary to derive its sense and meaning. ..Le radio listener 

one chance onl. This imposes on the radio ne;rs-
lead), 
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These two tests should make a pretty good case for differ-
ent newspaper and radio styles. 

THE SERVICEABILITY OF NEWS 
• 

Before going on to the actual writing assignment, there is 
another point about broadcast news that should be made ab-
solutely clear. Much as he may want to believe differently, the 
radio news writer soon realizes he is not turning out Pulitzer 

Rathçr, he is writing against deadline after àead-
jine...And, as we have mentioned, he Is tuiiiiii ut a tretty 
perishable commodity. Because of the often tremendous pres-
sure under which he writes, the radio rewrite man finds that 
time and again he must fall back on the trite or cliché phrase. 
It is going to happen; it has to happen because of these con-
stant deadlines and because of the volume of material that 
will flow day after day from his typewriter. 

Jt goes without saying, of course, that when time allows 
the radio writer owes it to himself and his listeners to try to 
get away from any hackneyed work, but frequently the clock 
just will not grant the necessary time for mulling over pretty 
phrases and interesting constructions. The old standbys will 
have to be pressed once again into service. 

In this sense radio news is not vastly different from news-
paper reporting, publicity writing, or any journalistic endeavor 
facing the inflexible deadline. We do not toss it all over be-
cause the field does not let us "create" at will. Instead_ the idea  
is to strive wherever possible to say what we have to report üâ.a 
new and better way and not worry too much when we are 
pushed to take the easy way by the hig_and little hands of the  
clock. 

Thl another thought to be borne in mind is this: the news-
per reporter aenera11yJicsigned 

an 8-hour work day. Ile goes out to cover it, then sits down to 
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write it. He can muster all his concentration on that one 
story and, if deadline time allows, can play with it until he 
has turned a few phrases to his satisfaction and organized it to 
his liking. 

This is not so with th£11,12.1galiceuari. 
His job re uires him to work with perhaps 10, 20,possi-

bly even 40 or 0 stories in that same our period.  Although 
he wilfnot deal with any story in anything like the detail that 
concerns his newspaper colleague, the radio writer's problem of 
organization is much more difficult. He must keep abreast of 
every story in his wire copy. And with each new story comes a 
new decision. He must quickly make up his mind whether or 
not to use it and he must decide just as swiftly how it will fit into 
the particular newscast on which he is working. This, however, 
is just one of the peculiarities of radio news, and the alert rewrite 
man soon devises his own system for keeping up with the copy 
• and facilitating his decision-making problems. 

As we mentioned earlier, the radio newscaster is in essence 
invited into the listener's home to tell his story of the day's hap-
penings...There is_ the feeling the the netant-.1_, i £jakaar.ing to 

smiLlegeLladividuall, L_a2h2e« talking over à;4L.._.i _the way 

f.l.igudSmightaliscias.scinethingai a chance meeting 
This once t erects a solid bar to formalized wrng. 

When two persons talk about anything, including news, they 
do not bother with exacting grammatical constructions and 
precise style. IIim milpeak easil , fluidly, and in a friendly, 

impersonal manner. It is pret reed that wnat 
most persons want when they tune in the radio for the news. 

But take warning. We are not hinting here that radio news 
is sloppy, ungrammatical, or uneducated. There is a happy 
medium, based on good taste and a good sound to radio copy. 
Again, this is something that comes with experience, but the 
sooner it comes, the better for the new radio writer. 
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THE PAUL WHITE FORMUL4 

Having thus considered some of the generalities of radio 
news, it is time to turn to some of the specifics. As we have 
pointed out, the specifics are few and far between, but one of 
the oldest and, we believe, the best for radio news was put for-
ward many years ago by a former CBS news director, the late 
Paul White. 

reed the radio writer should tell ' what 
you're going to tell 'em, te 1 em, t en te 'em that you've told  

Sounds strange? It isn't, really. And it is a guide sign that 
still stands at the crossroads pointing to good radio copy. What 
White was driving at is this: the writer looks for a catchy way 
02f...riling ¡lit() his sto erha  s a sentence or çven a phrase 
that will alert the listener t. w at is coming. Then the writer 
lays down the sense of the news_ item. Finally, in one further 
sente • _açe aje.paulAy.rza two, the writer sums up or rec e 
item. It miaht work something like this: 

That voyage of nothing went nowhere! From Sand Beach, 
California, comes word that five amateur but intrepid sailors finally 
have abandoned their effort to sail a raft to Tahiti. The would-be 
seamen got about 15 feet out to sea when a mammoth wave caught 
them. It tossed their makeshift Queen Mary onto the beach and 
left it a pile of rubble. 

Thus introduced to the wily ways of the water, the five seamen 
reverted to landlubbers. The wetter but wiser men abandoned 
plans for a trans-Pacific raft voyage. 

Thus, in 20 or 30 seconds, a rounded item. This is easy 
enough to do when time allows. And, in many instances, it 
is worth the effort to make time allow, even in the shorter 
newscasts. 
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Remember, the best and most successful newscasts make 
the listener's chore as easy as possible. 

Paul White's formula will not fit every situation. It will 
fit a good man Its 
your story as simple as you can and as eas a ossible for  
'tile listener to grasp at one ea ing. e newscaster might just 
ãWell be talking into a dead microphone if his copy is so 
complex that its meaning is lost. 

\THE PRESENT TENSE 1 

As we have pointed out, immediacy is radio's strong right 
arm. Ideally, then, the best news story for radio is one that 
actually is breaking, or developing, during a newscast. Almost 
by itself, this kind of story conveys the drama and excitement 
of history as it is being made—but it does not always happen 
exactly this way. Whenever possible, then, the news sho_uld 
sound as though it is happening muy, 114e—eau—he—done 
w_ana_distarling-the-aews-Qx-imisLePreçenfing f---" old the 
el....Lid tool for dping4ust.—this—is—th,e—ese—cif_the_geseilt tense. 

Again, a comparison with the newspaper points up the 
idea. 

The newspaper story usually has to stand up for one 
whole day, until the next issue is printed. Its time element 
safely can be set by the simple insertion of the word "today." 
Almost every story in every newspaper carries the word "today" 
somewhere in the first sentence. For all practical purposes, the 
average newspaper has but one crack at each of the day's 
stories, whereas radio has many more opportunities to treat 
each of the day's top stories. And, because radio is likely to 
be broadcasting the news only minutes after it happened, the 
word "today" frequently is much too broad,. To point _un tbe 

time can be innint" 'r' 
lished by su decbred only momnFc igo, 
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occurred within the hour, took place just before we went on 
the air, etc. 

Most persons like to look upon themselves as being up to 
date on all things. Radio can bolster this feeling and do so 
legitimately. Of course, there is a break-off point. When that 
fresh story has aged a few hours but still rates a prominent 
place in regular newscasts, the writer can fall back on the pres-
ent tense, which covers him well and still has the obvious ad-
vantage of making the story sound daybreak fresh. 

Just two minutes before an 11 A.M. newscast, the wire 
services bulletin the story of a big fire. The newscast might 
open this way: 

A bulletin, just in . . . 

Fire is raging in the Smith Paper Company plant at . . . etc. 

The writer thus had two opportunities to stress just how 
up to date was his newscast. He led off by announcing the new 
arrival of a bulletin, which the listening public has long been 
schooled to hear as something extraordinary. Then he came 
back at once to emphasize that the event is going on at that very 
moment. 

In all likelihood, the story will rate some sort of mention 
throughout the rest of that broadcast day. 

By 2 P.M., the fire is under control. The big scare has 
passed. But it still is a big story for the local station and local 
listeners are advised in the 2 P.M. newscast: 

The Smith Paper Company fire now is under control . . . 
etc. 

Here the present tense comes happily into use, bringing its 
much-desired sense of immediacy. 

There is no hard-and-fast rule against the use of the 
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word "today" in radio copy. Frequently it is necessary. Wher-
ever possible, however, the present tense is a much more im-
pressive substitute. 

As another example, the newspaper account probably would 
begin in this manner: 

Senator John Doe said today that Congress will be able to 
adjourn by the end of the week. 

On the other hand, radio plays the same story thus: 

Senator John Doe says Congress will be . . . 

Usually there is ample time later in the radio story to pin down 
the time element. Frequently, however, items of this kind can 
be handled where brevity is essential by simply using the pres-
ent tense. 

Often, of course, radio news writers find themselves in the 
position of having to prepare the audience for some expected 
event. If we have no information on the exact time that event 
will take place, we cannot very easily avoid the use of the word 
"today." Wherever possible, however, it is better to be specific. 
For instance, presidential news conferences ordinarily follow 
set schedules and the radio writer can say: 

The President holds his regular weekly news conference at 
10:30 this morning . . . 

On the other hand, to say that a jury may hand up its 
verdict today is not only suitable but also practical inasmuch 
as juries are unpredictable. 

UPDATING THE NE 

At_this'tincture we come upon one of the_febsolutes 
of broadcast Journalism: staying on to of the breaking story 
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and looking for that new angle that giulabg_cmitimligg stoi z. 
new different, and immediate . 

Once more the newspaper-radio comparison drives home 
the point. The Our Town Chronicle hits the streets at 4 P.M. 
with the headline: 

FEAR 50 DIE IN PLANE CRASH 

But even as the newsboy is bellowing this "news," Our Town's 
radio station is launching a newscast with the information that 
all 50 persons escaped unharmed when an airliner crashed out-
side the local airport. 

Surprisingly enough, both media were covering the same 
story. The difference, of course, is that the newspaper was 
put to bed around 3 P.M. for a press run of almost an hour. It 
had been hurting for a headline. At 2:50 P.M. the bulletin 
providing that needed headline came in. It said only that an 
airliner carrying 50 persons had crashed. The paper couldn't 
wait for details. It went out with the fragmentary information. 
By the time the story had crystallized, the Chronicle was well 
beyond the printing point of no return. 

But as the presses were rolling, the radio station was able 
to stay right with the story and every changing detail. At 2:50 
P.M., when the bulletin came in, it reported the possible 
tragedy and, of course, advised listeners to stay tuned for further 
details. The 5-minute newscast at 3 P.M. gave the radio station 
more time to gather information and pass it along. In the 
excitement of any plane crash, there is a natural amount of 
confusion. The radio station has the time to play it just as it 
happens. For instance, the 3 P.M. newscast came but ten min-
utes after the bulletin and perhaps conveyed this information: 

An airliner carrying an estimated fifty persons has crashed 
just outside Our Town Airport. 
At this moment, it is not yet known whether there are any 
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It is quite possible that this story could have been updated 
in the same 3 P.M. newscast. Even as the announcer was read-
ing the item, the news staff had divided up the work: one man 
stuck close to the wire service printers to watch for more detail. 
Others were on the telephone to the airport, gathering whatever 
information was available. Before the newscast ended, an up-
date story was prepared quickly and rushed into the studio. It 
might have gone like this: 

Here's later information on the plane crash. Officials at Our 
Town Airport report ten persons already have been removed 
safely from the wreckage of the airliner. No fire has broken 
out and there's high hope for the other forty aboard. 

For the sake of discussion, let us say that by 3:30 P.M. all 
aboard the ill-fated plane are accounted for and safe. The Our 
Town radio station puts on another bulletin to that effect. All 
this time, remember, the Our Town Chronicle is laboring 
through its press run with the already outdated headline. 

Then, by the 4 P.M. newscast, the radio station is happily 
able to report in detail that everyone was saved. 

Newspapers, forever bound up by rigid printing pro-
cedures, are unable to make these minute-by-minute, hour-
by-hour adjustments to changing news. They can keep up only 
on a day-to-day basis. Radio can keen un and must keep uv_S2 
the minute. It is the constant responsibility of the men in the 
newsrooms to remain alert lo the ever-chany 
Itrtnértill=is lan lead items, but every sto7 in every news-

It is a simple matter, for instance, to change the number 
of those who perished or those who were saved in a plane 
crash. Not so simple, however, is changing the entire tenor of 
a story. Frequently a complete rewrite of the item will be re-
quired. Ninety per cent of the time, this will result in a des-
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perate race against deadline. Sometimes a story will have to 
be updated even while the newscast is on the air. It is the duty 
of every writer to stay close to the wire service printers all the 
time one of his shows is on the air. He can see quickly what 
changes have come about and decide whether he must send 
through an update. Failure to follow through, to slough off on 
necessary changes, is a denial of the very foundation of broad-
cast journalism. 

Another important element of updating is to get "yester-
day" out of today's newscast. If radio newsmen shun wherever 
they can the use of the word "today," use of the word "yester-
dav' is almost most circumstances, a story 
that broke yesterday is too old- to make today's newscasts. That 
is the loose rule, and the exception is that time when a story 
calenmateIy be updated with fresh developments. t 

For example, the item about the arrest of a gangster one 
day can be freshened for the next morning if the suspect is to 
be arraigned, or if some new fact comes to light. Actually, there 
are countless angles that make perfectly permissible pegs for 
redoing and reusing older news stories. The grim holiday traffic 
death toll might well provide a top story for several days hand-
running as that toll continues to mount. A plane crash yes-
terday is fresh news the next day, the next week, or even the 
next month if, for instance, another of the passengers dies, if 
one of the crew reveals some hitherto unreported fact, or if the 
Civil Aeronautics Board ascertains the cause of the crash. 

There is never any excuse for picking_ijigiery 
without doing something to uplate it. Once npidated of come, 
it is perfectly permissible and often desirable to include some 
dr—rie background mattjaal -Just how much background de-
pends on the importance of the story and how much time it 
can be given. In any news roundup, however, it usually is neces-
sary to keep background information to a bare minimum be-
cause of time limitations. 
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‘,UPDATINCI METWITIÇ 1 

Because updating is basic and vital to sound broadcast 
journalism, we wish to pursue the subject further here and 
now and to set up a hypothetical but highly likely situation. 
Maw—local- stations care down their news operation on week 
ends, and fall back heavil on network news fee Consider 
e p ig to t e network rewrite man on a dull summer Sun-

day who, even though there is no "real" news, still must grind 
out three, four, possibly even five network-quality 5-minute 
newscasts. 

At this point inventiveness, imagination, even desperation 
take a hand in news judgment. A story our beleaguered writer 
might discard on a Wednesday morning suddenly becomes 
his blessing and he is driven to working it over from every 
angle. Conceivably, this lesser item might serve as a lead for 
two or more of his day's shows. All too frequently, the dire 
necessity to meet his day's output and deadlines results in the 
gross overplaying of a relatively minor news story. Here, too, 
the responsibility of the newsman is manifest. He must pro-
duce a dramatic, hard-hitting item and, at the same trouble-
some time, keep a proper perspective. 

Now, that example. 
It's a sultry Sunday in August. Newsman Ned responds to 

the alarm clock at 6 A.M., leaving himself barely time to sip a 
cup of coffee and get to the office by 7. Upon arriving in the 
newsroom, Ned is greeted by an equally sleepy-eyed editor, who 
gets the day off to a dismal start with the proclamation that they 
should be running a hot dog stand at the beach instead of a net-
work news operation. This was the editor's conclusion upon his 
first glance at the overnight news. It was crammed with bits and 
snippets, all of which added up to practically nothing. 

Ned must have a 5-minute newscast ready to open the 
network broadcasting day at 9 A.M. His first hour is spent in a 
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careful reading of the discouraging overnight file. With mount-
ing concern, he agrees with the editor: there is no real news. 
This is a condition that occurs frequently on week ends. At 
length, the editor suggests that Ned might be able to pull some-
thing out of a flood in India. With a hangdog look, Ned agrees 
the flood will have to do. And it does! As the second hand of 
the wall clock moves away from 9 A.M., an announcer is read-
ing: 

An estimated two hundred persons have perished in the rag-
ing flood waters of the Damodar River in India . . . 

The desperate Ned has devoted perhaps a full 45 seconds 
to the flood, going into many details of this far-off disaster. 

The casual listener driving out to the beach for a cooling 
swim might pause momentarily to ask himself: "What do I 
care about a flood in India?" But even as he is asking himself 
this question, the anxious Ned is listening to an opposition 
newscast and hearing, to his tremendous relief, much the 
same story. 

It's just one of those days. And there are many of those 
days when a good, hard news story is difficult to find. But 
Ned has little time to ponder the vagaries of news work. An-
other deadline approaches. 

For his 11:30 A.M. newscast, Ned prepared this lead story: 

Red Cross officials now report the death toll in that flood in 
India may not be as extensive as feared earlier . . . 

Again, on the newscast Ned prepared for his final chore of 
that Sunday, at 3 P.M., a new factor had entered into the flood 
situation, and Ned had to go with the same story again. His 
final newscast began like this: 

The raging flood waters of India's Damodar River now show 
some signs of subsiding . . . 
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they art- And_Saturdays and holidays. too. .,  

THE NETWORK VERSUS THE LOCAL STOR 

We come now to still another prime consideration in the 
planning and writing of any newscast: the vast difference 
_breeiLtjeagt.werkaguithe_laçallirmeet. 

The network newscast, of course, is beamed to many areas 
—perhaps from coast to coast. It must, then, be news as mean-
ingful to the clerk on Wall Street as it is to the fisherman 
in San Francisco. This is a stiff criterion, but the more fully 
it is applied the better the newscast. 

To illustrate: When five New York City subway trains are 
delayed for an hour in the morning rush, the lives of thousands 
of local citizens are affected. The details of the delay make 
news—big news—in the New York area. But our San Fran-
cisco fisherman really couldn't care less. However, when the 
entire New York City subway system is shut down by a strike, 
millions of persons feel it, both in the City and elsewhere. A 
long, crippling strike eventually would take its toll on business 
and commerce in major cities across the nation. This, then, 
could someday hit that San Franciscan in the pocketbook. It's 
a network story. 

It oes almçtjvithout savine_that much of the news made 
by our fe eral government is network cqliber. Certainly, legis-
ating taxes, postal rates, civil rights, aid to education 
—these and hundreds of other legislative matters have strong 
bearing on every adult in these United States. Out of this, 
then, falls a handy rule of thumb:  If the news affects a great 
many persons over a widespread area. surely it is a network 

station out 
;2kielena.e.îhQues.tuankigâtauLd 

Not at all! 
Many stations in the hinterlands actually retain Washing-
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ton correspondents or stringers to dig out and feed back the 
lardalidadireaajtig;elnl'ue Tnntfere And, assuredly, the man at the 
typewriter in the small station is not doing his job if he doesn't 
dig for the local side of _the_Waskiigton story. When, for in-
stance, parity is lowered on peanuts, the good newsman in the 
peanut-growing area will find out all he can about the move 
and give his listeners chapter and verse on what it means to 
them. Another obvious example in which local angles can be 
found is the passenger list of a ship or plane involved in a dis-
aster. A simple chore, this, to scan the names and spot residents 
of a particular area. 

Or take the case of an airliner that has a dramatic brush 
with disaster in some far-off land. The pilot is the hero. He 
has saved a hundred lives by his skill in bringing the crippled 
jet liner to ground. Because of the very drama of the situation, 
this makes a good network story any time. But let us say the 
pilot happens to hail from Des Moines, Iowa. There it is top 
news. The stations there play up the story and can interview 
his family, friends, relatives, possibly even taking tape-recorded 
statements from them. The chances to exploit the local angles 
here are ample. 

Another common occurrence is when the home-town boy 
makes goocLinI big citv, in a less fortunate instance, 
ma es bad. The wire services always will identify the central 
figure in any story. The newsman just must keep his eye open. 
For the one-man or two-man news staff in a small station it 
is often a lot of hard, extra work to dig out the local angle; but 
it is important work that always needs doing. 

\WHERE IS "LOCAL"? I 

The geography of the local area sometimes becomes a ques-
tion in broadcast journalism. 

A small radio station covers only a small area, and is 
heard only in that area. The problem here is minimized, for 
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when the newscaster in the 500-watt or 1,000-watt station says 
"locally," the audience knows the area meant. His voice does not 
travel beyond that area. But the picture becomes far more com-
plicated when dealing with the larger stations. For example, a 
50,000-watt station in New York City can be heard distinctly 
in parts of Washington, D.C., some 200 and more miles away. 
This station also booms its signal into Philadelphia, parts of 
New Jersey, and Connecticut. Therefore, the writer of 2 local 

c newscast for the larger station must be chary li ;ng cilrea 
phrase as "locall" or " " 
—rue obvious answer to this question of geography goes 
back to the basic tenet in broadcast journalism of making 
everything perfectly clear. Be specific. Leave no room for doubt. 
Instead of saying "here in the city," make it heie in New 
York City," or instead of "locally," say: "in the New York 
local news . . ." or "in the New York metropolitan area." 
Still another way to use the word "locally" is to follow it 
quickly with the specific designation: "Locally, firemen are 
battling a blaze in a downtown Manhattan loft building." 

dio station has the primary responsiy of 
keeping its audience informed of all major cevelopmenta in  its 
listening area. The network has the broader responsibility of 
covering ee- nation and the world. Generall , then, t e ret-7=-1p a-
sis on local newscasts is local news and on networ new'srasts 

nationZ and internstiona I news_lint  here too tnere orretr 
are overlapping elements for consideration, and the quality of 
the local or network newscast depends extensively on the sense 
of news values that editors and writers bring to their tasks. 

(TIMING AND BACK-TIMING 

In dwelling at length on the complex matters of local and 
network coverage and updating the news, it may appear that 
we have put the cart before the horse. This was done, however, 
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to emphasize the importance of these central problems in radio 
news. 

It is now time to tackle the problem of timing. Primary 
responsibility for making any radio newscast fit its rigid time 
limitations rests, of course, with the writer himself. He must 
know how much to write to fill 5 minutes, 15 minutes, or 
however long his newscast runs, and he must make all the 
necessary allowances for those things that cut deeply into the 
minutes and seconds allotted to news: namely, station breaks, 
promotional announcements and, of course, commercials. 

The handiest tool in timing the newscast is the line count. 
Generally, most announcers read anywhere from twelve to six-
te'eli lull lines o copy per minutel A writer ordinarily is as-
signed regularly to particular newscasts, which are delivered by 
particular announcers or newscasters. It should not take the 
writer longer than three or four newscasts to determine the 
reading speed of his man. This is accomplished simply by 
counting the lines of copy given the reader, counting those left 
unread at the conclusion of the newscast and subtracting. 

The announcer or newscaster has his share in the timing 
responsibility also. The real professional will read thoroughly 
through a script at least once and more often twice. He must 
familiarize himself with the material for an authoritative de-
livery. He will also run a stop watch as he reads to get a precise 
timing and thus learn whether he has the right amount of copy, 
too little, or too much. jben, to make doubly certain he will  
fijjjeuauhr_pLesedairdiLtinag4haeada, -1 nrinhincer or newscaster 

..aillellaSyeamarnnurn 

Virtually all newscasts end with either a combination of 
a commercial and sign-off or a weather report and sign-off. Re-
gardless of how the news ends, it is essential that the reader 
has time to read his final commercial or weather and sign-off. 
To accomplish this, he must know exactly when to begin read-
ing his closing material. He times the final pages and sub-
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CLOSE 8:14-- BACK TIME 

WEATHER 8:13§P 

HEADS 8:13 

COMMERCIAL 8:12 --

BACKTIME IN ONE PILE WITH 

0--rmesrlirrellrrormeertLUF ON THE OTTOM 
rne-

SPORTS 8:112 

Figure 1 

tracts the total from the time allotted to the show. Let us take 
a typical broadcast to see how it is done. 

Our newscaster has a 15-minute newscast at 8 A.M. He 
must be off the air at exactly 8:14:30 to give another announcer 
time for a spot commercial and station identification. Since 
our newscaster ends his show with weather and a standard 
closing, he times these two things first. The closing takes 15 
seconds, so he knows he must begin reading this at 8:14:15. 
He jots that time, 8:14:15, on the upper right-hand corner of 
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SPORTS 8:11 ')-

BACK TIME 

i 

- _ MIDDLE COMMERCIAL 

8:00 

 i 

i 

FIRST HALF 

Figure 2 

SECOND 
HALF 
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the page. His weather report runs 25 seconds, and he must, 
therefore, begin reading it at 8:13:50. The figure goes on the 
upper right-hand corner of that page. 

For absolute safety, the announcer will also back-time 
other closing material—possibly sports, a commercial, a head-
line roundup. Each page bears the exact time it is to be read 
and all the back-time material is placed in a separate corner of 
the studio table within easy sight and reach. On top will be 
the first page of back-time, the sports news, and underneath 
it will be the commercial, the headlines, the weather, and 
the sign-off in that order. Figure 1 shows how back-time ma-
terial is marked and laid out. 

The entire script also is broken into sections. Sometimes 
the dividing lines are local news, national news, international 
news, sports, and weather. Not all newscasts, however, are as 
rigidly carved into news areas. Frequently the dividing lines are 
the commercials. In some manner the newscaster separates his 
show for easy handling of copy. Then, as with the back-time 
section, he lays it out on the table as in Figure 2. 

You notice in Figure 2 that the back-time has been placed 
in the upper left-hand corner of the table within easy reach of 
the newscaster. He has broken the rest of the script into two 
sections, using the middle commercial as the dividing spot, as 
we suggested he might. When the on-the-air light goes on in 
the studio the newscaster probably will be holding the first 
half of the script and the second section, with the middle com-
mercial on top, will remain on the table in front of him. 

You also observe that no time is indicated for the reading 
of the middle commercial. Very few newscasters bother to do 
a page-by-page timing of their entire show, and there really is 
no need for it. Therefore, they have only an approximate idea 
of when they will be reading the middle commercial. This is 
not especially important, although in a 15-minute show most 
newscasters like to take that middle commercial break about 
five minutes after they begin reading. This keeps the com-
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mercials about as far apart as possible, and if the newscaster 
himself is not forced to read the commercials it gives him a 
chance to catch his breath. 

Incidentally, the placement of commercials within news-
casts is a matter varying widely with station policy. Often, the 
sponsor wants his message in a specific time period. If not, the 
positioning of the commercial might be left to the news writer 
or the newscaster, himself. In any event, it is the responsibility 
of the newscaster to make sure he has his commercial copy when 
he goes on the air. But it is the writer's responsibility to check 
the program schedule to make sure there is no last-minute 
change in the number of commercials which, obviously, would 
change the line count and timing of the entire newscast. 

\ PAD OR _FILLER' 

Back-timing is a proved way to assure that the newscaster 
eguari  is ere o ma e 

sure-In-stays on t e air long enough? In addition to close timing 
by the writer, there is an insurance plan known in the trade simply 
as  pad. Actually, pad or filler material consists simply of severit, 
extra stories placedad 
is made up of items of lesser importance—throwaway stories that 
wii1not harm the newscf it thr never were react=r-vee 
as insurance against the newscaster's reading at a faster rate than 
usual or a miscalculation of the number of lines the writer 
has given the reader. Few acts strike more terror to the heart of 
a news writer than seeing his newscaster suddenly waving fran-
tically for more copy. 

It goes almost without saying that it is better to have too 
much copy than not enough. 

1TYPES OF RADIO NRWS PROCR42A4  

By far _the most extensively used radio newscast for the 
past few years has been the 5-minute summary. It seems to Èt 
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neatly into the music and news pattern prevalent in both net-
work and local radio since the advent of television. 

For the most part, the 5-minuter falls into two categories: 
one the dateline show in which each item is labeled with the 
city and state of its origin, and the other the integrated news-
cast in which most items are linked. Before going on to ex-
amine these types of newscasts, a few generalizations: 

Already we have stressed how little can be told in radio 
newscasts. The time limitation problem is emphasized by the 
swing to mere 5-minute programs. Add to this consideration the 
fact that 30 seconds ordinarily are lopped off the end of any 
newscast for station identification, public service, and frequent 
announcements promoting other programs. In addition there 
is that much-to-be-desired element, the commercial. If you are 
fortunate enough to have a sponsor for the show you are writ-
ing, he will want at least a minute of your precious time. Thus, 
with a minute and 30 seconds clipped from your time, you have 
only 3 minutes and 30 seconds in which to tell the news. 

In the average 31/2 -minute newscast a writer usually tries 
to work in at least eight news items and, as we have indicated, 
more if and wherever possible. But take an average figure of 
eight items, divide eight into 31/2  minutes, and you are left 
with less than 30 seconds to cover each story. The time will 
not break down uniformly into 30 seconds for each item be-
cause often a writer wants to give more play to the top stories 
and less to the others. 

\THE DATELINE NEWSCASli 

It was specifically for these quickie shows that the dateline 
newscast came into being. Much be saved 
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pie  device  
tro-adc jriirri1hfc nn the value of the date-
ii.. w_s.t. f.mggrhallà..Chief objection is the entirely legitimate 
one that datelines soon become tedious and often are repeti-
tious, especially on a day when most of the news is breaking in 
one city such as Washington, D.C. Getting around this by 
juggling datelines often breaks up the true flow of news. It forces 
a writer to feature less important news in a place of greater 
prominence to avoid using the same dateline twice, or three or 
four times in succession. 

It is possible that the dateline type of news presentation 
lends itself more readily to even shorter newscasts, such as the 
increasingly popular 1-minute summary of national, interna-
tional, and local news. In this brief news period there would 
hardly be time for the datelines—or anything else—to become 
tedious. 

An example of a 1-minute dateline roundup might point up 
the problem. Such a roundup might go like this: 

igg,_Tlis is Tim Brown with the latest news. ...... 

43 

WASHINGTON: President Smith has just vetoed the four-billion-
dollar foreign aid bill. He declared it insufficient to meet this na-
tions overseas commitments. The President had requested twice 
that amount. 

—0--

NEW YORK CITY: Still no sign of a break in the three-week-old 
subway strike. Union and management officials meet again to-
morrow. 

—0— 

LONDON: The Royal Couple is journeying again. Queen Elizabeth, 
Second, and her husband, Prince Philip, left by plane tonight on 
a good-will tour of Canada. 

.. 
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-0--

CHICAGO: The U. S. Weather Bureau in Chicago predicts the heat 
wave baking midwestern states will break by tomorrow. 

—0--
OUR TOWN: Damage is estimated at 25 thousand dollars in the fire 
that swept the Smith Paper Company plant this morning. 

And ,Liats the _latest news. Tim Brown reporting. Stay tuned to 
WWWW. 

Thus, in roughly one minute, five stories. The final date-
line, OUR TOWN, demonstrates one of the difficulties of this 
style of newscast. For smaller stations in smaller cities, it is 
awkward to put a dateline on a local item. To preface the date-
line with such phrases as "Here in Our Town" or "Locally, in 
Our Town" breaks the dateline format, although we think it 
sounds better. Stations in big cities such as New York can get 
by more easily with datelining the home city, although here, 
too, it is something of an ear shocker. 

INTEGRATED NEWSC 

The alternative to the dateline newscast, as we have in-
dicated, is the integrated news program..It.. .is of course, some-
what slower in delive and in prparation. Natii_113 "Flakes 
Much more p anning an thought. When possible the writer 
Ines up -1Tre „...al...veitems so that they flow smoothly from one 
to another, new alwairrwithin the dictates ot Feerire 
....gturiieresrarmattre te—.qirruesumihe 
manner in which the writer "bridges" or ties his items to-
gether. Many times it is absolutely impossible to join items. 
In these cases, various change-of-subject words and phrases 
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may be brought into play, and at worst the writer is forced 
simply to leave one item and go on to the next. 

For the sake of example, we go back to the 5 items in our 
mock dateline newscast and write them in integrated form. 

President Smith has just vetoed the four-billion-dollar foreign aid 
bill, declaring it insufficient to meet this nation's overseas com-
mitments. The Chief Executive had requested twice that amount. 

—0— 
Also unhappy with a money offer, those striking New York City 
subway workers. Union and management meet tomorrow, but still 
no hint when the trains will be running again. 

—0— 
Finding it easier to travel tonight are Britain's Queen Elizabeth, 
Second, and her husband, Prince Philip. They've flown out of 
London on a good-will tour of Canada. 

—0— 
Back home again, the Chicago Weather Bureau predicts a break 
by tomorrow in the heat wave cooking the midwestem states. 

—0--
In this area, damage is estimated at 25 thousand dollars in the 
fire that swept the Smith Paper Company plant in Our Town this 
morning. 

Thus, the five news stories have been bridged into a news-
cast that flows from one item to the next, wherever possible, 
and uses transitional phrases to weld the other items into 
the presentation. 

This popular form of newscast also serves admirably for 
rounding up the news geographically or by subject matter It 
is idgall;Let.up,..igg.iutimage.agLpackage ?ll the foreign, Wash-

on domestic. andààraLiews within its free-flowing.ÍZLUte 
Likewise, three or four economic items, a group of items about 
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crime or violence, anything that falls easily within a particular 
category can usually be tied together and dropped intact into 
an integrated newscast. 

Rare indeed for the news writer is that happy work trick in 
which the news stories fall together in such a way that they 
almost integrate themselves. Often it requires considerable 
thought to find the link. It is in trying too hard to find the 
link that many imaginative news writers trap themselves. The 
trap is sprung when they wrestle items together in this sort 
of way: 

President Smith has presented to Congress a budget of almost 79 
billion dollars for the coming fiscal year. 

—0— 
But the budget of an Our Town grocer was disrupted for several 
fiscal years to come when a gunman robbed him today of three 
thousand dollars. 

To some this may sound fairly clever. But it isn't, really— 
just a play on words that brought into ridiculous association 
two wholly unrelated actions. Nevertheless, one is likely to 
hear this sort of thing almost any day, even on the biggest 
and best of stations. When—I writer finds_ himself in the situa-
tion of having to juxtapose_two such items,hc _i_sietter_dfie 
ijçjxj.on  of those claug-of-subject phrases, such as: 

Closer to home . . . 
On the local scene . . . 
Elsewhere in the news . . . 

The most commonly used, and thus overworked, of our 
change phrases is the simple device of a sort of dateline: 
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In Moscow . . . 
In Washington . . . 
In New York . . . 

With much distance and ground to be covered in the day's 
output, this device can be condoned every so often. 

Another frequently used change-of-subject device is the in-
sertion of the word, "meanwhile." It, too, has become hack-
neyed, although we are sure it has many years of active service 
ahead of it. 

Some other well-worked and worn transitional phrases are: 

E._ Turning to . . . At the same time 
Even as . . . 

Now for a look at . • . 
In the field of . . . 

These, and many more. You'll hear them on newscasts, net-
work and local, any day, every day. 

THE 15-MINUTE NEWSCASi 

The long radio newscast, the 15-minute program, is almost 
athing of the past in network 22siations. However, it still holds 
a place of honor on local stations. News consideralioris 
withstanding, it does offer a flexible framework into which 
the sales department can insert two or three lucrative spot 
commercials. 

It should be apparent that, in the 15-minute newscast, the 
dateline style is hardly useful. Also  it is virtually, impossible 
to in oundup., _Thus it 
hasiLe,c_o_i_n_ea_c_cmtiec_practice to let each item within this 
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longer framework stand on its, men fuifs Here it becomes 
lechiefly the reader's responsibility to indicate by his voice the 
conclusion of one story and the beginning of the next. Because 
the program is longer and more relaxed, this can work well. 

But much 
Jews as posçihle Naturally, there is much more leeway in this 
longer newscast, but still hardly time enough for what we have 
come to know as reporting in depth. 

In many operations in which the 15-minute format holds a 
place of prominence, a variation on the law of repetition comes 
into play. Jn_this case. iLtakes.gujorm of ouening the news-
cast with_a auick and suaegy„..bareiliar.suatuae.jhis serves 
to rouse the listener's attention and set up the stories that are 
to follow. The arrangement works something like this: 

Good mornin• This is nn Brown with a compile roundup 
t e n our: 

President proposes big new budget . . . 
Supreme Court frees five ex-reds . . . 
Russia tests new hydrogen device. 

Headlines ordinarily are followed by a set sentence, which 
serves as a break for a commercial or a promotional message: 

These stories in detail in one minute . . . 
I'll be back with a full account of the news in a mo-
ment . . . 
Or, even more simply: More news in a moment. 

Such set sentences as these, and their many variations, can be 
employed throughout the 15-minute newscast whenever a break 
is necessary. 
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TAPE BMA 

One distinct advantage of the 15-minute news format is 
the leeway it provides for such special features as tape inserts. 
The difficulties are obvious in trying to use tape or ar---Trurh-zt 
time-consuming devices in 5-minute presentations... _But in the 
15-minute newscast, one or two tapes can be used—w-WTRUF 
Iran difficul and oÉen three or even tour can be worked- . 

Unless tape recori ings are especiay iramatic or news-
worth a' to limit them to about 1 or 11/2  minutes. 
Sometimes the subject or the personality invo ved will ma e 
difficult to edit tape to time limitations. Frequently, too, there 
may not be sufficient time before a newscast to do a thorough 
job of editing. In these eventualities, it may boil down to a 
choice of using the tape as it is or not at all. 

When a radio reporter is assigned to do a tape report, it 
is customary for the desk or editor to give him a specific time 
limit. The good reporter will prepare his spot as well as he can 
in advance and make certain he stays within the limit. Fre-
quently, however, on-the-spot news reports or other material 
for taping will be offered by someone outside the authority of 
the station or perhaps the drama of a news event will carry the 
reporter away. In such instances as these, editing is necessary. 

To come quickly to some of the problems involved in edit-
ing tape and the techniques of using it, let us cover a mock 
air crash. Our station has its mobile unit at the scene and a re-
porter is scurrying about to work up reports he can feed back 
to the station for taping and subsequent air use. Before he left 
the newsroom, the reporter was instructed to deliver as quickly 
as possible a 1-minute and 30-second situationer, or summary of 
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the situation as he sees it. His report includes a general descrip-
tion  scene. the latest count of virtiro_s, nnrn_7W.S. 
zeeelatuamâLe.ejsu_olljesee. 

As the reporter is delivering his spot from the mobile 
unit, a newsman back at the studio monitors it while an en-
gineer does the actual recording. On a scratch pad, the news-
man makes note af_the_ CUE IN or lead-in line and the OUT CUE 
or closinords. He also jots down the main points of the 
report andecks the timing with his stop watch. When the spot 
has been delivered, the newsman's notes might look some-
thing like this: 

CUE IN: This is WWWW reporter Robert Roberts . . . 

woody terrain 
blazing wreckage 
risk of explosion 

rescue efforts 
fear all dead 
cause of crash 

OUT CUE: Robert Roberts returning you to the WWWW studios. 
TIME: 1 : 35 

There were no real problems with this tape. The editor 
had requested 1 minute and 30 seconds and the reporter ran 
over by only 5 seconds. And those 5 seconds can be cut by 
eliminating the identification return cue. But the second re-
port from the mobile unit was not as simple. 

Our reporter interviewed two of the rescue workers. As is 
often the case, one was a prolific talker and the other was 
strictly a "yes" and "no" man. The talkative subject had 
helped recover bodies from the wreckage and his voice was 
choked with emotion as he described his grim task. The quiet 
man, perhaps dazed by what he had seen, or just frightened by 
the microphone in front of him, did little but mumble his 
yesses and noes. When the tape was finished, the newsman 
checked his stop watch. It read 4:00 min. Some of it was ex-
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cellent, but it was much too long. Time can't be stretched, so it 
is obvious something must go. 

The editor decides he can devote only 4 minutes in total 
to the crash story. He already had an excellent taped spot run-
ning 1 minute and 30 seconds, leaving only 2 minutes and 30 
seconds for the rest of the story. About 20 seconds must be set 
aside for the newscaster to set up the story and introduce the 
first tape. Another 10 seconds will be required to bridge the 
two tapes, and 5 seconds more will be needed after the second 
tape to wrap up the entire crash story package. That means 
2 minutes and 5 seconds already are accounted for, leaving an 
absolute maximum of 1 minute and 55 seconds for the second 
tape, which runs to 4 minutes. 

Therefore, extensive editing is necessary. The editor tells 
the newsman who monitored the tape to cut it way down. The 
newsman reviews the notes and timings he took on the longer 
tape. They looked like this: 

CUE ix: This is WWWW reporter Robert Roberts . . . :05 
Q. Your name, sir? 
A. Fred Green . . . :08 
Q. How long at the scene? 
A. 2 hrs., longest hours ever spent . . . :15 
O. Tell us what you did? 

A. Long spell out going back and forth in burning wreckage . . . 
danger explosion . . . victims still in seats . . . helped recover two 
bodies . . . 1:18 

O. Think anyone survived? 

A. Not certain . . . heard moans . . going back . . . 1:54 
O. Any workers hurt? 
A. Saw piece of wing hit rescuer on arm . . . doesn't know how 

badly hurt. Others seem OK . . . 2:25 
Q. Did see crash? 
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A. On runway . . . saw plane overshoot field, but not actual 
crash . . . ran right over . . . there right after crash truck . . 2:55 

Q. Cause of crash? 
A. Thinks pilot just overshot . . 3:05 

Thank you Mr. Green. 3:08 
Q. Your name, sir? 
A. Slim McCarty . . . 3:10 
Q. See crash? 
A. No. 
Q. How long in rescue work? 
A. 2 hrs. . . . 3:14 
Q. Have you been inside wreckage? 
A. Yes (falteringly) terrible scene . . . 3:22 
Q. Think there are survivors? 
A. Don't know . . . hope so . . . kinda doubt it . . 3:35 
Q. Ever done rescue work like this before? 
A. No. 3:38 
Q. What think caused crash? 
A. Don't know . . . like Green says, probable overshoot . . 

awful sight . . . 3:55 
OUT CUE: This is Robert Roberts returning you to the 

WWWW studios . . . 
TIME: 4:00. 

Obviously, this second tape is much more complicated; it is 
more than twice as long as the initial recording and this one 
involves three persons. 

The newsman decides immediately to drop the second eye-
witness. This reduces the tape by 47 seconds. He finds he can 
save another 5 seconds by cutting Reporter Roberts' identifica-
tion at the head of the second tape. That took 52 seconds out of 
the 4 minutes, but the newsman still has to cut at least 1 min-
ute and 13 seconds more out of it. 

A check of the wires brought out the fact all the passengers 
and crew died in the crash. This fact eliminates the reporter's 
question to Green concerning possible survivors. This removed 
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36 seconds more. It turned out, also, that the rescue worker 
hit by the falling piece of wing was unharmed. Cutting that 
question and answer shortened the tape by another 31 seconds. 
Then, to complete the editing job, the newsman decided to 
do away with the speculation by Green on the possible cause 
of the crash; another 10 seconds out. Thus, he has cut the first 
interview by 1 minute and 17 seconds, but has managed to re-
tain a still drama-packed 1 minute and 51 seconds. 

With the tape editing out of the way, the newsman must 
then put his tapes together in the script, which might appear like 
this: 

An East-West Airlines DC-6 crashed early this morning just out-
side the Our Town Airport. All 50 passengers and crewmen per-
ished. Let's go to the scene for a direct report: 

/// INSERT TAPE #1 / // 

CUE IN: This is WVVWW reporter Robert Roberts . . . 
TIME: 1:30 min. 
OUT CUE: Cause of the crash—still unknown. 

/ / / END INSERT / / / 

Shortly after making that report, reporter Roberts interviewed one 
of the rescue workers at the scene: 

/// INSERT TAPE #2 /// 

CUE IN: Your name, sir? 
TIME: 1:51 min. 
OUT CUE: . . . Returning you to the WWWW studios. 

END INSERT / / / 

A tragic story. Fifty lives lost 

of the page of scripS _containing instructions for the tape inserts  
... This carbon, commonly known as a cue slise.„Lueben fn file 

engineer assigned to the newscast to make certain he knows  
iimuliefillulakilbeàètees. 
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LW.FATHER "Cadig,..Q44gra(4,..à.b.In KLCKFRSJ 
It has become more or less standard practice for local 

newscasts to close with weather reports. On 5-minute presenta-
tions, it usually is necessary to cover the weather—like every-
thing else—hastily, in this manner: 

weather: fair this morning. showers lata,, . . 
is is fewed by the present temperature, humidity 

winds, and barometric pressure. 
rnionger newscasts, it is possible to go into more detail on 

everything, including the weather. When the weather makes 
news, as it frequently does, it will naturally rate a place in the 
body of the newscast. But radio listeners have been schooled to 
expect and have come to wait for that final weather item. 

On 15-minute newscasts in the early morning, it is good prac-
tice to break frequently with capsule weather reports and time 
checks. This is wise, also, at other times during the broadcast 
day, but more so when the listener is getting set to dash out of 
doors to make a train or get the children off to school. 

Still another standard end item is the so-ralleilisker., This 
is ;let item that ordinarily precedes the weather Ian-cast. The 
bag,. Is a thrnwharlr fn fhp nge„gliii.444€_44.4,hayiL_I;tusiness: 
`Uwe 'em lau  gaIjag,:j-lere, too, caution and good taste are es-
sential. Reaching for a kicker often is disastrous. Then, too, 
when the news is shot through with tragedy and disaster, the 
kicker hardly is appropriate. 

It is a mistake, we feel, to format any newscast so rigidly 
that it must end with a kicker. News just does not pan out that 
way. There will be many days when light items are pitifully 
scarce or cannot be found at all. When you can easily and 
legitimately "leave 'em laughing," fine; when you can't, don't 
even try. 

Many is the kicker that has been fabricated in the news-
room. But, to our way of thinking, this is a denial of that essen-
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tial ingredient of news, truth. When we in the newsrooms take 
to doctoring or distorting the facts to suit ourselves, we under-
mine the trust a news-hungry nation places in us. 

At this point we have covered the basic formats of radio 
news. Many stations do schedule 10-minute newscasts, which 
are put together in much the same way as the basic two: merely 
an expansion of the 5-minute newscast, or a contraction of the 
15-minute presentation. 



Chapter 4 

•  SCRIPTINÇ 

M.= 

DLEW..S. 

It should be more than apparent by now that preparing 
radio news for broadcast is a matter of decision after decision. 
And yet, the authors have only scratched the surface of the 
many and varied factors radio news writers and editors must 
bear constantly in mind to do their jobs efficiently and well. 

ludiceLl 
Probably the most discussed subject of business in any 

newsroom is the decision-fraught question of leads. Most per-
sons are familiar with the term in the sense of the initial para-
graph of any news story. But there is still another, even more 
important area in which the lead is of paramount concern: the 
story that leads off a newscast. 

Immediately the question arises4-Whe-makes-tabe-decision 
.411..thg.freteduy? This is not easily answered because of differ-
ent ways of operating in different newsroomu.11,sually_iti.kk 
writer's repnnl-'t 

Under normal circumstances, one writer is assigned to a 
particular newscast. He is expected to understand something 

56 
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about his audience, the persons likely to be listening to his pro-
gram. He is expected, also, to keep abreast of the newscasts pre-
ceding his own so as to avoid duplication and to know what he 
must look for to update his news. Ordinarily, the writer puts the 
newscast together the way he thinks it should go. 

Many times, an editor will see the news in a different light. 
He may feel a story buried at the end of the newscast is a much 
more legitimate, hard-hitting lead item.  In any situation in, 
which an editor is on duty, he owns final au ULU: The writer 
may disagree vehemently, return to his typewriter 
and rearrange his newscast in the light of the editor's decision. 

The newsman in any area of journalism soon comes to 
learn that he must please his• e. If he 
cannot get  his copy past the editor, he cannot get it before tile 
public, wrether it be the radift_audipnee„ytewspaper or_inaga-
zinereair nubIle, or television viemersa This is one of the 
common sense factors any writer must accept. 

Purists in our trade will insist the selection of a lead story 
is no problem: you simply pick the most important story of the 
hour—or the minute—and there you have your lead. Actually, 
however, many more factors are involved, As we already have 
indjcated, flip radio_ writer and editor innct talcp info rnnsiderg-
tion the lead of the preceding-nemseee—In active newsrooms, 
it is not at all unlikely that a newscast is aired every hour or 
even every half-hour. Here, then, are the two primary considera-
tions in lead selection: first what is the most important story of 
the moment; and second, what was our lead of 30 minutes ago? 
If the same story led the previous show, does it deserve this 
featured place again? Can the story be freshened up with a new 
angle? If the newscasts are frequent, it is likely many of the same 
listeners still will be tuned in. The desire, naturally, is to keep 
them interested. 

The decision-binding question then arises in this form: Is 
the story so big, so important, that the listener is anxious to 
hear it again and get additional information? If the answer 
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seems to be negative, then it will be better to select another 
lead. No newsman would hesitate about leading two, three, per-
haps even four or five newscasts with a story of major signifi-
cance—a big air crash, some important federal act, a crippling, 
nationwide strike, etc. 

However, on a routine or dull news day, of which there are 
many, it is well to try to avoid using the same story to lead con-
secutive newscasts. 

We have all looked down at a newsstand at one time or an-
other and noticed two or three different newspapers with differ-
ent headlines. A regular check would show this disagreement to 
be a rather consistent one. There are those days when the news 
itself dictates the lead, when the decision-making is minimized. 
These, generally, are the busy news days, when one or more big 
stories carry the output. It is the dull days that cause the_prob-
lems, when one must ferret out a lead story. 

Frequently, when there is no really big story, several lesser 
ones will stand as leads. These, of course, are the days when the 
headlines vary radically. It does not mean one is right and the 
other is wrong. An objective newsman would readily admit his 
competitor's lead story was as good a selection as his own. 

Th of 
ing a nation 
This question, of course, is settled more easily by the writer pre-
paring a network program; he generally can forget any local 
consideration. But the local writer frequently finds he has sto-
ries in the three categories that would make a good lead. 

It's a safe bet, we feel, that a local story should take preced-
ence over a national or international report when each item is of 
equal or nearly tquat importance. It is, after all, the local area 
that the local  station serves. To illustrat—e7Tét us consider the re-
sponsibility a the locarsTaron to advise or warn its listeners of 
a transportation snarl. Aside from being a big local story, there 
is the public service consideration. Thus, a breakdown in local 
travel during the morning or evening rush hours almost always 
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would and should take precedence over most national and inter-
national stories, even if they are important. It would be the rare 
travel snarl that would eat up so much of any newscast as to 
leave no room to cover the other events. 

LTHE LEAD PARAGRAFIL1 
As the development of good taste is a matter of experience, 

the facility of selecting the right lead for each of the many, 
many stories the radio news writer treats each day also is a part 
of growing up in broadcast journalism. 

Again, almost every student of journalism, broadcast or 
printed, has what might well be described as a lead complex. 
Anyone interested in the field has undergone long conditioning 
to the familiar five W's and the H. These persons and anyone 
trained on a newspaper require a certain amount of recondition-
ing before taking on the daily routine of radio news writing. 

Their generally accepted view of the lead paragraph is that 
every essential of every story must be packed into the top side of 
the item. This is a throwback to the early days of newspapering, 
when telegraph circuits were not too reliable and the reporter 
wanted to make sure that if only his first sentence or paragraph 
made it through transmission, it would hold up as a complete 
entity. 

In addition, there is the very practical reason from a news-
paper copyreader's standpoint that the facts must be up high so 
the story can be chopped from the end without fear of losing 
vital information. In radio these factors  do not _apply. For one 
thing, it usually is just a few feet from the typewriter to the 
microphone. There is little likelihood that the copy will be lost 
in this area. 

Time limitations cover the second factor:  the radia writer 
has to e 1/-17,1ê. When he tosses his script to the 
editor it is—or should be—exactingly timed and there should be 
no need for cutting. Thus, the radio lead is a much more relaxed 
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matter, not bound up in the rigorous confines of the five W's 
«mirerTe I-1, or any other true esoriirrbrAgain, it Mére Is-
any rule for the radio lead it is that there is no rule at all and it 
dtvTrds-ria,,r,e,ntf,r"' are fa-
miliar with the newspaper lead that goes on, and on, and on, 
until systematically it has answered the who, what, when, where, 
why and how of the story. As we have pointed out, the chances 
of a listener retaining by ear all the information contained in any 
such first, breathless sentence are well-nigh impossible. 

As we have said earlier, simplicity and clan radio 
jriters critena., e s rst time, or he does 
not get it at all. To illustrate the different newspaper and radio 
handling of a lead, let us take a hypothetical Washington tax 
story. In a newspaper, it might well go like this: 

WASHINGTON, D.C., jan. 30:—By a vote of 58 to 24, along party lines, 
the U.S. Senate today passed a bill raising taxes on gasoline one 
cent a gallon and two cents a gallon on diesel fuel to help pay for 
the national highway construction program in President Brown's 
new budget. The measure already has House approval and now goes 
to the White House for certain signature by the Chief Executive, 
who plugged for it in his State of the Union message three weeks 
ago. 

The radio version of the same story could turn out like this: 

Bad news today for motorists and trucking firms. The Senate has 
approved a tax bill increasing the gasoline levy by one cent a gallon. 
It also hikes the diesel fuel tax by two cents a gallon. This new 
revenue is earmarked for the national highway construction pro-
gram proposed by President Brown. 
The Senate vote was 58 to 24, along party lines. The House-ap-
proved bill now goes to the President for certain signature. 

Thus one possible radio treatment. There are many other 
ways it could be handled. For instance, there would be nothing 
wrong in keeping to the more formal newspaper-type lead, pro-
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vided the long, cumbersome sentences were pared down, some-
thing like this: 

The Senate today passed a bill raising gasoline taxes one cent a 
gallon. The measure also increases diesel fuel levies by two cents a 
gallon. The Senate vote was 58 to 24. The House already had ap-
proved the bill, so it now goes to President Brown. His signature 
is certain since the Chief Executive asked the increased gasoline 
taxes to help pay for his national highway construction program. 

Still another possible lead for the story is this updated ver-
sion: 

President Brown's signature is all that's needed on a new gasoline 
tax bill to make it law. The Senate today passed the measure in-
creasing . . . (etc). 

terja,11.1 

At several points so far, we have stressed the cardinal plin-
ciples of simplicity and -deity in pre armg radio news. To 
these must be added the other principle of brevity. e f 
the rigirtime Timitations in broadcasting, it is essential tbat 
eVErrilem ih a news roundup be kept as brief as possible., 
----Sometimes, in handling particularly important stories, this 
is a difficult task. Again it is impossible to establish any definite 
rules, but there are some guideposts along the road. In the 
longer roundup, the 15-minute newscast, an occasional story 
may run to two, ossibl even three 'a :es, or rou hl 21/2  to 3 

a story, owever, wou ave to e o great im-
portance. Much more frequently, a major story must be held to 
one page. 

The same ratio would prevail for the 5-minute newscast. 
The very est neA ne covered in a gie at thganngst, 
arelnie ordinary item nsullv must he mitered in 6 to g lines It 
is in this boiling down process that the background of most 
news is lost. This, however, is the nature of radio news. 
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The radio writer must assume that the listener is familiar 
with some of the background or will get the details he seeks 
from his newspaper. Consider that it takes several hours to read 
a newspaper thoroughly; this again points up the fact that little 
time can be devoted to any news story in a 5-minute or 15-
minute newscast. 

JNGTJACRi 

Returning once more to the principles of simplicity, clarity, 
and brevity,  it should be obvious there is no Place for flowery 
language and large words in 12roadcastine news. This is not to 
say radio news must be dull or poorly written, but rather to 
point out that cute and tricky phrases only confuse the listener 
and add to the woes of the reader. The historic fumble over 
Herbert Hoover's name, when he was in the White House, is a 
prime example of what sometimes happens when even an expe-
rienced newscaster is faced with two or more like-sounding 
words. Alliteration often has a charming ring to the ear, but the 
risk of its turning into the clang of twisted tongues is too great 
to run. 

In radio news, it is a definite advanta  e to have a large 
vocabulary of one-syllable words. There are lots of them in—the 
dictionaries—good ones and serviceab e, too/ 

\ACCURACY‘ 

It seems almost superfluous to dwell at any length on the 
subject of factual accuracy in radio news or any other form of 
news. Anyone associated with journalism in any way should be 
aware of the importance of being exact and precise in reporting 
any event. Speed and style are unimportant if the story is not 
accurate. 

But a note of caution: in this age of public relations coun-
sel and press agentry, facts are not always easy to come by. 
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There are those who wish to communicate their side of the story 
at any cost. Certain persons in high places will protect them-
selves in any way possible, including the shading of truth or out-
and-out lying. Then, too, this is something of a statistical age 
and figures can be made to do many tricks and serve many mas-
ters. 

It is in this area, particularly, that rewrite men are at the 
mercy of the wire services. Frequently it is well to take pencil 
and paper to check figures in wire stories, simply to see whether 
they add up correctly. And, when real doubt arises, it is the 
newsman's responsibility to give as much time as he can spare 
to an at-the-source check on figures and facts. 

Here another word of caution is much in order: This mat-
ter of checking facts and figures can be a thorny proposition. 
Ask any reporter or newsman-how he goes about checking and 
he is likely to spin you a journalistic horror tale, compounded of 
buck-passing, getting the run-around, frustration, trial, and trib-
ulation. It is not our intention here to pick up the cudgel to 
bash public relations men, press agents, or anyone else. We do, 
however, feel a responsibility to point out some of the difficul-
ties the broadcast journalist is likely to encounter and suggest a 
few methods for dealing with these difficulties. 
_MgayjaLurganizations are fully legitimate and work dili-

gently at the task of communicating the message their client 
wishes to get across. Many others, unfortunately, serve mainly 
as buffers between their clients and news-gathering organiza-
tions. It is an age-old cry of the newsmen of our nation that PR 
firms and practitioners are readily accessible when they have a 
message to get out: some item reflecting favorably on the organ-
izations or individuals they represent. On the other hand, when 
things are not going well, they are harder to find than a good 
lead story on a Sunday. 

As a case in point, all three of the authors have had simi-
lar experiences in recent years with one particular PR outfit. 
In this instance, it was the PR office of a major and well-known 
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commuter railroad serving Connecticut and New York City. It 
was the practice of this office to keep obvious service delays 
from local radio stations. Trains might be arriving in the City 
an hour or 90 minutes late but if you could reach one of the PR 
men, he would calmly inform you the line was right on schedule. 

In this situation, the railroad was performing a distinct dis-
service not only to broadcast news but also to its own commu-
ters. Were the information of a major delay broadcast swiftly 
enough, many commuters would have the opportunity to make 
alternate travel arrangements, thus saving themselves considera-
ble inconvenience and the railroad much embarrassment. But 
no. This organization adopted and stuck by a public-be-hanged 
attitude. 

In simple self-defense, the radio stations took to hanging 
the phony reports right on the railroad. Even this seemed to 
have no effect. At length, the situation deteriorated to the point 
that newscasters actually were taking the liberty of slamming the 
railroad and its PR functionaries. Several newscasters we know 
of would go on the air with reports such as this: 

Well, another big snarl this morning on the State Line Railroad. 
We have this information not only from our wire services, but 
also from several commuters who took the trouble to phone in. 
But, as usual, the railroad's information chief tells us everything 
is just fine . . . that trains are running on schedule. But, then, 
he says that every time you poor State Line commuters run into 
one of these frequent snags. 

In several instances, the above was a mild example of what 
went out on the air waves. And, where newsmen's official com-
plaints of lack of cooperation failed, this device succeeded. To-
day this same public relations office is first to call the radio sta-
tions when any such transportation tieup occurs. 

Frequently, of course, the radio newsman's hands are tied 
in similar situations. More often than not, the fast-moving 
hands of the clock and the evasive tactics of these so-called corn-
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municators are responsible. It does take time—often a lot of 
time—to check things. 

It is part of the public relations man's job to know his me-
dia—newspaper deadlines, radio broadcast times, and the like. 
It is a cute trick for thela.man-to call back once he knows he 
is safely beyond the day's news deadlines. 

Still another favored variation on the theme, especially in 
the larger bnsineçq firr. rr r‘,Prnrin.,-.# offices, is ta toss 2 tele; 
phoning reporter from one extension to another until his dead-
line has pased, or the newsman has passed out. This is es-
pecially effective on long-distance calls, or if the organization 
somehow gets wind of the fact the reporter is calling from a pay 
station. After all, most persons carry only so many dimes in 
their change pockets! 

In these and similar situations, it is difficult if not impossi-
ble to suggest a remedy. lwiys is to have the 

charge of the news operation file an official conjelet 
about the lack of cooperation. In those flagrapt cases when the 
flow of news deliberately is dammed and official protests are  ig-
noréci. the newsman3' mostats_mtory recourse is simply to re-
port the fact that hard uld not flush a songjrçl 
from the thicket of officialdew 

Newsmen do not run into this sort of thing every day of 
the week. But they will from time to time; make no mistake 
about it. There are many chapters—even books—yet to be writ-
ten on the seamy and sickening story of official and unofficial 
censorship of news. In order to get on with our appointed task, 
we must let the subject go with this brief warning and advice. 

But there is still another side of the accuracy story to be 
noted here. It is common practice for radio stations to contract 
for more than one wire service.  Fiequently the two vercinne of 
the same sto will not s uare in some vital details. When time 

t e rewrite man c n 
bureau an . When time 
does not a low,  the newsman ordinarily will stick with the in-
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formation jailiestie5LübUsesairealoreaeascuaàle This becomes 
a matter for individual judgment. But in particularly flagrant 
disagreements on what should be matters of fact, the rewrite 
man often is well advised to point out the discrepancy by noting 
in his own version that one source—and name it—declares such 
and such to be so, while the other source—and name it, too— 
reports something else to be the case. This may be awkward and 
time-consuming, but it often is the only safe and reliable way to 
report a story. 

SOME  TRICKS OF TIM' TRADJ 

As in every other field of endeavor, familiarity breeds facil-
ity. With experience, one develops many techniques for han-
dling the day-in, day-out problems of radio news. Probably the 
single most staggering problem the neophyte encounters is that 
of volume of copy. Even in shops with one writer and one news 
service, the constantly chattering teletypes pile up an enormous 
amount of material for one man to handle. At the network end 
the rewrite man probably will be expected to work from at least 
two and possibly three wires. 

Were he to read all this material closely, it surely would 
take up four or five hours of his workday. However, he is being 
paid not only to research the day's doings but also to write 
some of them.,•The radio newsman must learn quickly to scan 

n networ kee s an eye out for 
local newscas s e is 

searc c ns an or t a  
ru er in hand, he pours through the rolls of copy, weeding out 
the obviously unusable items—the minor news that takes up 
much wire copy. 

Ip an earlier chapter we touched on the advantazuLde-
41arlinentalfring the wire cozy. SQzugàxàtrzàyâLgâgLer three o? 
fourpiles: Washington stories, the national material,the over-
seas and a pi e tor local riews. 

national and international affairs. 
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Once the writer has culled the material he feels he can use 
from the reams of wire copy, he goes back through the piles and 
puts the separate stories in descencling_.vier.-nLumpeutajace. 
This practice friquently facilitates the finding of natural bridges 
flgawar-ite.4a.te-the-riext. 

As each item is finished for each newscast, it is placed at 
the bottom of the pile. It also often is helpful to make a note on 
the copy of the time of the show on which it was used. This ap-
plies chiefly to a network schedule in which the writer might be 
required to prepare three, four, or even five newscasts in a 
work trick. 

Another practice followed widely, es ecially in the re ara-
tion of longer newsçasts-i,s writing...Ur-1n ac tg front. 
The writer usuy has at least three hours to write a 15-min-
Its.Lizugau. 07viously, many facts can change on many stb-
ries in that period of time. Then it behooves the writer to clean 
up all the lesser items and wait until air time approaches to get 
the last-minute details into his lead stories, and the high-up or 
more important items. 

If he plans to_use qjeature story, one in which the facts are 
no_!_psey....ta_changf hewilli„ge.Lit_out of the way first. If his 
weather forecast will hold up, he can type it and leave holes— 
or blanks—for the present temperature and other data. Gener-
ally speaking,  the writer clears off everythingnot greatly 
to c  ange to eave as much time as he can to write the breaking 
or_gbangiugemies.Near deadline, the writer may have too many 
features. Some will gba. way to liard news, but wirrteter 
newscasts will he glul +tdnheril- e leftovers. - 

There are many stories sent down the wires as advance ma-
terial to be released for general use at a certain time. Certain 
government information releases, publicity handouts, or ad-
vance copies of speeches frequently carry a ijoLD FOR RELEASE. 
That is to say, a story is serviced early to let newspapers and 
radio stations get it ready, but it cannot be published or broad-
cast before the specified hour. It is a time-honored principle of 
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journalism to abide by release times and dates. Thus, when a 
writer starts to work at 9 A.M. on a newscast to be aired at noon 
and finds a good story with a 12 NOON release time, he can write 
it first and have it ready to go. 

Certain elements vital to broadcast news are arranged to 
take place at definite and specified times.  It is common practice, 
for i....!sless4.1p1t1uWhite House to announc; a presidential 
news confermr.e—Q§e=day in advance and give the hgur. The 
writer preparing a newscast shortly after a presidential news con-
ference knows he will have to leave sufficient time to report the 
chief executive's remarks. 

A less spectacular example is the weather forecast. Usually, 
weather bureaus around the country issue four fresh forecasts 
each day. On the hour, of course, the bureaus issue up-to-the-
minute temperature, barometer, humidity, and wind data. Obvi-
ously, it would be time-wasting to go ahead and write the 
weather forecast at 9 A.M. when the writer knows a revised fore-
cast will be issued at 11 A.M. Similarly, hurricanes usually make 
big news and the rewrite man who is on his toes never would 
think of doing a hurricane story at 9 A.M. for a noon newscast. 
He knows from experience that additional storm advisories will 
change the data on the disturbance. 

Sooner or later, of course, the time comes when the top 
stories must be written. But the chances are that, while the re-
write man held off and got his other material out of the way, 
those major stories underwent considerable change. Thus, he 
is not confronted with a top-to-bottom—or bottom-to-top—re-
write of his newscast. Because he has saved them to the last 
hour or so, he will probably have to write those top stories only 
once, thereby saving considerable time. 

Still, rewriting items is an integral part of this business of 
radio news. We have hammered at the theme of updating the 
news and every radio writer has experienced those days when al-
most every one of the stories he had written only an hour before 
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air time changed so much that he was duty bound to rewrite 
and update. It's all part of the business. 

.Still another practice many newçwriterg fina helrfnl  nd 
time-saving is that of noting the line count on each page. This 
makes it simple to flip through the entire script to take a quick 
line count. Other rewrite men prefer to jot down a running total 
of lines, adding each page as it comes out of the typewriter. 
This is a matter of the individual writer's comfort and conven-
ience; the sort of trick one adapts to one's own needs. 

There are several ways to facilitate the difficulties of up-
dating. One technique many rewrite men employ to simplify 
this problem in everyday operations is to write each item ou_a 
separate pagg. At times this might seem a waste of copy paper; 
however, it is a time-saving device and time is the most impor-
tant element in broadcast news. When each item is separate, it 
is a simple matter just to remove the page containing the story 
to be updated, then slip the rewritten page right back into its 
proper place in the script. Frequently, too, it is helpful for each 
page to be numbered in the order in which the writer wants the 
script to be read. 

These are but a few of the tricks of the trade. Actually, the 
writer soon learns to organize his time in the most helpful way; 
he has to. The beat-the-clock routine is common to any news-
room and the writer who cannot keep up the often hectic pace 
must soon drop out. 

\KNOWING THE AUDIENCE I 

It is, as we have indicated, the duty of both writers and 
editors to keep in mind who will be makingup the lar est part 
afin audience  at any given time of, the day, Since the advent of 
—teferterládio's peak listening periods have been whittled 
away to the point that the early morning hours remain as the 
older medium's key time today. The hours between 7 and 9 A.M. 
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flare radio's most effective time with the peak about 8 A.M. Thus 
the breakfast audience is the key audience.i 
'NM-rally, at the breakfast hour time is of the essence to 
the entire family. Even as they eat, the members of the family 
want to be reminded often of the time:  Mother, so she can 
awaken the sleeping 'teen-age daughter in time for high school; 
father, who has his routine down to the point that he dashes for 
the train when the newscaster announces that it is now exactly 
8:10. 

fhenr.forJ:he writer to spot 
Js • a time 
iaga,..,Listeners also set their watches by radio time; they count 
on their favorite newscaster not only to keep them informed, 
but also to galvanize them into action. This is in the nature of 
public service, but from the very practical standpoint of build-
ing an audience it must be considered that people will be at-
tracted to stations that look after the public's interests. 

Rather more in the public service line is the matter we have 
touched on in several places of providing travel information. 
This is the concern of at least half of any morning audience: 
getting to work. And for a station to ignore the transportation 
situation is an open invitation to listeners to turn the dial to 
some other station that will provide this information. 

Another early morning consideration for parents and chil-
dren, of course, is the daily school sitilatirm Many communities 
count on local radio stations to broadcast the word of school 
closings because of bad weather. It stands to reason that the 
Jones family, with three school-age youngsters, will keep that 
dial set to the station that provides the school information. Fre-
quently, running lists of school closings can eat deeply into any 
newscast. But it is the sort of thing that happens fairly infre-
quently and is true public service. 

Fr out 9 A.M. until 3 or 4 P.M., when father and the 
c er. eau r cr te.file. trinnter 
and _1252)i..s.e..tfs„.„ 
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While this catering ordinarily is the prime responsibility of 
the program dqpartmee, it certainly seems more than just ru-
dga.faLtlaiews—dtipartment also to consider the ee2. y in-
creased percentage o Tre"inIrelisteners during These hours. Ordi-
narily, teature matèriai that interests women is easy to find. 
And, while we do not advocate subjugating the hard news of 
the day to the female features, we do think it wise to play up 
th.s.feuiniagmirja in this time period. 

In the early evirirrinffra-erCit is assumed radio plays 
ta-apreileiemailt.4  family audience There is also the considera-
tion that the family is gathered at the dinner table. While radio 
has never made it a habit to go into the grisly details of news of 
crime and violence, it is in this time period, especially, that 
blood and thunder can be and should be minimized in the news 
content. 

The late evening hours are  aimed at adult _ª.mligues..en-
tir± and allow much more leeway in both style and content. 

hours arm should mak an Ie'T,W,.t.u.emus 
reily of the day:I.:cop developments as possible, Ordinarily, too, 
room is allotted in late newscasts Lc,' ewes nem, unless, of 
course, a sports program precedes or follows the newscast. 

From time to time in the preceding pages, the authors have 
made reference to the need to apply standards of good taste to 
radio news. It is in this area as in  news itztilmEnt itself that edi-
tors and writers frequently disagree. Here, too, the editor's deci-
sion is supreme, but the writer must exercise primary responsi-
bility. 

Radio is much more subject to rigorous observance of good 
taste than is the newspaper. This boils down to a matter of 
choice. Tabloid newspapers often make great fortunes by cater-
ing to the desire of many for the sordid and sensational. But the 
person who wants something else in his newspaper can simply 
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pick out another type of newspaper. Not so with radio. The au-
dience has no way of knowing what it will hear on a newscast. 
If a station is guilty of indiscretion, there is nothing the sensi-
tive person can do to avoid it because that item has flashed be-
fore his mind before he realizes it or can reach over to turn the 
dial. The only recourse for the listener of this type is to stop 
listening. 

In recent years, some of what were considered the taboos of 
radio have been re-evaluated and changed in what we consider a 
much more mature light. No longer does the idea persist that 
the mentality of the average listener corresponds to that of the 
eight-year-old. A case in point is the use of the word "rape." The 
phrase "criminal assault" came to be used synonymously with 
rape in broadcast news and still is common, although in law 
and precise English it is nothing of the kind. ildur„Usalot a dirty  
word a d we consider its occasional use to be quite proper and, 
in many cases, essential to uterm 

Many radio stations have a set style of their own to guide 
their employes on matters of good taste. In these instances, the 
editors and writers must abide by the company policy. Where 
there are no such standards, the editors and writers must work 
out these questions among themselves on a basis of common 
sense. 



Chapter 5 

RADIO 

NEWS  

OPERATIONS 

Having grown up right along with the medium, radio news 
now can boast some maturity; truly, it has been everywhere and 
done just about everything. Its remarkable coverage of some of 
the "transcendental" news of the past four decades, its efforts to 
bring other major events to a listening public, its tricks and gim-
micks are far too numerous to mention here. There is no deny-
ing that television came along to obscure much of what must 
stand as a signal contribution to man's constant effort to com-
municate. But, as we have said earlier in this volume, we simply 
cannot conceive of a time when radio news will not have a job 
to do. 

This past decade, the formative years of television, has 
been a new era of change and experimentation for radio news. 
There are, of cou:se, those stations that became set in their 
ways; they found what their management considered to be satis-
factory formulas and chose to stick with these methods. Others 
accepted the staggering challenge of television and so altered 
their programming and standards as to revise completely and in 
many cases revitalize the entire operation. 

Radio's usual answer to television was to swing over to the 

73 
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music and news pattern. In countless cases this resulted in a 
new prominence for news, but in far too many other instances it 
meant only more wire service summaries being read over the air. 

Because radio news is one vital half of this book, the au-
thors felt a responsibility to report on what is going on in radio 
news today. As mentioned in the Preface, our approach took 
three paths. First, we drew on the practices of the two networks 
and one independent station that employ us. 

Second, we surveyed many radio stations serving the New 
York metropolitan area. We felt that in so keenly competitive a 
market as this we were likely to strike upon novel practices 
aimed at winning listeners. Along our third path, the sending of 
questionnaires, we sought these same improvisations in the high 
hope of being able to pass along ideas to our readers. 

Let us travel the three paths in the order outlined. 

(THE...AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANI 

The News Department of the ABC Radio Network built 
its national reputation on an outpouring of straight, hard news, 
buttressed by a wide range of analysis and commentary. Com-
zny zoli9r always has been to em lo news commentatop-
resenting every shade opinion . rn 
them loose to air theiuieum  

There is a natural balancing of the opinions of these men 
and women. The commentators and P1 ysts write and broad-
cast—titair—ewrrnraterie. Their scripts are reviewed by news edi-
tors from five standpoints: (1) good taste; (2) avoidance of 
obscene, indecent, or profane language; (3) avoidance of defa-
mation; (4) compliance with government regulations during 
times of emergency, and (5) competent news authority. 

The ABC radio networkis macle up of five nvimed nd qper-
gted statiqnullis snue.15Q afEliatec  The key or flagship station 
is WABC in New York CiV. The news operation in New York 

.111••••••., 
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is an example of a completely integrated network and local 
newsroom. 

ABC employs three radio news editors and between 15 and 
20 writers to cover 16 hours daily of network news operations 
and the full 24 hours of local news coverage. Every rewrite man 
on the staff is assigned both local and network newscasts, 
which are read by announcer-newscasters. 

Even the news format is interwoven. From 10:55 A.M. to 
10:55 P.M., local news and network news are blended into a 
10-minute pattern. The bulk of the network output consists 
of 5-minute newscasts aired at five minutes before each hour. 
WABC follows up immediately with 5 minutes of local news on 
the hour. 

Two newscasters deliver the separate parts of the over-all 
10-minute shows. This format also provides the local station, 
WABC, with several options. When one of the network news-
casts is not sponsored, local news can be moved up to the 5 min-
utes before the hour period, and, if the news warrants, can be 
expanded to occupy the entire 10-minute period. When a New 
York area story rates mention on a network newscast, it is 
picked up again in the local news period with the details filled 
out, or perhaps expanded with a taped spot. 

WABC has a  local news director who is free to cover live or 
jge_any..stimg.lejleem.hiesrming.d...expam IglIEntLn.ent. 

The local news chief has a mobile unit with a radio telephone, 
short-wave equipment, and a battery-operated tape recorder. 
Thus, the newsroom can speak to him at any time, and he can 
be in constant touch with the desk. 

The local news director also has on the wall of his office a 
map of the entire New York metropolitan area with a button to 
indicate where each member of the ABC news staff lives. In 
this way he can see at a glance who is closest to any breaking 
story and get that person to the scene as quickly as possible. 

Aside from the local 5-minute newscasts, WABC airs one 
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earl mornin 15-minute local news program and three 10-min-
lite shows. Tj jewsroom desk assistants are cralged with the 
responsibility of checking every 15 minutes with transportation 
lines serving the millions of commuters and travelers in the area. 
These "Commuter Special" summaries of travel conditions are 
inserted not only in newscasts but also at frequent periods 
within the morning disc jockey show. 

The rest of the network schedule is built around a morning 
pickup program, that is a ntainin  tapes of rets 
MITI ABt s overseas correspondents and switches to Iev news 
speLasound -the--cauntry—CallccUlle.ws—Ar.Q,unài.t.bgW,e,kL" 
this Monday-through-Saturday newscast averages four tapes or 
switches daily, knitted together by anchor man Bill Shadel. 
The first 5 minutes of "News Around the World" are carried on 
a straight commercial basis, with one regular sponsor. The re-
maining 10 minutes are broadcast on a participating or co-op 
basis. This means that local stations around the country have 
the option of selling one or even two spot commercials within 
that 10-minute period. 

Technically, this is made possible by a series of cues read 
by Shadel as a signal to the local stations that the next minute 
of the program is open for the local commercial. These cues 
come at a fixed point in the newscast. It is the responsibility of 
the local station to cut away exactly on cue, run the local sales 
message exactly one minute, and rejoin the network in time to 
pick up Shadel's back-to-the-news cue. 

Overseas spots for ju0 Arruind,Lhe 
World" must be ordered in the 2 
ca W e producer of the show and the ABC editors line up the 
spots, order them, and have authority to cancel if news develop-
ments prove the story ordered will not hold up as newsworthy 
until the next broadcast. Time differences between New York 
and other time zones at home and abroad frequently pose prob-
lems in ordering. Much simpler, of course, is the ordering of a 
domestic spot, say, from Washington or one of the 0 and 0 sta-
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tions, which can be ready to deliver on notice of only minutes. 
Newscasts such as these require much organizing and con-

stant surveillance. But they represent the sort of thing the affili-
ates cannot supply on their own. 

Still another .A.L3.L2ractice aimed at supplying_ affiliated 
stations with unusual material for local use is a daily closed cir-
cuLbroadcast known as "News Call."  What it amounts to is 
this: every day. AAC's correspondents feed into New York 
news headquarters  a series of spots from their areas of opera-
tion. In he main they are 45-second to 1-minute reports of ha7p-
penings in these far-off places or feature material the cone-
spondent has l. An ABC writer monitors these spots 
on the overseas circuits, takes precise timings of each spot, 
checks the OUT CUE or closing phrase, and the substance of each 
report. 

He then writes a billboard containing all this information, 
which is read by an announcer over the c osed circuit hookup. 
Then the spots are fed to affiliates, which record them on tape 
or disc for subsequent use on their own newscasts. 

One other fei.ture of the ABC network news day is the 
"Profilç." a SminnLeJ iography of some fi ure rominent in the 
daajews....This is researched and written by a stall new 
writer. Under the ABC system, news writers have almost com-
plete autonomy in selecting stories for their newscasts and in 
the handling of the stories. Should an editor feel that a writer 
has missed something that should be covered, he will point this 
out and ask for a rewrite. But, by and large, writers are expected 
to know their own newscast requirements and editors read copy 
for the already mentioned policy points. 

tTHE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM  

"This program was produced under the supervision and 
control of CBS News. . . ." 
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Proud words these in the annals of broadcast journalism. 
CBS., m_ore_ thawan_v _other network. has constructedzinch of jts 
% corporate reputation out of the material of ne BS News 
mainrains a 1arge staff of correspondents around the nation and 

worlil. Under the tJ3SNews system, all name newscasters 
Ure ref erred_To_as_couespeadeats. 

In this day of generally declining network operations, CBS 
News has increased news and special events programming. No 
major news event occurs that CBS News does not stand ready 
to report fully and, in advertising jargon, in depth. 

In the American Broadcasting Company news gperation, 
we saw an example of an integrated network and Fcal news-
room. The Columbia Broadcasting System has a split arrange-
mer-it, with CrS (the I-lawn& and W e key stationin 
%New York) each employingi py news staff. WCBS a 19-
member staff concentrating on news of the New York metropol-
itan area and supplying newscasts to cover the 24-hour local 
broadcast day. 

On any local story of more than transient interest, a 
WCBS newsman will be on the spot, ready to phone in a 
report of the happenings. Where the news is of greater impact 
locally, WCBS will dispatch a mobile unit for direct reports. In 
these instances, the WCBS newsroom takes over and stays with 
the story, frequently canceling regular schedules to cover the 
story in full. 

The  separation of the CBS and WCBS  news staffs does not 
ineci-te  any lack of c—O-erperation. For one t rnig7U3T— .7—ca1 rie s 

trrartrol the net o k  newscasts throughout the day. Then, too, 
t e oca  station can call on the netwa news operation at any 
tiffirfrx special treatment of a national or international devel-
op-rig—it on which it desires special coverage, including direct re-
pathrespon en s anywhere around the world. 

WCBS news is responsible for hourly 5-minute roundups 
during the hours of midnight to 5 A.M. From 5:30 to 9 A.M., it 
supplies two 15-minute newscasts and half a dozen 5-minuters. 
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Local 15-minute news programs that round up all the latest 
local, national, and international news also are scheduled by 
WCBS at noon, 6 and 11 P.M. 

The CBS News lineup is built around two pickup shows: 
the eMr1cn—a Mrvs R oundu beamed from New York at 8 
o'cloc=ever=norning, an '" an examina-
tion of the top news of the day with actuality reports from the 
places where the news was made. The remainder of the network 
news day is taken up, mainly, by hourly 5-minute summaries of 
top world news. These newscasts are written and broadcast by 
CBS News correspondents. 

The "World News Rounduy" is an example both of the 
long=-rar'—ernd the lastrimmutemshinvolved in impor-
tant network news programs. Planning begins the day before 
each broadcast. Between 2 and 7 P.M., CBS News headquarters 
in New York makes the decisions on which overseas stories will 
be covered by direct voice report. Bear in mind the sometimes 
tremendous time differences in other parts of the world: the 
Pacific area, for instance, which is half a day ahead of New 
York time, and Europe, which is four to five hours advanced. 
Overseas circuits—short wave or transoceanic cables—are or-
dered and wires are sent to the correspondents outlining the 
desired coverage for the next morning's edition of "World News 
Roundup." A correspondent who finds an important develop-
ment can order himself up for broadcast with notification to 
CBS News headquarters. 

Hours before the broadcast, the CBS News correspondent 
who anchors the "World News Roundup" arrives in the news-
room. He checks the lineup of overseas and domestic spots that 
have been ordered. Throughout the period of final preparations, 
the news staff is on the alert for new breaking stories that may 
replace one or more of the previously ordered spots. 

Every effort  is made on the "World News Roundup" to 
brin he spots live into the plagram Sometimes, however, at-
mospheric distur ances and other technical difficulties rule out 
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this possibility. Sunspots and other such natural phenomena 
raise hob with short-wave reception. When such conditions are 
known to exist, the CBS News correspondent overseas may be 
scheduled half an hour before air time, allowing him to repeat 
his report if the signal should be wavy or otherwise garbled in 
transmission. Two minutes before air time, all the orderly plan-
ning is seemingly cast to the winds in a flurry of ulcerating activ-
ity that lasts until the program signs off. The correspondent is 
at his microphone, making a final study of the lineup. A news 
editor sits alongside an engineer in the control room. The editor 
speaks on an overseas or other circuit with the correspondent 
who will deliver the initial live spot. The editor checks the con-
tent of the report, the time it will take, the lead-in line the corre-
spondent will speak, and the correspondent's out cue, or closing 
words. The lead-in line must be known to avoid unnecessary 
repetition in the anchor man's introduction to the upcoming 
story. 

As the "World News Roundup" takes the air, the editor 
gets on another circuit to talk to the next scheduled correspond-
ent, and elicits from him the same information. This, too, is 
relayed to the anchor man, who might have to revise his next in-
troduction even as the first spot is going out over the air. 

Because of this last-minute live setu, many of the anchor 
nrarereirrItretibris to various spots must be ad libbed.  Th_ en 
too, the correspondént may have run into a last-minute news 
break that necessitates his delivery of a spot quite different from 
the one planned 12 hours earlier. At times like these, the anchor 
man's script is out the window and he must have sufficient 
background on all stories to enable him to do an intelligent in-
troduction to whatever spot is ready, prepared for it or not. 

Aside from the furious activity, the anchumaaj„Lalways 
oi-ienrelIMMe enure of an overseas circuit. In these nerve-
itteltilirretaritt-s;—the—MCITe man must pick up swift' — nd 
mto'ur the salLy- as best e can and weave his %%Lie...tilt...lie 
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These are the tense and nerve-jangling moments of network 
radio news. 

Somewhat more relaxed in form and substance is ihe oilier 
CBSTre;7Frcrip—ehow, "The Wor onig_ t."  It, too, concen-

 tttut report. liut,Ty ffie time it takes the air, the 
news day is drawing to a close and there has been time to study 
the developments from many angles. 

"The World Tonight" goes beyond the straight report from 
the correspondent Zu an effort to convey the sounds of the news 
. . . possibly of a Congressional hearing, a dis-
aster crew working its way through tornado rubble to the side of 
a trapped family, a rocket launching, or some other story. Fre-
quently, "The World Tonight" brings its listeners an interview 
between a CBS correspondent and a top figure in the day's 
news, or a feature story from some far-off land, or a thoughtful 
analysis of a major event. 

No discussion of CBS News programs would be complete 
without some mention of one of the most popular newscasts on 
the CBS Radio Network, the Lowell Thomas news prograru. 
Thomas's dramatic presentation of one of the best written news 
programs in broadrastinz hag been nn 1-hp air_zinno 1930. His 
news program has always maintained a high rating and has 
never been unspon5ored. 

Two of the most popular offerings by CBS News are ana-
lytical programs. Eric Sevareid's analysis haj  for years been a 
nightly must for a vast audience. And a weekly analysis presented 
by ilsear.sajmUlas for more than twelve years maintained 
a steady and loyal audience. Again, these are the kind of news 
presentations which independent stations cannot ordinarily get 
on their own. These are the hallmarks of CBS News. 

ITHE NATIONAL BROADCASTING 
At a time several years ago when network radio had 

reached a nadir, the National Broadcasting Company breathed 
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new life into the medium witIlits "MonitolU, conelough 
it is basically a potpourri of entertainment .tJi.Lyveek-end "Mon-
itor" acka e is anchored in information and thus draws heavily 
on news itself and news features. BuLabove a , °tutor is  a 
successful example of the readiness of NBC to experiment with 

e s. 
"Biographies in Sound" is another of the popular experi-

ment;TaIrnig under the aegis of NBC News. These 55-minute 
.jo.c.uiLl.ermielaLt.h,diyes_a_zelac_n2yru.p.smilLe.ri2lETAª.s.t 
intermittently. 

By far the most ambitious experimental undertaking is 
NBC's new .".In.um: series. Three of these superdocumentaries 
already have been aired. "Image: Russia,"  the pioneer in this 
project, was a verbal report on all phases of Soviet life, broad-
cast two hours a night, four nights a week, for four weeks. 
"Image: America" was even more of a tour de force, running for 
48 hours over a six-week period. The experimentation evident in 
NBC's news documentary outpilt can be seen, also, in its news 
programming. The constant for in NBC radio news is ac-
tivity, and lots of it. 

NBC News maintains a round-the-clock news watch on the 
world from its bureaus in New York, Washington, Chicago, Los 
Angeles, and San Francisco and several overseas bureaus. Some 
30 to 35 editors and writers are on the job at New York news 
headquarters. The New York newsroom of NBC is another ex-
ample of an integrated operation, in which staffers are assigned 
local and network radio and television newscasts. 

Starting at 7 A.M. each weekday, NBC News feeds 5-min-
ute summaries to the network every hour on the hour. These 
hourly newscasts continue for 20 hours, until 2 A.M. Each is 
scheduled to include a 45-second cut-in spot from some area 
other than the originating location. But, as any newsman 
knows, it is not always feasible to meet such a rigid demand. 
Thus, when there is a shortage of news, the cut-in often is by-
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passed in favor of a short analysis by the anchor man on one of 
the few newsworthy stories of that hour or day. 

In addition to the hourly network newscasts, NBC News 
offers several expanded presentations each day. The first of these 
takes the air at 7:30 A.M . It is NBC'l:World News Rausubip." 
Like the ABC and CBS versions, this roundup features pickups 
from overseas and at home. NBC strives for five or six 1-minute 
spots in each edition of its "World News Roundup." NBC  
News prefers to prerecord its overseas spots on ta e to bar an " 
bEa_cIsen_njihagu Tli spots are e red anyw ere from 1 to 
90 minutes before air time, allowing sufficient leeway to try sev-
eral times to clear up a shaky or otherwise imperfect signal. 

NBC's ute.15-miniite news roundup is "Three Star Ex-
2i nightly from Washington at 6:45 P.M .  This program 
actually is an outside package since anchor man kay Henle em-
ploys his own staff of four newsmen in Washington, plus sev-
eral overseas correspondents. On the other hand, Henle and 
"Three Star Extra" have the option of calling upon any of the 
NBC News commentators or correspondents for a particular 
story. 

At 7:30 each night, ulg,..js.,..wgzatirayz_o_Ue 
W,orld" with More, RP..Hy Beatty gives added emphasis to 
domestic affairs and even those human interest stories that may 
have been passed over in the rush of the 5-minute newscasts dur-
ing the day. 

While some members of the NBC News staff in New York 
are preparing the network output, others are hard at work on the 
busy schedule of local newscasts aired by NBC's key station in 
New York, WNBC. The local shows begin at 6 A.M . Twice in 
the morning rush hour, WNBC follows network news with 10-
minute local newscasts. Five other 5-minute local newscasts are 
heard on WNBC each morning. At four times during the after-
noon, WNBC follows the network 5-minute newscasts with 5 
minutes of local news. At 6 P.M ., WNBC schedules a 65-minute 
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news block. It opens with the 5-minute network newscast and is 
followed by 15 minutes of local news, 5 minutes of sports news, 
and 5 minutes of financial news. At 6:30, a 15-minute presenta-
tion is given over to the full development of the top stories of 
the day. At 6:45, WNBC joins the network for "Three Star Ex-
tra," and the block is rounded off with the network newscast be-
ginning at 7 P.M. WNBC also carries the popular network pres-
entation, "News of the World," at 7:30 P.M., and the network 
newscasts at 8,9,10, and 11 P.M. The latter is followed by 10 
minutes of local news. WNBC's news day is rounded out with 5-
minute presentations every hour on the hour until 6 A.M., when 
the cycle begins again. 

Aside from the assistance it renders in developing news-
feature material for the week-end package, "Monitor" NBC 
News also roduces 1 -mmu e newscasts Saturdays and Sun-

...1a.y.24.1-.......peter.,,,, 
ecently added to the NBC News output is "Emphasis," 

5-minute news analyses presented eight tii,....2sLa day, Mondays 
"ItriMMIMays. 

In all, NBC News produces a busy schedule of 191 net-
work and local newscasts each week. 

VHE MUTUAL NETWORK  

The authors confess they were in something of a quandary 
when it came time to discuss the organization that bills itself as 
"the world's largest radio network"—the Mutual Broadcasting 
System. 

Beset by a series of ownership manipulations and changes, 
Mutual was trying to overcome a mountain of bad publicity and 
financial difficulties and get on with the business of broadcast-
ing. At the time this book was ready to go to press, Mutual still 
was nursing some of its wounds, but to the amazement of 
many, the prognosis for recovery was rather good. Only a hand-
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ful of the 500 Mutual affiliates had left the Network and the 
new management was taking firm steps to try to carry on. 

The philosophy of Mutual's new management is one es-
poused by many radio men who have weathered the buffet-
ings of television. 'The agree radio should communicate, no 
longer entertain.  To ac 1 e , mutual broaderrinore 
than 30 5-minute and 15-minute news and commentary pro-
grams during its 17-hour broadcast day, which begins at 7 A.M. 
and ends at midnight. 

Most of Mutual's news shows originate in Washirlgton and 
New ork the  only two cities wlere the Network fias actual 

t lough Mutual's head office is in reirTrerk 
ity, its news operation is centered in the capital. Mutual em-

ploys some 20 writer-readers in Washington and about 10 more 
in New York. However, a number of these men, especially in 
New York, are employed by independent stations on a full-time 
basis and contract with Mutual to deliver one or more news 
shows a day for the Network on their own time. Included in 
Mutual's rebuilding program are plans to expand news facilities. 

Each Mutual affiliate furnishes the network with the 
names ot at least t=e71.7rcreline called upon to su ly 

spot _neuic repartreprn their lOrdre. iviutmii oene es strong y 
that its audience wants to hear the news from the scene, and 
not just a man reading in a studio. So, whenever possible, Mu-
tual tries to incluCe on its newscasts an on-the-scene report by 
one of its own men, or from an affiliate station. 

With thuudeian of vats events and some religics.ro-
gramron Sunda s,  almost all of Mutual's programming is  
r.ejuseguagatiw.awiLjemi&àiteLuireduype.&. l'he remaining 

time ga.g is plugged with music. This gives Mutt.e..rimm---ner-
tude ro interrupt for bulletin news or to pick up special news 
events in toto. Among the notable examples of this special Mu-
tual attention to public affairs has been its extensive coverage of 
events at the United Nations and special Senate hearings. 
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Having now taken a quick look at the operation of the ma-
jor radio networks, we turn to the independent stations in the 
New York metropolitan area and the ways in which they take 
part in perhaps the keenest of all competition for listeners. One 
of these independents, in particular, has built both a reputation 
and a following out of a formula of more and more news in 
depth and public service. It is the 50,000-watt stationMaa, an 
RKO-General station and the former key station of the Mutual 
Network. To the best of our information, WOR's news output 
is unprecedented. In an era of radio in which the 15-minute 
news ro ram was 1 • 
an emonstrated i i s ratings _that much nf fb paalilic still 
lika_e_Digaae.WSGaert: 

WOR's General Manager Robert Leder says the 5-minute 
newscast is the product of expediency. He says he doesn't think 
there ever was a valid reason for it aside from the fact the sales-
men found the 5-minute segment easier to sell and persuaded 
management to give up its equity in the news-in-depth show. 
WOR now airs no fewer than 18 full 15-minute roundups daily, 
m=otr---ian T20 ot tliem cad!! week. In addition, its daily broad-
cast schedule includes one 15-minute program of sports news, 
10 minutes of business news, a 30-minute news-interview show, 
and a 25-minute roundup of world news, which includes many 
actualities or recorded reports of major news events. 

Another example of WOR's heavy news programming is its 
lineup from 6 to 7:40 P.M., a peak listening period. Included in 
this news block are segments for "News on the Human Side," 
the "Different Angle" in the news, "News for Late Commuters," 
plus commentary and analysis from Washington and New York. 

Thus, in its 24-hour broadcast day, WOR airs more than 6 
hours of news . . . more than a quarter of its air time. Further-
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more, between 5:30 A.M. and 11 P.M. news accounts for more 
than one third of WOR's output. The heavy news programming 
at WOR is paying off. The gross income from news long ago 
climbed beyond the $1,500,000 mark. The cost to the station for 
talent and facilities is approximately $500,000. 

To fill its extraordinary news schedule, WOR employs 17 
newsmen. Eight are full-time writers, whose chief function is to 
prepare scripts for announcer-newscasters. Seven men are writer-
readers, who perform the dual task of writing and broadcasting 
their own news copy. One of these is a full-time sports reporter. 
Another writer-reader is a "leg man," sent out almost daily on 
assignment to cover the top local story either with a tape re-
corder or in WOR's mobile unit. All the writer-readers can be 
sent out on stories when the need arises and, in emergencies, 
some writers also become on-the-spot reporters. The remaining 
two WOR news staffers are newscasters employed almost exclu-
sively to read news. 

The entire WOR news staff is under the supervision of 
News Director George Brown. Each WOR news writer serves 
as his own editor and copyreader. He must make decisions con-
cerning such things as selection of stories, leads, and the use of 
direct-report tapes. 'Whenever possible, WOR tries to use on-
the-spot reports, anc it is the writer's job usually to arrange for 
these phone or tape reports. 

There is much that many stations can learn from the way 
WOR swings into action to give maximum coverage to a big 
story. For example, there was the time WOR used both an air-
plane and a boat to report on a train disaster in New Jersey. A 
commuter train plunged off an open railroad bridge, carrying 48 
persons to their death. Within minutes of the accident, WOR's 
news staff had ordered its "flying studio" into the air and was 
making arrangements to charter a tugboat. For more than 12 
hours, WOR reporters in the air and on the sea gave accounts of 
the efforts to rescue passengers from the half-submerged rail-
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road cars. For most of the day, WOR news reports on the trag-
edy ran well ahead of the wire services and most of the other 
stations in the area. 

Also of interest is the way WOR covered an airplane crash 
in New York's East River. Fifty persons died. The crash bulletin 
came in shortly after 11 P.M. The writer, who was protecting his 
newscast against such an emergency, got the bulletin into the 
11 P.M. newscast. Seconds later he was on the telephone alerting 
the news director, even as the news was being broadcast. The 
news director ordered additional manpower to work and the nor-
mal routine was shelved. 

When the crash site was pinpointed, an effort was made to 
get a boat to the scene. But a dense fog prevented this and 
grounded WOR's "flying reporter." By the time the mobile unit 
was checked out and ready to roll, two additional newsmen sum-
moned from home had reported to the studios and had worked 
out the quickest route to the scene. 

Another writer checked into the newsroom and was sent 
immediately to the airline office to press for a passenger list. 
Two other newsmen were writing special detailed accounts of 
the disaster. 

Within an hour of the tragedy, the mobile unit reached the 
scene and signaled it was ready to go into action. On cue from 
the studios, one newsman began his report from the disaster 
area. As he was speaking, his partner was interviewing a tugboat 
captain who was near the crash site and helped several survivors 
to safety. This report was recorded on tape and held for use on 
one of the early morning news shows. 

Some of the survivors were being moved to hospitals and 
the men in the mobile unit asked the editors in the newsroom 
whether they should remain at the disaster area or proceed to 
one of the hospitals. Since a dramatic report already had been 
aired and another taped at the crash scene, the mobile unit was 
ordered to the hospital. Later, the WOR newsmen interviewed 
several of the survivors. 
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About 5 A.M., the writer stationed at the airline office called 
in with the names and addresses of the first known dead, which 
were broadcast seconds later. Having him there gave WOR a 
jump of 15 to 20 minutes on many other local stations, which 
were relying on the wire services for the passenger lists. 

The pressure was beginning to ease now in the WOR news-
room. Two more writers reported for work and took over the 
editing and timing of tapes as they were received from the 
WOR mobile unit. As we said, the normal operation was aban-
doned as it must be in any newsroom when such an emergency 
arises. Instead of each man writing his own newscast, all 
pitched in on the up-coming presentation. Taking the newscasts 
one at a time and making them as good as possible is the usual 
disaster routine. 

y2.7.21A_S.£4 W 1milt_ its re.putation on local coverage it by no 
means ne 1 lational and international news_ The phone 
is use frequently to record on-the-scene reports of important 
national stories and every morning the station receives a feed 
from its RKO-General stringer correspondents overseas. As this 
is written, the RKO-General chain had 17 men in the capitals of 
Europe and the Middle East and several others in the Far East 
and Latin America whom it could call on for special reports. At 
least three or four of these correspondents, usually in Europe, re-
port daily. Normally the correspondents feed their material to 
London where the reports are taped and edited and then trans-
mitted to New York. They are recorded at the WOR studios for 
use on news shows during the day and are also fed to the five 
other RKO-General stations and the 30-station Yankee Network 
in New England. Some other independent stations also subscribe 
to the RKO-General overseas service. 

WOR News Director Brown feels strongly that the day has 
passed when radio can get -by simply' t with e--r-5-ipment. He 
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says listeners now have come to expect public service informa-
tion along with news. And WOR goes all out to keep its listen-
ers right up to the second on such things a.1 transportation con-
ditions, traffic, and school Angines The station assigns one 
newsman to the arduous but essential chore of checking on all 
transportation facilities every half hour during the morning and 
evening commuter rush hours. 

Throughout the warm months, when highways in the New 
York area are packed with motoring week-enders or vacationers, 
WOR's "flying reporter" takes on the task of traffic expert. 
From the vantage point of his small plane, he observes condi-
tions on the major thoroughfares and broadcasts his reports 
from the blue some 40 times each week end. 

A great part of the New York area audience dials WOR for 
still another public service: its Many 
New York stations refuse to bother with this unwieldy problem. 
But more than a thousand public and private schools in New 
York, New Jersey, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania take advan-
tage of WOR's strong voice to keep parents and students in-
formed. Because of the extremely large number of schools in-
volved and the threat of students seeking unscheduled holidays, 
WOR has worked out an elaborate code system. Each school is 
assigned a number known only to the school principal, his top 
assistants, and to the station. When it becomes necessary to 
close a school because of bad weather, one of the school officials 
calls WOR and identifies himself and the school and then gives 
the code number. After checking its files to ascertain the legiti-
macy of the call, WOR broadcasts this information. During a 
bad storm it is not uncommon for WOR to announce as many 
as 750 or more school closings. 

One year, during a particularly heavy snowstorm, there was 
a mixup in some of the code numbers and every school in 
Elizabeth, New Jersey, was closed by mistake. No one showed 
up for classes because they had heard the WOR broadcast that 
the schools were closed. The story made headlines in Elizabeth 
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and caused one newspaper to ask editorially: "Who said radio 
is dead?" This, of course, was a rare instance. Actually, great care 
must be and is taken by WOR in the school-closing program. 

In addition to its heavy schedule of straight news programs, 
WOR devotes a 2-hour portion of daily afternoon programming 
to a spot news and feature show called "Radio New York." Pat-
terned loosely after NBC's "Monitor," the program roams the 
city of New York in search of interesting material. A master 
of ceremonies sitting in a studio introduces various WOR news-
men, who report over microphones installed on their newsroom 
desks. The phone is ed extensively for in  erviews withfispres 
in the news. WOR's.,mobi e unit often lneaks into "Radio New 
York" with a report from the scene of some local story. Frequent 
weather and time checks and traffic reports are inserted in 
"Radio New York,' as they are in all WOR's news program-
ming. 

One other feature of the WOR newsroom is a physical 
matter over which the staff is delighted. Until recently, the 
WOR personnel was subjected to the constant clatter of 12 AP, 
UPI, and Reuters news wires. Not infrequently, this cacophony 
could become annoying and distracting. But the annoyance now 
has been eliminated by placing all the printers in a separate 
room adjoining the newsroom. The move not only eliminated 
the noise but also provided some much-needed elbow room. 
The only remaining problem was that the writers could not 
hear the bulletin bells. This was solved by installing special de-
vices in the newsroom. A chime rings the customary five bells 
when a bulletin moves on the UPI wires and a light flashes to 
signal a bulletin on the AP wires. 

The staff of WOR is thus better able to concentrate on liv-
ing up to the billing of "WOR, your station for News." 
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UNIFWS ANn Nnrcr  

Many radio stations around the country are giving a dra-
matic hair to their T Wptuçiaiii by i11jccLII1gs1nd effects. 
Typical- of this noisy approach is the 50,000-watt in epen ent 
WINS in New York. The station has put together a complete 
library of news sound effects, many of which are the result of 
engineering ingenuity. As an example, WINS heralds each bul-
letin it airs with an eerie, wailing sound that cannot fail to etch 
itself on the mind of any regular listener. The sound originally 
was that of a submarine going into a crash dive. But an engineer 
discovered that an even more startling sound could be derived 
simply by grabbing the record turntable to slow the record ev-
ery few seconds. 

To introduce traffic reports, WINS merely recorded various 
automobile horns over and over again until it achieved a med-
ley of mobile moanings. 

Some newsmen view this treatment of news with disdain. 
But a WINS spokesman justified the approach on the grounds 
that radio is strictly show business and, as such, the medium 
must entertain. This, of course, is one of the age-old arguments 
among radio personnel and, in the end, a position only the 
management of the individual station can reconcile. 

WINS introduces its hourly 5-minute newscasts with a re-
corded blare of trumpets, followed by a female group singing a 
jingle about WINS' news coverage "around the world and at 
home." The newscasts follow the dateline formula, with still an-
other variation in sound. The news studios are equipped with 
echo chamber buttons at each microphone. Each time he comes 
to a dateline, the announcer pushes the button and his voice is 
carried with the ear-striking, echo chamber quality. 

The WINS news staff consists of three men: a news editor 
and two newscasters who concentrate on writing local news. 
Much of this is based on police department and fire depart-
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ment radio reports. National and world news come from the 
wire services and is edited by the three newsmen. 

WINS also employs a tip payment policy. The station re-
serves a special telephone line for news tips. It offers two dol-
lars for each news tip used on the air and somewhat larger 
sums for the more important tips. In addition, the news editor 
reviews the tips at the end of the week and awards a $25 prize 
to the supplier of what is considered the best tip. 

The total nroR)zgjàu'àgàâjyejàànjLu'çjjâdjârjàr& 
Another New York station that uses this news and sound  

approach is the 50,000-watt independ-ent, WMGM. It is, how-
ever, rather more conservative in its sound effects. WMGM 
launches its 5-minute newscasts every hour with a loud, Sput-
nik-like series of beeps, over which a voice proclaims that 
WMGM is first wi th the most news. 

Both WINS and WMGM devote much of their air time to 
the peppy music in vogue with the young., fliit Ges 
phLsol....22.Lejuniuni with the entertainment theorz.z.....id 
its _sound effects are use in the main as an attention-getting  
iirLulkaiguillnediaelbete■■•• 

The WMGM news staff is composed of the news direc-
tor and two news editors, who do some rewriting of wire service 
copy and edit wire news before it is aired. The station's nine 
announcers have been schooled as on-the-spot reporters or "min-
utemen," as WMGM calls them, to cover top local stories with 
portable recorders or in the station's mobile unit. The station 
has found the announcer-newsmen are enormously enthusiastic 
about these assignments. The WMGM news operation pro-
vides two other interesting points. The first is its "reciprocal 
news" policy and the second its block news programming prac-
tices. 

WMGM ha; worked out a trade agreement with scores of 
other stations around the country. Via the phone, WMGM 
stands ready to feed an on-the-spot report of major happenings 
in New York to any of the stations with which it has this 
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working agreement. By the same token, WMGM usually can 
count on one of its trade partners to keep it filled in on major 
developments and to feed a direct report that WMGM can air. 

This sort of arrangment is a practical way for independent 
statii10 give toneil s o uerations. 

nsive and ac-
ssibIe from almost anywhere in the United States. 
The WMGM news staff makes extensive Uf the tele-

phone in-iAn incident in whict vvivit,iveWas able 
n furnish its trade partners with something special developed 
out of the collapse of a roof on a newly constructed industrial 
plant in a New York suburb. Several men were trapped in the 
rubble and a disaster seemed to be in the making. A phone 
call went to police headquarters for additional details, and the 
WMGM reporter asked the desk sergeant for the name of some-
one living or working near the disaster scene. The officer pro-
vided the name of an attorney in a building directly opposite 
the accident site. WMGM promptly called the lawyer, who was 
standing at his window, taking in the rescue operations. 

He was happy to describe exactly what he saw and was 
able to hold his telephone out the office window and thus 
pick up sounds of fire and other rescue gear arriving at the 
scene, the natural sound of disaster. WMGM thus came up 
with a quick, inexpensive, and easy on-the-spot report and the 
attorney got a tremendous kick out of playing reporter. 

As for WMGM's block news programming, the station 
airs an uninterrupted hour of news twice daily. From 5 to 6 
A.M. and again from 11 P.M. to midnight, WMGM puts on five 
consecutive 10-minute newscasts. The remaining 10 minutes are 
accounted for in weather reports, time checks, and commercials. 
Two staff announcers alternate in delivering the news segments. 
The WMGM goal is to give the listener a complete news 
roundup regardless of when he tunes in during the 60-minute 
news period. Even if one tunes in on the middle of a story, 
it isn't long before he hears it again in its entirety or in an 
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updated version. Called "The Radio Newsreel Theater," this 
WMGM idea has been employed for many years. The people in 
the WMGM newsroom think they have a successful formula; 
the sales department is prone to agree. 

n the  use of sound effects, the latest arrival on the New 
-Y..prk City roadcasting scene, WADO  made th—e-Tar=Vve 
mentioned earlier, sound almost conservative. The 5,000-watt 
WADO is the latest acquisition of Bartell Broadcasters. Like 
other Bartell stations, WAnn served a regular diet of rock-'n'-
roll music, unusual sound effects, and jazzed-up news shows. But 
before WADO had been on the air one full year, the manage-
ment announced abandonment in New York of the traditional 
Bartell broadcasting formula. There was no word when the re-
vamped programming would be put into effect, or its exact form. 

An interesting part of the original WADO operation was 
that, when it went on the air, it was the only station in New 
York City taking an editorial position on a daily basis. The sta-
tion's news staff of two writer-readers offered ideas for editorials 
to management. If the ideas were approved, the newsmen wrote 
the editorials and aired them. The editorials averaged about one 
minute and were put on several times daily. They were an-
nounced as editorials and, when appropriate, equal time was 
offered to opponents of the station's point of view. 

As this was written, WCBS in New York had just inaugu-
rated a series of editorials. Original plans called for an irregular 
scheduling of the series. 

The only other station in New York City that airs editorials 
regularly is the 5,000-watt independent, WMCA. The editorials 
run about 5 minutes and are aired several times each week by 
the station's board chairman, Nathan Straus. 

re an 
...avare.atiéeeeitea.à.cau the industry. We will have more to say 
about editorials at the conclusion of this chapter and in the tele-
vision section. 
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VARIATIONS ON TI-IF TI-TFMV  
In previous descriptions of station operations we have en-

countered forms of block news programming. But by far the 
most unusual block news that the authors came across was 
aired for one year by the 5,000-watt station WNTA in Newark, 
New Jersey. Its version of block news programming  was billed 
both as "N-B-N . . . Noirng But News" and as "New York's 
most complete talking newspaper." In many respects, both 
titles were apt. WNTA's talking newspaper consisted of four 
half-hour newscasts broadcast back-to-back from 7:30 to 9:30 
A.M., six days a week. It had just about everything. Two news-
casters were on the air throughout the entire two hours. They 
alternated in reading sections of international news, national 
news, local news, sports, entertainment news, and excerpts 
from the gossip columns in New York newspapers. 

Weather forecasts and time checks were liberally inter-
spersed throughout each half hour and at the completion of each 
segment of news, a headline recap was delivered over the fa-
miliar sound of telegraphic dots and dashes. "Nothing But 
News" was a novel, perhaps even noble experiment, but went 
by the boards as a matter of station economy. 

Not long after the demise of "N-B-N," WNTA joined the 
Mutual Network. It broadcasts Mutual news every half hour 
from 7 A.M. to 6 P.M. and follows each network newscast with 
about a minute of local news. After 6 P.M., WNTA reverts to a 
strictly local news operation for the rest of the night. Although 
WNTA's signal is strong enough to be heard throughout the 
New York metropolitan area, the station concentrates on the 
northern New Jersey area with a population of 3,500,000 per-
sons. The tendency on the part of most of WNTA's larger 
competitors is to forget that their signal comes in strong there. 
WNTA saw a wide-open field in northern New Jersey and 
moved into a tailor-made market. 
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\STRINGING ALONG"  

Many stations would like to have a good news operation, 
burare thwarted  in this desire b cost considerations. A lar e 
cull-time o expiid news coverage wit - 
out incurring costs of a large sta, many raclio stations rely ex-
tensively on stringers, or part-time correspondents. These news-
men usually receive small retainers to cover p particular area or 
else are paid on tlebasiseg.tlibeokiweide 
— A prime example of the blending of a team of stringers 
into an excellent news operation is radio station WHLI, in 
Hempstead, New York. A l0,000-watt, daytime station, WHLI 
programs music and news, with strong emphasis on the latter. 
Although it, too, is in competition with scores of independent 
stations and all the key network outlets in New York, WHLI 
claims a greater share of listeners in Long Island's heavily popu-
lated Nassau and Suffolk Counties. 

The WHLI news team is made up of four full-time re-
porter-writer readers and nine stringers, six of whom are em-
ployed by Long Island newspapers. 

WHLI's three other stringers include newsmen at the two 
Long Island county seats and a roving, free-lance photographer. 
The latter has a radio telephone in his automobile and is con-
stantly on the move. When he arrives at the scene of any break-
ing news event, he telephones the story into the WHLI news-
room. In return, the WHLI news staff checks out details the 
photographer cannot possibly get at the scene. He thus gets the 
information he needs to file his own detailed account along with 
the still pictures or newsfilm he shoots for New York City news-
papers and television stations. 

To backstop the stringers, the four home-based WHLI 
newsmen make a complete round of phone calls to all police 
and fire department headquarters in the area four times each 
day. 
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WHLI also makes extensive use of its tane recprilers Be-
ing a daytime station, it often is unable to present news and 
special events as they happen. But it doesn't just pass up these 
happenings. IyULLimiarelv sends a newsman to any inwor-
tant affair or public meeting. The station makes frequent an-
nouncement of the fact that a recorded report of the event will 
be played on the air at a particular time. Thus, Long Island 
listeners have come to know that WHLI will not let them miss 
an important community occurrence. 

It is no secret that the WHLI-type of news operation can 
become expensive, even with part-time personnel. WHLI's ex-
tensive news coverage may cost more, but the news draws listen-
ers and listeners, in turn, draw the advertisers who pay the 
bills. 

\RADIO-NEWSPAPER COOPERATION t 

Many newspapers own and operate their own radio sta-
tions. Other situations exis, in which newipapers not Inv° ved 
11,11'1y -in -radio supply news tor-Druzacast7 Arne examplerbf 
these two arrangements are found in New York City. 

One such exam le is WOXR I-he 5ftûûû-wiFF md 'o station 
of The New York Times. Its highly successful humula il..çlassi-
cararam;r==rusic lus the same solid conservative 
trea fa-
mous and universallxmisaelat is only natural that WQXR's 
news should follow this pattern because it is prepared by the 
staff of the Times. Every hour, on the hour, the Times's chime 
signals another WQXR newscast. Again, in the pattern of its 
parent, the WQXR news is internationally oriented. The sta-
tion varies only slightly from its 5-minute news format, offering 
an expanded newscast twice daily, at noon and at 11 P.M. Sev-
eral times each weekday, WQXR also broadcasts business news 
summaries and expanded weather reports. 

One of the interesting aspects of the WQXR news opera-
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tion is the unusual way the copy reaches the hands of the 
newscaster. The script is written on the third floor of the Times 
building and sent through six floors of pneumatic tubing to a 
special studio set aside on the ninth floor. 

Approximately 10 minutes before each hour, the news-
caster arrives in the studio and his script comes hurtling into a 
basket affixed to his desk. He removes the copy from its shell-
like container, reads it over, back-times the final page, and a 
few minutes later delivers it on the air. Should a bulletin break 
while he is on the air, he would receive it via the same pneu-
matic tube arrangement. A direct telephone line also links the 
news studio and the newsroom for last minute changes. 

The Times assigns three editors and six writers to cover 
three WQXR newsroom shifts. When the newspaper's city desk 
learns of an important story, it informs the radio desk. The 
radio desk also receives drop copies of stories used in the news-
paper. In the early morning hours, WQXR relies heavily on the 
Times for byline stories from the paper's correspondents around 
the world. The 11 P.M. newscast is expanded to 10 minutes so 
that every story on the front page of the next morning's Times 
can be covered on the air. 

Just as WQXR is a mirror of The New York Times, so is 
the broadcast news prepared by the staff of the New ymk.1)ady 
Nrays_an image of that widely circulated newspaper. But, un-
like the situation at the Times, which owns WQXR, the Daily 

siff hic for ilmost two deedc turned out newscasts for 
use on s'ts daily 5-minute news presenta-
tions are packaged under the name of "News from the Daily 
News." These newscasts are prepared in the newspaper's mid-
town Manhattan plant and sent by teletype to station WPAT 
in Paterson, New Jersey. These newscasts are written in the 
breeziest of radio news style. Local news is featured. Radio News 
Editor Carl Warren wants only the top stories outside the local 
area. He says the main function of radio news is to broadcast 
stories affecting persons in the area covered by the station. 
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To make sure his policies are followed, Warren has three 
editors who control the newscasts. They even assign the stories 
to be used. There are six writers who do nothing but turn out 
copy. Warren feels that radio news loses its main advantage, 
speed, when the writing and editing jobs are combined. 

There is close co-operation between the newspaper  and 
radio news staffs Daily News reporters will call the radio desk 
from the scene of an important story. The newscasts usually 
contain most of the stories from each day's edition of the News. 

Although Warren demands bright, breezy, and dramatic 
stories, he says he objects strongly to gimmicks and jazzing up 
news so that it becomes "entertaining rather than informative." 
Warren also believes strongly in the well-integrated newscast. 
It is standard for the many items in each 5-minute newscast to 
be linked in some manner. 

For many years, The Daily News supplied the newscripts 
for station WNEW. In 1958, this 50,000-watt independent 
started its own news operation. Under the supervision of Martin 
Weldon, WNEW and its new approach to local news won 
swift recognition with a Peabody Award. The citation hailed 
WNEW for "its fast and enterprising local coverage of news, its 
taped on-the-spot interviews, which frequently scoop both press 
and radio, and its policy of interrupting all programs for im-
portant news features." 

WNEW has a news staff of twelve. Weldon says he did not 
seek big news personalities for his staff, "just guys who speak 
clearly and have some news sense." He recruited most of his 
people from the wire services, newspapers, and out-of-town ra-
dio stations. 

For the radio neophyte, WNEW often provides that much 
needed first chance. Weldon holds frequent tryouts for persons 
trying to break into New York news work. Applicants are given 
voice and written tests in which they are asked to develop sev-
eral types of stories. Those showing promise sometimes are 
given an opportunity to work on a per diem basis. If they prove 
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themselves and an opening occurs, they go on the payroll. All 
WNEW newsmen are expected to be able to write news and 
broadcast it. 

News Director Weldon believes a New York City radio 
station must offer something different in the hot competition 
for listeners. His forte is tapes; the more the better. 

Most of the on-the-scene reports aired by WNEW are pro-
vided by the station's own news staff. But when a good story 
breaks in another part of the nation, WNEW, like many other 
independents, gets a report from a station near the scene. It re-
ciprocates by offering first-hand coverage of New York hap-
penings to out-of-town stations. 

In its 5-minute newscasts, WNEW plays up local news 
with the catch-all introduction: "In the WNEW listening area." 
From there, it goes on to dateline stories by their local geo-
graphical headings. Whereas the dateline "Brooklyn" ordinarily 
would localize a story well, WNEW goes further by pinning it 
down to a section of Brooklyn, or any other part of the New 
York metropolitan area. 

Although WNEW is interested primarily in local news, its 
newsmen often travel to other parts of the nation and some-
times overseas for important happenings. 

HE NATIONAL RADIO NEWS SURVEY  

As we explained earlier, we used a questionnaire to obtain 
information about news operations we could not visit. The ma-
terial we gleaned from the replies follows. 

News Director Jack Beck of KNX, Los Angeles, believes 
he might have the "largest individual radio news operation out-
side New York City." The information he supplied us tends to 
support his belief. The KNX news staff numbers 24 persons, 
including 7 full-time writers, 4 reporter-readers, 7 full-time news-
casters and 6 editors. The 50,000-watt KNX is owned and oper-
ated by CBS and is the headquarters for the CBS Radio Pa-
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cific network. The station's big news staff is needed to turn out 
165 regularly scheduled newscasts every week. Sixty-eight of the 
news shows are produced for the Pacific network and the other 
97 are local newscasts. 

Of the 165 broadcasts, 53 are 15 minuters; 16 are 10 min-
utes in length; and 94 are 5-minute newscasts. The station also 
schedules two 30 minute news broadcasts, including one panel 
discussion. 

The KNX news director believes his station has won more 
awards for its news operation than any other individual station 
in the country. And he credits this to his experienced news staff 
whose members have a minimum of five years experience and 
an average of about 15 to 20 years in the news business. 

Another Los Angeles station, the 50,000-watt KMPC, be-
lieves it has "the best radio news operation in the world." News 
Director Hugh Brundage has a staff of 9 newsmen. Each day the 
station broadcasts 2 15-minute newscasts; 22 5-minute shows; 
and 24 90-second news summaries. 

KMPC is particularly proud of its 6-unit mobile fleet, com-
prised of  two helicopters and four fully equipped radio cars. 
Each unit of the KMPC mobile fleet, including the helicopters, 
is operated by a regular station reporter. All six units are linked 
together by two-channel, short-wave equipment. The units have 
direct contact with each other as well as with the base station in 
the KMPC newsroom. One of the main purposes of the mobile 
fleet is to report on traffic conditions on the Los Angeles Free-
way, one of the most heavily traveled highway systems in the 
nation. The mobile units roam the Freeway broadcasting news 
of tie-ups. 

Los Angeles police and firemen are used to seeing KMPC 
mobile units at the scene of a crime or fire; sometimes the mo-
bile units even arrive there first. One of the biggest scoops 
scored by a KMPC reporter occurred during a market robbery. 
The reporter was cruising in his mobile unit just a few blocks 
from the market when he heard the police radio broadcast that 
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a robbery was in progress. The first police officers were entering 
the market as the KMPC mobile car pulled up. As the re-
porter was getting out of his vehicle, a police officer was mor-
tally wounded. The newsman made a 6-minute tape as the 
gun battle continued, and it was aired over KMPC from the 
mobile unit a few minutes after the last robber was killed. A 
dramatic, exciting story, captured by an alert, well-equipped 
news staff. 

A much smaller station, but one equally concerned with 
news and public service, is KRKD. This 5,000-watt day, 1,000-
watt night station also uses a helicopter to keep its Los Angeles 
listeners informed of traffic conditions and to cover spot news 
stories. News Director Hal Stall reports that his news coverage is 
facilitated by the development of an extensive phone list. Law 
enforcement agencies, the Coast Guard, Harbor Patrol, civil de-
fense and military establishments, and municipal units form 
the basis for the list, and they are called regularly. Every time a 
story develops from one of these sources, it is noted on a 3 X 5 
file card. If the contact should refer a KRKD newsman to some-
one else, the new name is added immediately to the list. The 
KRKD News Director says his list is getting pretty long, but 
it gives his men a fast break on a fast-breaking story. 

The 50,000-watt station KFRE in Fresno, California, 
boasts the "largest radio news operation in Central California— 
larger, even, than those of most San Francisco and Los Angeles 
stations." The KFRE News Bureau is comprised of five veteran 
reporters who gather, write, edit, and air their own newscasts. 
In addition, KFRE maintains news bureaus in five neighboring 
communities and has stringers throughout Central California. 

In Portland, Oregon, we find an ardent exponent of the 
top-to-bottom rewrite in Loran Hassett, News Director of the 
1,000-watt station KISN. He is the only full-time news em-
ployee, but has the services of seven writer-readers who put in 
three hours daily. The staff turns out 24 5-minute newscasts 
each day, along with 24 90-second news and weather breaks. 
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Hassett tells us that his newscasts usually contain 90 per cent 
local news, and all are staff written. He also reports that his 5-
minute newscasts frequently carry as many as 25 items . . . a 
lot of news and a lot of work that KISN considers well worth 
the effort. 

Also deeply concerned with its news responsibilities is the 
50,000-watt station KXOK in St. Louis, Missouri. News Direc-
tor C. L. "Chet" Thomas states the case in this way: "KXOK 
is very serious about its news responsibility. We would rather be 
accurate than to be first; we believe news related by the indi-
vidual involved lends authority to the newscasts." 

KXOK achieves what it calls its "first person news" by ex-
tensive use of recorded phone reports. The station employs five 
full-time newsmen. It also offers a $25 prize for the best news 
tip of the week and has an arrangement involving 300 St. Louis 
taxicab drivers, who phone in an account of any newsworthy 
event they might happen to witness. KXOK pays for each news 
item broadcast from this source. 

Another St. Louis station, KMOX, frowns on what it calls 
the recent trend toward dressing up news "with sound effects 
and carnival blatancy" and takes pride in its own emphasis on 
"integrity, accuracy, timeliness, and authority." KMOX, a 50,-
000-watt station, has a six-man news staff headed by News 
Director Rex Davis. The staff gets a helping hand from 100 
stringer-reporters who are editors of weekly newspapers in every 
county in the KMOX listening area. 

KMOX claims it was the first radio station in St. Louis to 
use the editorial. It also features "Operation Snow-Watch," a 
service designed to inform students of more than 700 cooperat-
ing schools of school closings and bus schedules during in-
clement weather, and motorists of road and bridge conditions. 
Another KMOX feature, "Operation Job Hunt," informs em-
ployers periodically of the need for hiring high school and col-
lege students during summer vacations. 

Also emphasizing what it feels is the "solid" approach to 
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news is the 50,000-watt station WGTO in Cypress Gardens, 
Florida. News Director Bayliss "Jim" Corbett writes that his is 
"above all, a 'shirtsleeve' news operation, with no sound effects, 
no use of tape recordings unless they can tell the story more 
tersely and vividly than we can write it from direct reporting, 
and no phony promotion. We work," Corbett continues, "to de-
liver the most up-to-the-minute, significant, interesting, and lis-
tenable news product we can produce. We depend on the ability 
of an adult audience to recognize the product, without benefit 
of bells, sirens, echo-chambers, or stylized presentation." 

Corbett's five-man news staff at WGTO is backstopped 
by a team of some 40 area correspondents, all of them news 
professionals. The correspondents work for Florida newspapers, 
radio stations or the wire services and all have consent of man-
agement for their WGTO work. One of Corbett's most exacting 
tasks is to keep close watch on the stories phoned in by the 
correspondents. This is done largely by a mimeographed 
monthly, "Report to WGTO Correspondents," in which the 
news director keeps score on how his station stacks up against 
the opposition. He praises those whose quick work paid off, and 
"discusses" stories his team somehow missed. 

"I am certain," writes Corbett, "we are unique in Florida 
radio in the enthusiasm with which all our newsmen work, day 
in and day out, to maintain our reputation for consistently alert, 
aggressive, professional news work." 

In contrast to the straight news approach of WGTO and 
KMOX, the 5,000-watt station KTSA in San Antonio, Texas, 
emphasizes "fast-paced, excitement-packed" newscasts. News 
Director Jim Shelton says he employs "teasers, headlines, bul-
letins, break-ins . . . anything to increase the excitement and 
tension in the news." Shelton says each newscast uses as many 
voices as are available, both live and on tape. 

In ou ed that gh-
out e country are cooperating with newspapers in their com-
munities, even when there is no actual affiliation involved. An 
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example is the 5,000-watt station KFJZ in Fort Worth, Texas. 
It has an arrangement with a Fort Worth newspaper to get all 
its local stories. The stories are telephoned to the KFJZ news-
room before the paper hits the streets. The KFJZ news staff re-
writes the stories and gives credit to the paper on at least one 
story in a newscast. 

A cooperative effort of another sort is reported by KOB, 
the 50,000-watt station in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and the 
most powerful radio voice in the state. News Director Vern 
Rogers tells us he keeps an up-to-date list of all radio and TV 
news directors in New Mexico and when anything of conse-
quence happens in their areas he calls on them for a phone re-
port. Rogers says that on major stories the news directors often 
will call him. In return for this service, KOB on request will 
provide the other New Mexico stations with coverage on any 
news story in Albuquerque. When KOB asks for reports requir-
ing additional work at the other stations, Rogers pays a fee of 
from $5 to $15, depending on the amount of work and the im-
portance of the story. 

Another Western station going all out for local news is the 
1,000-watt ABC affiliate KENO, in Las Vegas, Nevada. KENO 
relies on the network newscasts to keep listeners up to date on 
national and international affairs. Thus, its two man news staff 
feels free to devote full time to local news, which it covers in 
10 5-minute presentations each day. Six of the ten are aired from 
KENO's mobile unit, which has all the necessary equipment 
for broadcasting. Furthermore, KENO has a helicopter at its dis-
posal for distant coverage. The station also maintains a broadcast 
booth in Las Vegas' City Hall. KENO's local newscasts are re-
corded as broadcast by one of the Las Vegas television stations, 
which uses excerpts from this radio coverage on its nightly tele-
vision newscast. 

The 50,000-watt station WPTR in Albany, New York, 
makes extensive use of news tips and a loose sort of stringer ar-
rangement to blanket its area. Listeners who call in usable tips 
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are awarded Honorary Reporter cards. WPTR lists 5,000 per-
sons as Honorary Reporters. 

WPTR feels it has struck upon a workable formula to give 
news in depth without using the 15-minute newscast. Every 
hour throughout the broadcast day, the station airs a 3-minute 
newscast, one minute of which is devoted to a headline roundup. 
The remaining two minutes are given over to segments of one 
particular story the news staff deems worthy of expanded cover-
age. WPTR believes a listener can gain a most complete back-
ground by listening to the various 2-minute segments, which are 
promoted heavily in advance. Parts of the story often are re-
ported on tape or via phone. WPTR also broadcasts 24 5-minute 
news roundups daily, and employs a seven man staff for this over-
all coverage. 

Also relying heavily on the  use of taped news recordings is 
station WILS in Lansing, Michigan, with a daytime power of 
5,000 watts and a 1,000-watt nighttime voice. Its news staff 
numbers four persons. WILS airs three 15-minute newscasts 
and 22 5-minuters daily. And, it says, it does not put a news 
program on the air without one taped story on the local, na-
tional, or international scene. The longer newscasts average 
three tapes, but sometimes go as high as five per broadcast. 
WILS says it usually obtains its tape recordings from the per-
sons making the news or else from the radio station nearest 
the scene of a breaking story. 

The 50,000-watt station WCCO in Minneapolis, Minne-
sota, has one of the busiest news operations in the Middle West. 
It employs 16 newsmen to turn out 46 15-minute newscasts and 
141 5-minute presentations every week, along with scores of 
headline summaries and a daily 10-minute news program. News 
Director Jim Bormann tries to send a man to the scene of every 
worthwhile local story. In addition, he relies heavily on tapes. 
Bormann tries to keep the tapes very brief, usually about 15 
seconds, to illustrate stories in the way the newspapers use pic-
tures. Almost all WCCO's 15-minute shows contain several 
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tapes and at least one such insert is used in the 5-minuters. 
WCCO gets additional news from weekly newspaper editors 
throughout its vast listening area. As many as 300 of the editors 
and reporters provide WCCO with stories strictly on a volun-
tary basis. 

Another big radio station placing heavy emphasis on news 
is WJR in Detroit, Michigan. This 50,000-watter employs six 
full-time writer-readers to prepare and broadcast nine 15-minute 
newscasts daily, plus three 5-minuters and a 10-minute program 
of business news. WJR says it offers "the best news coverage in 
the Detroit-Great Lakes area." The WJR news philosophy is 
spelled out by its management in this way: "Complete and 
modern news-gathering facilities are important, but they can be 
no better than the men who use them. WJR newsmen are spe-
cialists. All are well experienced in gathering, editing, and re-
porting the news. All are well trained to give clear, concise, un-
biased presentations of fact—not opinion. The news is their one 
responsibility, and all their time is devoted to it." As one exam-
ple of this exclusive concern of WJR newsmen for news, the 
station assigns an announcer to handle all commercial messages 
on newscasts and thus free the newscaster of any responsibility 
in this area. 

KYW in Cleveland is typical of the Westinghouse Broad-
casting Company stations throughout the country. The empha-
sis is on local news at KYW but the 50,000-watt station also 
utilizes reports from the Westinghouse News Bureau in Wash-
ington and its correspondents overseas. The Washington Bureau 
reports daily on capital affairs and tailors its reports for KYW 
and the other Westinghouse stations. 

KYW relies heavily on tapes. In addition to the reports 
from Westinghouse correspondents, the Cleveland station uses 
the phone to dig up its own on-the-scene stories. In keeping with 
the Westinghouse policy, KYW also uses editorials. 

In direct contrast is the Storer Broadcasting Company's 
policy of no editorializing. However, WSPD in Toledo, one of 
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the Storer stations, favors the interpretive approach to a story. 
News Director Jim Uebelhart stresses that this does not bring 
WSPD into conflict with the no-editorializing policy. He says 
his newsmen simply "add what they know—not what they 
think—to the bare bones of a story." 

tTHE EDITORIAL TREND\ 

As we have mentioned, the crowing use of the editorialjn 
the broadcast industry is one of the really sieificant trends 
found in our research. We feel it necessary to lingeránvile 
longer on this subject. 

?terording to recent polls, more than one third of the na-
tion's broadcasters are editorializing, and the indication IL.that 
tr:e1177;ill continue to grow. More an more stations appar-
ently feel they have a responsibility to do more than just provide 
entertainment and news; that they should be taking a more ac-
tia.pagààjje affairs of the community and nation by express-
ine their own feelings and beliefs on the problems and issues of  
the day 

Without exception, the broadcasters with whom we spoke 
editorials 

the EgLliaLaiews_shows  and introduced as editorials. However, 
there are—Gififib=is m the manner in which tereditorials are 
written and delivered. Earlier, for example, we mentioned that at 
WADO in New York the editorials were written and aired by the 
news staff after consultation with management, while the top 
man of another New York station, WMCA, prepares and deliv-
ers his own editorials. At WILS in Lansing, Michigan, the edi-
torials are written and aired by the news director. This is a 
common practice. 

Th lenzth and frequency of the editorials also differ 
WILS, the same editorial, about a minute long, is re-

peated three times a day. KWK in St. Louis tells us that it 
broadcasts a 1-minute editorial on every one of its daytime news 
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shows. At WPTR in Albany, New York, editorials average about 
two minutes in length but when a hot issue turns up the editorial 
may run three or four minutes. On some days WPTR may 
broadcast a score of editorials; on some days none. We found 
that many stations have no definite scheduling of editorials, that 
they are aired when it seems appropriate or called for, or when 
the station owner or manager is sufficiently interested in some 
issue to take to the air waves personally. 

At WWDC, a 5,000-watt station in Washington, D.C., 
President Ben Strouse delivers his own editorials. They are about 
a minute long and are repeated ten times a day. Strouse keeps his 
editorials brief because he feels few listeners will turn their dial 
during one minute of copy even though many of these same per-
sons would not bother to read an editorial in a newspaper. 

Simon Goldman, the president of the 250-watter, WJTN in 
Jamestown, New York, took the editorial plunge in 1957 and says 
the "water was wonderful and still is." He says it was the great-
est thing WJTN did in ten years. WJTN sticks to local, regional, 
and state issues, avoiding national issues unless they have a spe-
cific application locally. Goldman says his station also avoids 
politics as such and uses a nonpartisan approach. The editorials 
are delivered by Goldman personally whenever the station feels 
that an issue or situation calls for it. He says these situations 
arise about once a week. The editorial is used once around the 
clock at definite times, usually preceding or following local 
news. 

Like many other stations ilsiuguir.cditorin1( viTT'm mails 
p,.u.t..c..cmisLtajatetesterties. Goldman points out that the 
editorials are sent not only to those in favor of them, "but also, 
and more importantly, to all who are opposed to our point of 
view." He says the opposition is offered equal time when appro-
priate, but most of the time it is not accepted. Goldman feels 
that editorializing has given his station new "stature, prestige, 
and respect" and lifted the station to a "much higher position 
of community leadership." 
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General manager John Booth of WCHA, a 1,000-watt sta-
tion in Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, has some good advice for 
stations thinking about using editorials. The first requirement, 
says Booth, is .. i-sta ion owners and mana ement have a 
real interest in and knowledge of the affairs of e commum 
in which t ey are located. He sap editorializing also requires 
that a—graTion eave tEe—faith of its convictions—to stand its 
ground despite the sometimes unfavorable reaction. Booth says 
an editorial board at WCHA decides what issues will be dis-
cussed. He also says the editorials are broadcast only as the oc-
casion warrants. It weakens the purpose of editorials to run them 
just to fill time. WCHA broadcasts the same editorial six or 
eight times a day for no more than two days. All the editorials 
are limited to a maximum of 90 seconds in length and usually 
do not exceed one minute. 

Dick Cheverton, news director of WOOD and WOOD-TV 
in Grand Rapids, Michigan, stresses the importance of knowing 
whether or not the community is ready to accept editorials. 
Cheverton also says it is important that station personnel be 
qualified to carry on research and prepare editorials. He says 
many stations still "skim only the top, spend little or no time 
on research, little time on investigation, and depend on news-
papers for some of their information." 

Dick Tobias, news director of WLCI, a 250-watter in Cor-
ning, New York, warns that stations thinking of editorializing 
should be prepared to have sponsors cancel and to receive heavy 
mail objecting to individual editorials. 

One of the missionaries of radio editorializing, Dan Kops 
of WAVZ in New Haven, Connecticut, says as far as he knows 
his station has not lost any advertising as a result of editorializ-
ing. But Kops, who is President of the 1,000-watt station, ad-
mits that WAVZ has been subjected to "pressure" against edito-
rializing. The most dramatic example recalled by Kops occurred 
during the first mayoralty campaign in which WAVZ took a 
stand. Kops says a politician and some of his assistants visited 
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WAVZ and staged an intimidation scene in which it was made 
very clear that unless the station ended its political editorials, it 
would lose all its sponsors. Kops not only continued the edito-
rials, he made them even stronger. And he says he has never 
faced a similar threat since. It is Kops' view that "when you're 
right and your position is challenged, don't back down, if you 
do, you're licked." 

Kops has been broadcasting editorials for more than ten 
years, beginning almost immediately after the FCC lifted its 
ban against editorializing. Kops relies on the research of his 
news department for background material but writes and broad-
casts the editorials personally. They are recorded each morning 
and broadcast six times during a 24-hour period. Like most of 
the smaller stations that editorialize, WAVZ concentrates on 
local topics, touching only occasionally on national and interna-
tional issues. 

It's only_  since enroll  rials a few 
years back that th ere has been an §ignificant increase in t e 
Uations expressing t eir opinions. But there cm   
diibt that broadCast editorials are here to sta and that one 
day they maiBe as common as the editorials in our daily new-
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Chapter 6 

TELEVISION 

Television—the new medium! 
One of the authors recalls with amusement a recent occa-

sion when a writer from the radio staff was sent to the television 
newsroom for summer relief work. The writer mentioned to a 
friend on the telephone that he was working in television news 
for a while and the friend quipped: "Oh, you're learning to use 
new tools!" 

Although the remark was made in friendly jest, it con-
tained more than a hint of truth. For the man or woman trained 
and experienced in radio news, the new medium poses a host of 
new problems. As we have stressed through Part 1 of this vol-
ume, the radio newsman is concerned with reaching his audi-
ence verbally. In television, the demand is doubled: the ni 

man must pet tugh both verbally.an visual. 
To solid news judgment are added t e considerations of a 

sense of picture ancr an mucri more corn-
ion tec mquo. Picture, production, and phrase-

• ogy must go hand in hand down the road to understanding. 
Newsfilm, of course, is the chief tool of television news. The 
newsman now is called upon to determine when film will en-

11 5 
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liven and enhance his newscast, how much of it he can use, and 
how best to use it. 

lm brings to the 
"ourn distinct draw It can löv down 
t e PflUalaiila 2f nues nrl ,-,,,,,g..augions ma es oo 
eat a e......de.naqua tm 1-1-ip time that might well be devoted to r 

Radio, you will remember, goes along skimming the cream 
off all the top news of the day. As we have mentioned, only the 
most vital stories merit as much as a minute of any radio news-
cast; but with newsfilm it is virtually impossible to use film clips 
of less than 20-second or 30-second duration. Indeed, the aver-
age film stories run rather longer than that—to 45 seconds or a 
minute—and many consume even more precious time. 

Then, too, a film clip is not just thrown onto the screen as 
an entity in itself. It must be introduced so the viewer knows 
what is coming. Frequently it.isaln zzszezt? button a piece  
of film; that is, to put a summary sentence orrapn atter 
tlitrilm has run its course in order to wind up tre—it-óry or round 

us, y e time the television newsman as intro uce 
is film, run it, and buttoned it up, whole minutes slip by—min-

utes in which the radio newsman was covering several stories. 
There is still another characteristic of newsfilm that has 

brought on some peculiar revisions in normal news judgment. It 
is the time element of film availability. With modern film proc-
essing and syndicating techniques, it is possible today to air top 
domestic news on film the very day the story breaks. This was 
not usually the case in the early days of television and even 
today there are breakdowns in the routine, especially with film 
shot overseas. Film can be shot in some far-off place and put 
immediately on a states-bound plane. However, it often takes 
considerable time for the film to arrive at a laboratory for proc-
essing and might not reach the newsroom until two or possibly 
even three days after the event. Radio has no such problem. 
Voice feeds from almost anywhere can be recorded in the stu-
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dio, and are ready for almost instantaneous playback on the air. 
From the standpoint of radio news, a story that is one day old is 
gone and often forgotten. But not so in television, where picture 
is a vital consideration. 

Thus two-dazeld and three-day-old news is sometimes dis-
played prominently on the television newscast. 2g—times the de-
cision whether to use stale news for picture is reached only after 
much discussion and often hot debate. It is one of the stickier 
questions of television news for which there is no easy answer. 
It depends entirely on how good was the story itself, how good 
the film is, and what other news and films are available. 

ELEVISION TOOLS  

Comparatively easier to select and use are the many forms 
of still pictures available to television newsmen «Still photos are 
r_eacttanajuggjel.L.asstuumea.n........................ and often add dramatic 
iilustratinn  The television newsman is able to draw from the 
wire service wirephotos or facsimile photo reproduction services, 
which get pictures of the day's news out almost as swiftly as the 
news itself is transmitted. 

he television newsman also has the facilities to use charts 
and graphs, maps, and many other 
pro d. 

But here, too, these facilities often draw heavily on the 
newsman's imagination and ability to use them properly and 
well. Specific situations require specific tools. Only practical, 
day-to-day experience with the various electronic devices will 
breed confidence and facility in their use. 

Still pictures for television break down into four main 
groups: 

1, Rear Screen Projection7--the use of a positive transpar-
ency to project a photograph in back of the television newscaster. 
This is the most costly of the still techniques as the screen must 
be built into the set and, as the title indicates, the photo is cast 
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onto that screen by a projector mounted behind the set. This 
photo is then picked up by the same studio camera or cameras 
that focus on the newscaster. The camera angle can be changed 
to vary the views both of the RP'S, as rear screen photos are called, 
and the newscaster. 

2. Telo s or which are mat pictuus similar to 
those used by newspapers, flasÉ-ed electronically on the viewing 
s. UnlikeRp  sj te oils and Mobs occupy the entire screen 
and heir position is fixed. Largely because of this inflexibility, 
telops and balops ordinarily are kept in view only long enough 
for the audience to identify or understand them. 

3. Slides—either positive or uretive trancpareneics,ehich 
ajaixe'l by cnnI-rn1-rnnm slide 

4. Limbos or Easel Shots—which are still photographs or 
models or any other object that can be picked up by a studio 
camera. Like RP'S, the limbo or easel shot has camera anplejex-
ihilify. It is alserssible to line np.I.ialas-rar-wesoal-sheig•in.series 
mul..haueulestudir,Lçaluza.panixam-ane+irlae.cahlWitailthe 
next, thus giving some sense of motion. Often, however, the 
TIZIO- or easel shot is a still photograph that occupies the entire 
screen. 

We will describe the use of stills in greater detail in Chap-
ter 8. 

Althouzh the still picture is an important tool of television, 
it ranks only_ a eppr speand In news% , On those occasions 
when film is not available, a still of the event might help. More 
frequently, the still is just a head shot of someone involved in 
the news and is used as a sort of window dressing for the story. 
Again, it is the job of the newsman to decide whether a still 
adds to his finished product. 

The use of stills and newsfilm will be treated at length in 
succeeding chapters. But before going on, there is one point to 
be emphasized here and throughout the chapters on television. 
It is this: the television newsman perhaps more than any other 
journalist must be ready to make up his mind swiftly on how he 
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will play a story; whether or not he will use film on this story, a 
still on a second item, a chart on the next feature. Then, hav-
ing come to a decision, he cannot vacillate. Time runs out 
swiftly on any news operation. Seemingly, however, it slips its 
course much more quickly in television because of the many 
more technical details to be ironed out in the preparation of a 
newscast for the New Medium. 

THE NEW TUÛIS OF TELEVISI01% 

Another of the basic facts of television is that it is a fast-
changing, rapidly growing medium. In this era of electronic 
wizardry new techniques and facilities appear almost before one 
has had time to master the old. Two such developments that 
have far-reaching effect on the medium as a whole and news in 
particular came into use during the preparation of this book. 
The are trans-Atlantic picture transmission and the even more 

Earlier in this chapter we cited the delays encountered in 
overseas film delivery and the problems they pose in news judg-
ment. We took as our example the filming of an event in some 
remote corner of the world. The era of jet travel, of course, has 
had a salutary effect. These speedy planes have reduced overseas 
film delivery times to some eight to ten hours, making it possi-
ble under the right circumstances for a United States outlet to 
televise some events in Europe on the very day they occurred. 
Working to stateside advantage, of course, is the time differen-
tial. 

But already we have witnessed the workings of an elec-
tronic marvel that can pun overseas picture,.2  motion picture 
on American television screens in the span of a mere two and a 
half hours. TV techitititTé;—known as the Slow Scan System, 
wa.5. devefomd by the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). 
It is a modification of the way still pictures are transmitted by 
wire. An electronic eye scans each  icture and transforms the 
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dark and light ortigns_into varying electrical je_ipulses. At the 
ceiving end of the circuit, the signals are reconverted to im-

ar2li,.:tuics are sen one at a time over trans-Atlantic te e-
Wie cable. One hundred minutes are needed to send one 
minute pf firm—, but on-e minute of liist about ideal -rdr 

."-Teijiision news, and the development promises well for future 
coverage of top news events on the Continent. 

The first practical demonstration of the Slow Scan System 
came in April of 1959, when Britain's Queen Elizabeth II and 
her husband, Prince Philip, left London for a tour of Canada. 
BBC cameras filmed the airport ceremony in London. The film 
was processed and sent over the trans-Atlantic cable to Mon-
treal, from which point it was fed by the Canadian Broad-
casting Corporation (CBC) to the NBC network, via Toronto 
and Buffalo. The quality of this first Slow Scan System news-
film was far below normal. Nonetheless, United States viewers 
were watching a historical step in achieving the goal laf, tran-

e 
oceanic television. 

\TELEVISION TAPE I 

In much more widespread and rapidly expanding use today 
is another electronic phenomenon,, lilun as television or video 

As the name implies, it is the visa counter or77-ind-
recording tape. Video tape is t e rs rea rough in that Icing-
held goal of photographing an event for immediate playback on 
television. It eliminates the intermediary step of processing. 
Vic, 22alaye records image and sound simultaneously on Z-inch-

de end-
ing...on the leneof the recording, a4aved bck± once. 

Entire television programs an lavish productions now are 
put on video tape. The advantages are many: top performances 
are assured, it has the technical quality of a live production, it 
cankalayerl, time arid time again, and vieeaagea,aalitapes1 
jaddiaitely. The tape can also be erased and used over and over. 
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Video tape has a vital role in television news. Already it is open-
ing spectacular areas for getting pictorial reports before the pub-
lic. 

The three major television networks are making increasing 
use of video tape on their coast-to-coast newscasts. It is fairly 
standard now for the networks to employ video tape for repeats 
of newscasts to various time zones. If a television camera can 
be sent to the scene of a news story, that event can be video 
taped and played into a newscast. 

In the first years of video tape, the electronic marvel had 
one overriding drawback as far as news was concerned. It could 
not be edited. Either you were able to lift out one complete, 
self-contained section of tape for broadcast or you were out of 
luck. Unlike film, it was impossible to take out one section of a 
video tape report and join or splice it to another, and thus cut 
the picture story to meet newscast demands. Today, however, 
video ta e can be edited almost as fast as film.  

i co ape assuredly -Is becoming another of the vital tools 
of television news. But there are places the television camera 
cannot go that remain accessible to the motion picture camera. 
Thus newsfilm seems destined to remain a major pictorial pro-
vider in television news for many years to come. 



Chapter 7 

NEW S FILM 

It is our belief, as indicated, that newsfilm is here to stay 
for a long time in the network and local television newsrooms 
of our nation. Without some understanding of the ways in 
which film can be used, the television newsman is utterly 
helpless. The men and women who staffed the newsrooms in 
the early days of television found this out the hard way. They 
were experimenting not only with a brand new manner of pre-
senting news, but also with technical problems they had never 
before encountered. Some could not cope with these prob-
lems and returned to the older media with which they were 
familiar. Great credit must go to the others who saw it through, 
wrestled with these strange and mysterious electronic devices 
and reels of film until they learned by trial and error to use 
them to advantage. These were the true pioneers of television 
news. 

\HE BIG TWO OF NEWSFILM  

Newsfilm or any kind of motion picture film falls into two 
main categories: silent film on which picture alone is recorded, 

122 
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and sound on film on wis là..làcàtà .J.4zIç1hul£,e.aamjILesinded 
sirrn-7Tranfly. 

Writing against silent film sharply increases the television 
newsman's work load. He must describe the action and syn-
chronize his words with the pictures as they flash across the 
screen. It is a technique requiring much practice. On the other 
hand, sound on film actually compensates for the additional 
work involved in silent film: It requires no scripting because 
voices and other sounds are there. _51 L. 

Before proceeding, a pause for abbreviation5-.Sn.LñJ,w is 
known in the newsrooms asjiii, wbilLuded on film  à referred  
to _sir jiply_as. SIL and SOF can be used in various combina-
tions. Dramatic silent film frequently lends itself admirably to 
sound effects or a music background. SOF can be projected as 
silent film when the situation calls for it, simply by directing 
the audio engineer to hold the sound track out. 

For most practical purposes, 16-mm film is used in news. 
It is cheaper, and easier to process and edit. The bigger, better-
quality 35-mm film is high-budget material. It is employed ex-
tensively in public affairs programs, in which speed is not a 
primary consideration and everything is lined up in advance and 
produced in much the same manner as a Hollywood motion 
picture. Much of the film shot overseas is 35-mm. Upon arriving 
at laboratories in this country, it is reduced to 16-mm to facilitate 
its use in television news. Many independent stations purchas-
ing syndicated newsfilm are not equipped to handle 35-mm; 
8-mm film is not used in television news. 

NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE FILM  

In between the shooting of newsfilm and the actual tele-
vising of it comes the vital step of  prDepçsing. A quick and 
dependable laboratory to take care of the developing of film is 
just as essential as a quick and dependable cameraman. Sloppy 
processing can ruin film and slow processing often means that a 
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newscast is on and off the air before the film arrives at the 
studio. 

Many independent stations do their own film processing. 
Larger stations, especially those in such cities as New York, 
find it more convenient to entrust the processing of newsfilm 
to outside laboratories. The networks found this arrangement 
particularly helpful not only for newsfilm but also for the hun-
dreds of thousands of feet of other television film they use. 

Ordinarily, newsfilm is developed in negative. From the 
negative, a positive print is struck for air use. Under optimum 
conditions, this process takes roughly an hour from the time 
the undeveloped film reaches the laboratory until it is ready for 
air. 

Another process that cuts developing time down to 20 
minutes and sometimes even less is the use of reversal film. It 
eliminates the intermediate step of developing a negative. With 
reversal film, development produces a direct positive film of 
suitable quality for television broadcast. The speed is an obvi-
ous advantage to any news operation. The one drawback of re-
versal film is this: if more than one print ultimately will be 
needed, a duplicate negative must be made in the laboratory, 
with some sacrifice of quality. 

Still another crash operation is the actual use on the air of 
the negative from regular film. This is another convenient facil-
ity of the television projector. The polarity of the projector 
can be reversed so that negative reproduces on the television 
screen as positive film and the viewer cannot tell the differ-
ence. 

With silent film, using negative is a rather simple matter; 
but with sound on film there is another consideration. A noisy 
negative sound track is further distorted in negative projection. 
In this case, everything depends on the newsworthiness of the 
story and film. If the sound is unusable but the picture is news-
worthy, the negative film might be run as silent only. 
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ITHE IMPORTANCE OF SOUND  

Numerous surveys by television stations show the viewer 
is bothered much more by poor sound than lv pnnr piajae. A 
sound track can be -harmed either in the film shooting stage or 
in processing. Some malfunction of the sound camera often 
can result in the loss of the film and the waste of an entire day's 
work. Similarly, if sound film, negative or positive, is dis-
torted in the laboratory developing, the entire piece might well 
have to be junked. 

As always, science and technology constantly are providing 
new ways to do things better. In sound film, a recent develop-
ment is the use of magnetic stripe, or magnetic audio tape. It 
can be attached to any kind of film and provides much better 
sound quality. At this time, the technique is fairly costly as 
studio projectors must be fitted out with magnetic heads to 
use film doctored with magnetic tape. 

There are many discouraging moments when the television 
news staff screens a piece of sound film and finds the sound 
somehow has gone awry. This is one of the many situations 
in which a decision must be made quickly on the basis of news 
values and technical considerations. Again, the questions: Is 
the sound usable? Is the picture strong enough to excuse the 
poor sound? Is it a story of a magnitude that cannot be over-
looked? A moment of truth. Days in the television newsrooms 
are full of these moments. 

THE NEWSMAN AND THE FILM EDITOR \ 

Television news, as we ar_e_ jrow_eoming_ti eeL oses on 
thm2n the. sense of film values as 
_vtr_ell as eima_valurs.alle rewrite man and editor are expecte 
to know and understand what can and what cannot be done 
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with film. They must be able to tell at a glance the technical 
quality of the film itself, whether the image is sharp enough to 
reproduce well on the television screen, whether the film is 
of adequate black and white contrast to show well, whether the 
sound is such that a listener-viewer will be able to hear all 
he should. 

Under ordinary circumstances, the newsman has an ex-
pert adviser to help with these decisions in the person of the 

elizr.assigned to his show or to the newsroom in general. 
The need for close co-operation between the news personnel 
and the film editor or editors cannot be overemphasized. Many 
a time an experienced film editor will spot something about a 
bad film that a newsman might easily miss and thus save the 
newscast from featuring a picture that would not show up 
well. Together the news editor, rewrite man, and film editor 
must screen or look at every piece of film available on any given 
day. The newsmen view it primarily with an eye to the news-
worthiness of the film and whether it tells the story it should. 
The film editor  concentrates more on the technical details. 
After a first the group compares notes to creide 
whether the film meets both the news and technical standards 
of the station. If it does, they proceed to the second step of 
editing or cutting the film to meet the needs of the newscast. 
Here, too, absolute co-operation is needed. The newsmen tell 
the film editor how they would like the film cut to give it co-
herence and a flow that make its details readily comprehensible 
to the viewer. The film editor must advise whether it can be 
edited in the way the newsmen have outlined. If not, some 
other way must be found. 

A news operation that buys its film from a syndicating 
organization frequently has little concern with the technical 
aspects. It buys its film in packaged form. A number of film 
stories arrive by mail or messenger in what is knowu as a cut 
version, or what the syndicate  considers to be a complete story 
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, y2jcyJ2Lair.TLlecutstory accompanied by 
_sae_ 

In many cases, the syndicated story opens with a title, 
which may be only a dateline or a headline. The script notes 
all the essential details: the over-all footage of the film and its 
running time and a shot-by-shot breakdown in which the 
scene is described and its footage and time are given. Finally, 
a complete narration is contained in the script. Where sound on 
film is contained in the cut story, the script will indicate when 
the sound comes in, the time it runs, and the OUT CUE, or 
closing words of the sound portion. Frequently, the cut story 
is entirely adequate. Situations do arise, however, when it might 
be many seconds too long and the newsmen and film editor 
must decide how and where to edit it to meet time require-
ments. For some reason, it may also be decided to recut the 
story to play it from a different angle. 

It is inucl.. common for le 
their svndicatedoverage Either theye-m-
ploy their own camera crews or have some arrangement to 
make or get film of major local news events. The work of both 
the newsmen and the film editors here is increased substan-
tially. 

ILis common and often desirable for the cameraman at 
e 

uudihip a regular newscast. station often can get double duty 
from film of a major story by saving what is not used on news-
casts for subsequent documentary coverage. Thus it may 
well be that when the newsmen and film editors sit down to 
screen an uncut film, they might have to look at 300 to 1,000 
feet of film, or more, out of which they might want only 
one minute, or a mere 36 feet. 

Still another situation requiring this extra work occurs 
when a station orders expanded coverage from the syndicate 
serving it. This is accomplished sometimes by ordering the cut 

• 
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story pluLtrims or niff-i-rihee -In this instance the station re-
ceives a print of all the film of a particular story: the cut story 
plus the film from which it was cut. 

Either way, the big, important job of cutting film is in 
order. 

\CUTTING  

Cutting newsfilm is undoubtedly the most difficult new 
task of the television newsman. In all likelihood, he comes to 
the medium without experience of this kind. If he has the 
benefit of a radio background, he may well have cut audio tape. 
But now he is confronted with the task of cutting picture or 
picture and sound combined. Different newsrooms operate in 
different ways. In some stations, newsmen handle all the film 
operations, including shooting, processing, and editing. If the 
newsman did the actual filming, he should know just what he 
has on film, and whatever editing is needed becomes easier be-
cause of this familiarity. In recent years there has been more 
of a tendency to separate the duties, with the result that the 
hiring of expert film editors appears to be more and more wide-
spread. 

When a newsman and film editor share the responsibility 
for cutting film, they start work with a_runclo_wv. 
With a stop watch they time the film, scene by scene, noting 
the time at which each scene ends. For the novice it is a tricky 
business watching the screen while simultaneously making 
notes of the content and timing each scene. The newsman 
must devise his own code or shorthand method to keep up with 
the swift-moving film. 

Camera angles are also included in the rundown. With 
their abbreviations they are as follows:  long shot (its), medium 
sl.....12L(ms), medium closeu£0.(mcv.à.  w.lii_EL)seup (cu). Tfi-e-fe  
are variations on these, such as extreme or tight closeu or 

TCU but the first four are t e most common y use notler 
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camera function is the pan, in which the camera pivots to follow 
t=EZEZtto wvct .......rialls2:1.en is short for panorama. In 
precise terminology it applies only to horiziolGT camera move-
ment. In practice, however, it often is used, although incorrectly, 
to describe vertical camera motion. 

For purposes of illustration, let us invent a silent film report 
of a fire. The cameraman shot a total of 300 feet of fire picture, 
more than 8 minutes of film. In screening, we have selected the 
scenes which best tell the story, and timed the length of these 
scenes. Our rundown now looks like this: 

SMOKE AGAINST THE SKY 

LS BLDG AND FIREMEN 

MCU BURNING BLDG 

MCU MAN AT WINDOW 

LS MAN JUMPS 

WALL FALLS 

MAN ON GROUND 

RUBBLE 

03 
10 
25 
33 
39 
48 
58 

PAN AMBULANCE ARRIVES 

LS DOCTOR RUNNING 

MCU DOC tk VICTIM 

SMOKE Sr RUBBLE 

CU STRETCHER 

CU MAN PUT ON STRETCHER 

MS FIREMEN 

1:06 LS FIREMEN 

1:15 
1:25 
1:38 
1:45 
1:51 
1:59 
2:05 
2:11 

(Outakes include various crowd shots) 

The newsmen and the film editor agree that the quality of 
the film is excellent, the action highly unusual. Generally, a 
rare film report. They would like to run the film story at 
length. But this is a busy news day and there are other fine 
film stories that must be included in the newscast. Obviously, 
the fire film story must be shortened considerably, and this is 
accomplished in two ways: first, by omitting entire scenes 
and, second, by shortening scenes. 

The writer and film editor agree that the two most dra-
matic scenes in the story are the man jumping and the wall 
falling and that they should be used in their entirety. The omit-
ting and shortening of scenes will be made in other sequences. 
Like the written story, the film story, too, must have continu-
ity. To establish the story pictorially, the writer and film edi-
tor decide to open with a 4-second long shot of the firemen 
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and the burning building. They follow this up with a 4-second 
medium closeup of the burning building. 

Going back to our hypothetical rundown, we note that the 
smoke and the long and medium closeup shots totaled 25 sec-
onds. Already this has been shortened to 8 seconds. The shot of 
the man poised at the window runs 8 seconds. This is a starkly 
dramatic scene and the writer and editor want all of it as well 
as the following 6-second jumping scene. What originally took 
39 seconds now has been shortened to 22 seconds. Because of 
debris and fire fighting equipment on the scene, the cameraman 
was unable to capture the picture of the man hitting the 
ground, although he did get a shot of the man lying on the 
ground. A 2-second cutaway or transition shot of the watching 
crowd follows the jump scene. This in turn is followed by a 2-
second shot of the victim lying on the ground. Total time now 
is 26 seconds. The film editor splices on a 1-second shot of fire-
men as a cutaway and follows it up with the 9-second scene 
of the wall collapsing. Total time is now 36 seconds. The fall-
ing wall missed the injured man. Better assure viewers of this 
quickly. Add 6 seconds of the man on the ground. In order 
to move smoothly from the man on the ground to an ambu-
lance arriving on the scene, it is necessary to use a cutaway. A 
2-second shot of the crowd does the trick. The film editor now 
combines the last 4 seconds of the arriving ambulance and 4 
seconds of the doctor running toward the victim. 

At this point the film story runs 52 seconds. Every second 
that can be saved from this story can be used elsewhere in the 
newscast. The writer wants to get the doctor to the victim 
as quickly as possible. The film editor drops in a 1-second 
shot of onlookers and then adds 8 seconds of the doctor kneel-
ing alongside the victim. The story now runs 1:01 minutes. The 
writer can begin to wrap up the film account. He wants to as-
sure his viewers that the injured man is in good hands. Once 
again a cutaway. This time 1 second of a fireman looking 
down, then 6 seconds of the injured man being placed on a 
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stretcher. Total time is 1:08 minutes. Add 2 seconds of onlook-
ers and 6 seconds of rubble. That does it. Over-all running time 
is 1:16 minutes. The newsman gets the latest data on the 
fire to prepare his intro. With the film spliced and ready to 
be aired, the writer takes a final rundown to make certain his 
timings are accurate, then returns to his typewriter to write 
the narration that will be read over the silent film. 

LLIJING OVER SILENT FILM  

It is customary and eminently wise for the writer to tackle 
ter 

v'ing it. •s way. the film is fresh in mind_  There are two 
distinct ways to use silent 1m in television news. The first is 
to action of 
Th.£01sggiilisàfikteltàcjev against a film background. / 

In the first method, the writer must synchronize his words 
to the picture on the screen. In this, a precise rundown is abso-
lutely essential. If the writer does not know exactly how long 
each scene runs, he cannot possibly put together a script that 
will match the film scene for scene. He must know also just how 
fast his announcer or newscaster reads. When the writer merely 
tells the story over silent film, no synchronizing is necessary. 
Even so, the writer must know how long the film runs and what 
it contains so that his script makes sense and generally ends at 
the time the film runs out. 

We will have more to say about these and other film writ-
ing techniques shortly, but while the example of our cut fire 
film is fresh, we script it. 

It is here we encounter one of the trademarks of television 
and television news; nami-lv j1i vlit page FtPrillSP of  the 
many technical directions and details involve. the technique of 

ofpv in half was hit mon Thp 1pft_h_qn4,or 
vEO column contains the technical information and the right-
hand or AUDIO column carries the actual script. 
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In television news, almost everything within the body of a 
newscast begins with the announcer or newscaster ON CAMERA. 

The script, then, takes this form: 

VIDEO AUDIO 

SMITH ON CAMERA 

Most television announcers or newscasters read their copy 

at a speed of 2 to 21/2  seconds per half line. For our discussion 

we will figure our reader goes at a clip of 2 seconds per half line. 

First, we must have an intro to set up our film story. Then, 

going back to the cut version of our fire story, our script might 

go like this: 

VIDEO AUDIO 

SMITH ON CAMERA In Our Town this afternoon, 

(INTRO FIRE FILM) a spectacular, four-alarm fire. 

One man was injured seriously 

in a jump to escape the flames. 

TAKE FIRE FILM  Scene of the blaze: the R. J. 
RUNS 1:16 Jones mattress factory at Third 

SILENT and Orange Streets. 

Thus, in roughly 8 seconds of intro and 4 seconds of copy 

over the silent film, the situation is established fully and we 

are ready for the truly dramatic portion of the film. Referring 

back to the example of the cut story, note that there were 8 sec-

onds of establishing shots of the building ( :04 Ls and :04 mcu). 
So we actually have 4 seconds of that medium close shot of the 

building left to get the man to the window, the full 8 seconds 

for him at the window, the 6 seconds of the jump, and 4 sec-

onds of the crowd and the man on the ground. 

Because of the tense situation, we want to underwrite 

those 22 seconds and let the picture carry itself. We indicate 

on the script where the narrator should pause and how long. 
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One workman, Thomas Green, 
was trapped in the burning 
building. Suddenly, he appears 
at a second story window. 
(PAUSE :02) 

The first two half lines, or 4 seconds, would have finished 
off the establishing shots so that the man should have appeared 
on the screen as the newscaster read the word "Suddenly." Our 
script pinpoints the place he appeared and the 2-second pause 
lets the viewer sense the situation for himself. Then we might 
help the viewer further to identify himself with the desperate 
man at the window: 

The desperate Green looks for 
a way out . . . 
There is none. 

He takes the only chance left 
to him. (PAUSE :05) 

Here we have reached the truly startling, breath-taking 
scene in our film; the rare view of a desperate man leaping for 
his life. The 5-second pause helps to emphasize the stark drama 
of the scene; words would be superfluous. 

By the time the man hit the ground, you recall, 26 sec-
onds of film had cleared the projector. From that point, we 
had 9 seconds of the wall collapsing, 6 more seconds of the 
man on the ground, 8 seconds of the ambulance arriving and 
the doctor running, 8 seconds of the doctor kneeling near the 
victim, 6 seconds of the man being placed on a stretcher, 6 
seconds of rubble, and a few seconds in cutaways. Again, pic-
tures tell the story and we use script only to cue the viewer and 
spark the drama slightly: 

Desperate action for a desper-
ate man. Even as the horrified 
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crowd watches, the wall where 
Green had stood only a mo-
ment before, suddenly gives 
way and crashes around him. 
(PAUSE :03) 

Fortunately for Green the fall-
ing debris misses him . . . 
preventing further injury. 

Already help is on the way . . . 
a doctor leaps from a newly 
arrived ambulance and runs to 
the side of the injured work-
man. 

Seconds later the doctor makes 
an examination of the victim 
and administers emergency 
treatment. 

Experienced hands are in con-
trol . . . Green is gently lifted 
onto a stretcher and carefully 
covered. (PAUSE :02) 

At this point we are 1 minute and 8 seconds into our film 
and ready to wind up our story. The film runs out with a 2-
second shot of the crowd and 6 seconds of fire damage and rub-
ble. 

As for the mattress factory . . . 
it's a gutted ruin. Unofficial 
estimates place the damage at 
half a million dollars. One of 
the worst fires in the history 
of Our Town. 
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In our example, the picture was particularly vital to the 
telling of the story; too much script would have been distract-
ing. But such a dramatic film is rare. Quite often newsfilm 
deals with familiar faces, places, and events. In these cases, 
the film can be scripted fully. Some synchronization of narra-
tion and picture may be necessary, especially if personalities are 
shown, but generally the news can be reported over the film. The 
ability to decide quickly which treatment the film should re-
ceive requires a combined sense of news and picture values that 
comes with experience. 

Incidentally, for purposes of simplicity, all examples are as-
sumed to be positive film. When negative film is used, it must be 
noted in the video column. 

e£113LLS.1 

Many occasions arise in television news when film arrives 
at the last minute and a hurry-up job of cutting and scripting it 
is necessary. Sometimes the film is so important that the staff 
may decide to use it even though the person who will narrate 
it cannot possibly see it before it goes on the air. If in these in-
stances close synchronization of script and picture is essential, 
the writer can aid the narrator by inserting cue words to the 
picture in the left-hand or vinEo column. These cue words are 
brief descriptions of the picture the narrator will see on his 
monitor and are, as the name implies, the cues for him to 
start reading the moment he sees the picture described flash 
upon the screen. Something like this could be a big help: 

VIDEO AUDIO 

TAKE FIRE FILM  Scene of the blaze: the R. J. 
RUNS 1:16 Jones mattress factory at Third 
SILENT and Orange Streets. 

One workman, Thomas Green, 
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(MAN) 

(JUMP) 

( ON GROUND ) 

( COLLAPSE ) 

( ON GROUND ) 

( AMBULANCE ) 

( KNEELING ) 
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was trapped in the burning 
building. 

Suddenly, he appears at a sec-
ond story window. (PAUSE :02) 

The desperate Green looks for 
a way out . . . 
There is none. 

He takes the only chance left 
to him. (PAUSE : 05) 

Desperate action for a desper-
ate man. 

Even as the horrified crowd 
watches, the wall where Green 
had stood only a moment be-
fore suddenly gives way and 
crashes around him. (PAUSE 

:03) 

Fortunately for Green the fall-
ing debris missed him . . . 
preventing further injury. 

Already help is on the way . . . 
a doctor leaps from a newly 
arrived ambulance and is di-
rected toward the injured work-
man. 

Seconds later the doctor makes 
an examination of the victim 
and administers emergency 
treatment. 

Without completing the scripted film story, the example 
should be self-explanatory. Some narrators find this system so 
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helpful that they insist that the copy be so marked whenever 
possible. 

ANnINCI WAYS j 

In the heyday of the movie newsreel and the early days 
of television news, it was considered vital to explain everything 
seen on film. This was carried to the extreme of figuratively hit-
ting the viewer over the head. Such phrases as "Here you see," 
"What you're seeing now," and "Before you on the screen" 
were commonplace. F.' - - 

As t on news grew up, it assumed that its au-
too, had matured so a es now are almost ta 

o ime, but in most newsrooms 
an effort is made to avoid them. As always, however, there is an 
exception to this rule of thumb. Some newsmen purposely in-
sert these phrases and others like them in early morning news-
casts when people may be listening, but not watching too 
closely. The purpose in this instance is to point out that some 
kind of picture is being shown. 

Aside from the slight to the viewers' intelligence, those pre-
paring television news found another practical reason generally 
for abandoning the "lead-them-by-the-hand" technique. There 
are those unhappy situations when the narrator and the film 
get out of sync; that is, the script and picture do not match. In 
this sorry instance, it makes the narrator look amateurish to be 
saying "Now you see Thomas Green jumping from the win-
dow" when the viewer might still be seeing a burning building 
or Green already prostrate on the ground. 

NuziaLLyzCUT 

In both script and picture, the newsman strives for smooth-
ness of flow from one sentence to the next, from one scene to 
the next. The greatest deterrent to this flow in the picture is 
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what is known as iej 'um!) cut. For all practical purposes, the 
ju_ nip cut can be—daned as any irregular or, unnatural contnie-- 
bon of action or movement. 

=ersie1l77771177 film, the remedy for the jump 
cut is what is generally known as a cutaway. These are scenes 
of the various actions stlirounding the main event: the crowck 
'bokfiij on, other p o ograp ers a work, and the like. It is the 
cameraman's responsibility to provide cutaways and the film 
editor's duty to make sure they are employed properly. 

Suppose that you wish to follow a man from his arrival at a 
building and then on into the building. As often happens, the 
individual arrives in a limousine, pauses to chat with someone 
outside, mounts the stairs slowly, goes through the revolving 
doors, walks down a hallway, and finally takes a seat in a 
room. To use this entire sequence might well take 3 or 4 min-
utes of film, or far too much to be used in a newscast. To cut 
it down to a usable film clip, you might show 3 seconds of the 
building as an establishing shot and 3 more of the limousine 
stopping at the curb and the personality alighting. To get 
around his pause to chat, you insert a short 2-second cutaway 
of the crowd. Then you can come back smoothly to the chief 
figure entering the building, which might use another 5 seconds. 
An interior shot of him walking along a corridor might be good 
for another 3 seconds, and could carry him to a door. To get 
him inside, a cutaway of the crowd in the hallway or even of 
the photographers trailing him might well do it in 3 or 4 sec-
onds more, with a windup of 3 seconds of the man in his 
seat. Thus editing has shown in 22 or 23 seconds what other-
wise would have required 3 or 4 precious minutes of film. 

To use still another illustration, let us say we have a long 
film report of a mayor announcing a huge new housing project. 
It is a good story, but not good enough to occupy the 7 minutes 
and 35 seconds it takes on film, plus the time for introduction. 
The writer knows he cannot take more than 1 minute or a 
minute and 30 seconds at the very outside. So he screens his 
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film with an ear for the complete thought that can be lifted out 
to make sense and tell most of the story. Again the rundown is 
essential. But now, instead of clocking picture alone, he must 
concentrate on the sound and its meaning. 

As the picture comes up on the screen, he starts his stop 
watch. The announcement is made at an outdoor function and 
the picture opens with a long shot of the assemblage. From 
there it goes to a medium closeup of the speakers' platform and 
the notables assembled. Next comes a closeup of the mayor at 
the microphone. For the sake of discussion, let us say all this 
took one minute. The cameraman also shot another minute of 
general crowd scenes and applause to be used for cutaway pur-
poses. 

The mayor launches into his announcement with the usual 
greetings. This takes 30 seconds. He follows with the usual 
buildup for the actual announcement, another 30 seconds. At 
exactly 3 minutes into the film, as the writer notes, the mayor 
discloses a new multimillion-dollar housing project. The an-
nouncement itself took 20 seconds. The mayor spent 2 minutes 
in giving many details. He rambled on another 2 minutes with 
descriptions of the buildings, etc., and closed with the declara-
tion in 15 seconds that this is the biggest project of its kind 
ever undertaken by Our Town. The newsman has looked at 
7:35 minutes of film, which he must prune to a maximum of 
1:30 minutes. 

He asks the film editor for a 15-second shot establishing 
the crowd, 10 seconds more of the platform and the closeup of 
the mayor at the microphone. The actual announcement adds 
another 20 seconds. He uses a 3-second cutaway of the crowd 
applauding, then returns for the final 15-second declaration by 
the mayor. Thus he is in and out of the affair in 1 minute and 3 
seconds. To wind it up even more smoothly, since there is some 
time to spare, he might put 3 more seconds of applause after 
the speech and conclude with a 2-second long shot of the gath-
ering. 
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In this manner, the writer has either a 1-minute and 3-
second film package that closes with the final words of the 
mayor or a piece 5 seconds longer that is somewhat better 
rounded. There are times when even 5 seconds' leeway be-
comes important and the final decision on which way the film 
is used depends on the competing news. It also is possible for 
the director to go out of the film any time after the mayor's 
speech is concluded. 

At any rate, it was the cutaway shots that enabled the 
writer to move easily from one part of the speech to the other 
without a jump cut. 

It might well have been that the mayor was looking and 
gesturing to his left at the close of the first 20-second speech. 
But when it came to the final 15-second declaration, he might 
have been looking straight ahead and making no gestures. To 
have joined these two takes directly would thus have created a 
jump cut because of the quite unnatural changes in position 
and movement. But inserting the cutaway of the crowd applaud-
ing obviated the problem. Lens changes, say from a medium 
closeup to a closeup or from a closeup to a tight closeup, often 
are helpful when a speaker is delivering a lengthy speech on 
sound film. But here, too, it sometimes is necessary to insert 
cutaways to bring off the lens change smoothly. 

COMBINING SILENT AND SOUND FILM 

As indicated in the example of the mayor's housing an-
nouncement, silent and sound film can be used in various com-
binations. It is common, in fact, to lin.Lejeltalek—silent 
to the head of a sound piece, although SOF can be and often is 

.11 ed 
There are two advantages to playing at least 10 or 15 sec-

onds of sa. in front of SOF. the silent ives the viewer 
some time to take in the situation an set himse or what is 
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_coming. Second. the writer usually can get into a piece of SIL/ 
SOF faster  and smoother.  

rt might work this way: 

VIDEO 
SMITH ON CAMERA 

(INTRO MAYOR FILM) 

TAKE MAYOR FILM  

RUNS 1:08 
SIL/ SOF SIL 

FIRST :25 SIL 

SOUND UP  

RUNS :41 
OUT CUE: 

FILM CONTINUES SIL FOR :02 
SMITH ON CAMERA 

AUDIO 
From Mayor Charles Brown 
today, an historic announce-
ment for Our Town. 

A crowd of some three thou-
sand citizens was on hand for 
the Our Town anniversary 
celebration on the Green. 

With Mayor Brown on the 
speakers' platform were leaders 
of the Board of Aldermen. 

There'd been some speculation 
Brown had an important dis-
closure, and a hushed throng 
waited eagerly as the Mayor 
built up to the long-awaited 
announcement: 

. . a project unprecedented 
in the annals of Our Town." 
(APPLAUSE :03) 

An historic day in Our Town. 

NATURAL SOUND 

Still another consideration to bear in mind while screen-
ing newsfilm is whether, in shooting sound, the cameraman 
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provided true and worthwhile natural sound of the event. This 
might be simply the crowd milling around as, in our example, 
the gathering was called to order, and the applause brought by 
the announcement. 

Natural sound almost always augments the picture story; 
dramatic events becoming even more dramatic as the sound 
brings home the story with greater impact. If, in filming a flood, 
the cameraman is able to get close enough to capture the 
sound of rampaging waters or the terrifying noise of a bridge 
breaking up and being swept away, he has recorded the un-
usual and dramatic natural sound that adds greater depth and 
understanding to an important pictorial story. Consider also the 
crowd noise during a street demonstration or riot, inflamed per-
sons screaming, the reports of gunfire, pounding feet on the 
pavement, or the ugly, but nevertheless dramatic, sound of fists 
striking flesh as men fight. While it may not always be feasible 
or necessary to film a story with natural sound, there are just as 
many instances where sound is vital to accurate reporting. 
Where natural sound is recorded well, the newsman not only 
wants to but is duty-bound to use it, for this is a true and ac-
curate accounting of some of life's dramatic events. 

THE FILM LIBRARY I 

We have mentioned the possibility of getting double duty 
from newsfilm. Ordinarily, the bonus is derived from special 
programs or documentaries growing out of a particular news 
story. Film often can be reused when past events return to the 
news, as they often do. One quite obvious example is the 
death of an important person. Instead of presenting an oral 
tribute or résumé of that career, the newsman can dip into his 
film library to pull out brief but meaningful film clips from 
that person's life. 

Library footage can be used also to draw sharp compari-
sons. Perhaps the United States develops a fantastic new space 
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device. What could be more illustrative of change than to 
couple a film clip of the new with another clip of the old, out-
dated device? Frequently, too, library footage can serve as back-
ground for a top news story. A piece of film showing action on 
the floor of the stock market might well be employed on a day 
when the market makes big news. 

There are many slow news days on which a good piece of 
library film can bail a short-of-film operation out of dire diffi-
culty. It depends entirely on having a library and keeping it 
thoroughly catalogued and up-to-date. It does no good to have 
the film if it cannot be found quickly. 

One caution is in order in the use of library footage. At no 
time is a newsman justified in trying to pawn off library film as 
the real thing in today's news. It must be clearly indicated in 
delivery as scenes from the past or the newsman denies the 
basic tenet of his trade: truth! 



Chapter 8 

TELEVISION 
 41. 

NEWS 

The final product of television news, the actual broadcast, 
is the work of many men. In the smallest of television stations 
as many as half a dozen persons are involved in the task of put-
ting the newscast before the public. In a network production, 
this list can be twice as long, including two, possibly even three 
writers, the editor, the newscaster, the director, the assistant 
director, the technical director, at least two studio cameramen, 
a film projectionist, and two or three audio and video engineers. 

The details of putting the newscast together are abundant 
and primary responsibility for them rests with the writer. In 
our discussion of newsfilm in the preceding chapter, we gained 
an idea of some of the factors involved in the film area of 
television news. As we proceed now to work out the script, we 
will encounter other technical considerations that the writer 
must bear in mind. Granted, he should be able to expect con-
structive suggestions from anyone involved in his newscast. But 
the writer is expected soon to learn the technical problems so 
as to ease the burdens of everyone concerned with the final 
product. 

144 
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GAIN: THE SPLIT PAGE, 1 

Earlier, brief reference was made to the split page that is 
practical and common in various areas of television and espe-
cially in news. As we said, the television script is divided into 
two distinct alrls _because it serves an inmeant dual purpose:  
It is a scut not only in the sense of providing the copy to be  
read on the air, but also in giving the behind-the-scenes u-
soTrriérfne many -Mtn-cal d7M7---is nthey need to bring off te 
Mtretierri  
----rnso was noted that the ON CAMERA position is the basic 
direction of the television newscast. It is the only thing that 
will appear in the left-hand column when no film or still pic-
ture is in use. 

It is essential to give warning of what is coming to the 
men in the control room who are busy with their technical 
chores. In reading over the script before air time, they will 
make their own notations and cue symbols. But the writer can 
aid them with simple, accurate directions to begin with. Thus, 
when film is being introduced, the writer marks his left-hand 
column to that effect: 

VIDEO 

SMITH ON CAMERA 

(INTRO MAYOR FILM) 

AUDIO 

At this point we encounter one basic difference in the way 
various newsrooms operate. At the network level, it ordinarily 
is left to the director to call his own camera shots on the news-
caster. The director should be sufficiently familiar with the 
news to know the proper moment to give the order to dolly the 
camera into or away from the newscaster. These changes of 
camera angle lend variety. In some news operations, however, 
the writer is called upon to indicate the points at which he 
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wants the camera angle changed. This must be indicated in 
the left-hand column. He might do it in this way: 

VIDEO 
SMITH ON CAMERA 

(INTRO MAYOR FILM) 

/1/ OPEN ON MCU /// 

/// MOVE IN TO CU /// 

TAKE MAYOR FILM  

RUNS 1:08 
SIL/SOF/SIL 

FIRST :25 SR, 

AUDIO 

From Mayor Charles Brown to-
day, an historic announcement 
for Our Town. 

The Mayor chose the occasion 
of Our Town's anniversary to 
make his disclosure. 

He revealed approval for a ten-
million-dollar, middle- income 
housing development here. 

Mayor Brown declared it will 
be the solution to Our Town's 
problem of expanding popula-
tion. 

Since the writer ordinarily is the person most familiar 
with the particular news story and has written the script for it, 
he is the one to direct the point at which film is to be brought 
in. Then, too, he has supervised its editing and knows exactly 
what the film contains. It is at the above point of TAKE MAYOR 
FILM that he begins to share his knowledge. 

This sharing is an ever-widening circle, starting with the 
newscaster, the director, his technical crew, and finally the view-
ing audience. 

To organize his show, the writer slugs or labels each piece 
of film. He does this in the VIDEO column when he goes into 
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his intro by the simple indication that SMITH ON CAMERA is now 
doing his INTRO MAYOR FILM. This puts the control-room team 
on the alert that film is coming. When the writer gives the TAKE 
FILM signal, it is just a trifle safer to say which film is to be 
taken, as, in this instance: TAKE MAYOR FILM. 

There is here one intermediate step with which the writer 
is not concerned, but an awareness of it helps. It takes the mo-
tion picture projector several seconds to reach the running speed 
at which the film is properly projected. To allow for this, each 
piece of film has academy leader spliced to its beginning. Aca-
demy leader is marked off in seconds. As the director screens 
the film in rehearsal, he finds that point in the intro at which he 
must signal the projection room to roll fi/m. A 4-second roll 
cue is fairly standard. The projection room sets each piece of 
upcoming film at 4 seconds on the academy leader and the 
director marks that 4-second interval on his script. 

Immediately after calling for film, the writer must specify 
exactly how long the film will run from beginning to end. For 
most practical purposes, the timing he gets from his stop watch 
should suffice. But it never hurts to double check, and the way 
to do this with film is to ask the film editor for a measured 
timing. This he gets by running the film through his synchro-
meter. He then gets a positive, accurate reading on the length 
of the film in feet and frames, which can be converted immedi-
ately into minutes and seconds. 

This exact timing on the script enables the technical men 
to clock the film by their own stop watches. Of course, the tech-
nical team should have the opportunity to screen the film once 
or twice before air time. But often, in a last-minute rush, this 
luxury must be bypassed and the engineers have only the tim-
ings the writer gives them for direction. 

Next on the VIDEO lineup should be the indication of 
what kind of film it is: SIL, SOF, or the two in their various 
combinations. So it was in our Mayor film example that we had 
silent leading into SOF and then back to silent. Here, too, the 
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writer is counted upon for full and accurate timings. In our 
illustration, the writer informed his crew that the first 25 sec-
onds of the film were silent. With these vital signals taken care 
of, the writer went on to script his 25 seconds of silent. Having 
done that, his next step is to call for the sound portion of his 
film. This must be indicated, along with the exact length 
of the sound and the equally important END or OUT CUE. Pro-
viding the technical men with both the timing and the END 
CUE, or the final few words of the sound portion, serves as a 
double safety check. Even if the crewman is clocking by stop 
watch, he can be listening for the final words: 

VIDEO AUDIO 
SOUND UP  

RUNS :41 

OUT CUE: et. . . a project unprecedented 
in the annals of Our Town." 
( APPLAUSE :03) 

At this point, the film returns very briefly to silent. Nat-
urally, the technical crew must be advised of this and given the 
timing for the silent film. 

VIDEO 
FILM CONTINUES SIL 

FOR :02 

AUDIO 
A historic day in Our Town. 

With such a brief piece of silent at the tail of the film, the 
writer has time only for a story-ending sentence or phrase. 
Frequently the final silent film will run much longer. But, longer 
or shorter, it generally serves to complete the story in what 
could be described as a film wrapup. 
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A film story should have a conclusion or wrapup. Many 
newsmen strive to put at least a few seconds of silent film at 
the end of any film package for this purpose. When this 
cannot be done, it is frequently necessary for the newscaster to 
give an ON CAMERA conclusion to the film story. This is widely 
known as a button, or buttoning up film. 

In our example we combined silent and sound film. When 
silent film is used by itself, the VIDEO column direction is un-
complicated. If, for instance, we wanted to use only the silent 
portion of the Mayor Brown film, it might well go down on the 
script in this manner: 

VIDEO 
TAKE MAYOR FILM  

RUNS :25 
SILENT 

AUDIO 

Or, conversely, if we wanted only the sound portion, we would 
do it this way: 

VIDEO 

TAKE MAYOR FILM  

RUNS :41 
SOF FROM START 

OUT CUE: 

AUDIO 

4f. . . a project unprecedented 
in the annals of Our Town." 
(APPLAUSE :03) 

The only difference with the sound take, as you can see, is 
the indication of SOF FROM START, which tells the technical 
crew at a glance there is sound only on the particular film clip. 

UP-CUTTING SOUND 

One of the most distressing problems in the use of sound 
film is the possibility that the sound might be up-cut, or _ 
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221º2ght in later than_ it should be perhaps in the middle of a 
sentence. It is the responsibility of the director to make tiesure 
calls for—and  gets-rsound  at exactly the point indicated on 
the script Vp-cut sound is sloppy produclion_iaLthe god that1S. 
M .-airy— noticed by viewers and frequently results in the loss 
of meaning of what the speaker is saying. 

C....2l.1.2ARKERS ON, FILM) 

We have stressed the need for precise timings on any kind 
of film because they are ess.otial to clean production. Another 

, ths çaiaf film is the cue marker  A cue marker 
is made simply by punching a hole in one frame of film. It 
shows up as a circle or dot on the screen. Many television sta-
tions put a cue marker at a point 10 to 15 seconds before the 
film ends. By watching his monitor the newscaster knows 
when he sees the cue marker that he has only 10 or 15 seconds 
to wind up his film narration. But this system has its disad-
vantages. The flash of the dot can be distracting to viewers. 
Then, too, cue markers pose some nasty problems in the reuse 
of film which, as we have indicated, is frequent. 

It is our view that precise timings are infinitely preferable 
to cue markers. 

E RESET PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION, 

As noted, the film projector requires several seconds to reach 
running speed. On those happy days when film is plentiful, 
the writer often nin.s__into_ulhat....ig known as a reset p1212Iem._. 
This occurs normally on a newscast for which only one film 
chain or projector is available. 

Ordinarily, it requires a break of 20 seconds from the 
time one piece of film ends until the projector is set for an-
other film clip. There are times when the writer does not feel 
that he can spare those 20 seconds, or perhaps the two film 
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clips are so closely related that he must link them more 
quickly. In these instances n f11 back on raw stock 
black leader. Raw stoc - and black leader are film with nothing 
on them. They can be spliced to the last frame of the first film 
and the first frame of the second film to permit the projector to 
roll both film clips without stopping. 

The writer will script his first piece of film, then write the 
_12z1-40“Lajagahe first and second film dips He must time his 
bridge accurately-3, 8, 11, or however many seconds it takes— 
then ask his film editor to put that much raw stock or black 
leader between the film clips. 'While the raw stock or black 
leader is going through the projector, the director returns to the 
newscaster on camera for exactly the number of seconds in-
dicated. The director can thus go back to film in less than 20 
seconds with no reset problem. 

A handy device, this. But the writer had better be certain 
of the timing on his bridge. If the newscaster reads it too 
swiftly, he must sit and wait—or ad lib—until film shows; if he 
reads it too slowly, the picture will be up-cut. 

(DOUBLE PROJECTION 

Sound on newsfilm generally is photographed or recorded 
on single system. In other words, sound and picture are recorded 
simultaneously by a single camera and later played back on the 
air by one projector. Generally, the single system is more than 
adequate for news needs. 

Occasions arise when greater maneuverability and flexibility 
are desired in both the shooting and editing of the picture story. 
CBS News developed and frequently uses a method which makes 
this possible. The method is known in the trade a.s_double Oro; 

Wh  1P projerf ; rsq..4vaap,44...singleh.CM era 
with sound gear may be used. But whereas single system records 
sound and picture simultaneously, film for double projection is 
shot separately. Either can be filmed first. The silent film— 
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which will be matched to the words of the reporter at the scene 
—is shot separately from the correspondent's report. Both the 
shooting and editing of double projection stories are time-con-
suming. But it is well worth the extra time involved because of 
the results—a better sound and picture story. 

In many instances, filming a news story for double projec-
tion allows the reporter to work with a shooting script. After 
a survey of the pictorial elements that will be used to augment 
his story, the reporter can write the story in advance and then 
tell it on film. Or, if the occasion demands, the picture story 
may be shot first and the reporter can tell the story on film later. 

Once the film has arrived at the television newsroom after 
processing, it is screened by the personnel interested in present-
ing it on the air. Where the shooting script has been sent along, 
it is easy to decide which parts of the voice report are of prime 
importance to the telling of the story. Those sections to be used 
are blocked off on the shooting script. Where there is no shoot-
ing script, notes are taken by the writer or editor as the voice 
report is being screened. 

In all cases, the story is edited on the basis of news value. 
While the silent film is of top importance to the telling of the 
story, the primary purpose of any film report is to present the 
news. 

Now that the correspondent's story has been cut (it may be 
used in its entirety if so desired), the film editors bring the silent 
shots in to cover the sound story. This is done on a film syn-
chronization footage counter, so that the silent pictures will 
match the story step by step. The voice report is now on one 
reel and the silent story on another. The double projection film 
story is ready for the air. For purposes of example, our story will 
deal with the dedication of a dam just above Our Town. 

Academy leader heads each reel. Both reels are run down in 
the projector to "four in the gate." That is, the number four on 
the academy leader is the first thing that will be visible in pro-
jection when the two machines are started at the same time. 
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(The numbers will not be seen on the air, only on the monitor 
in the control room.) As the director puts reel one on the air, 
the correspondent is seen standing on the dam. He begins . . . 
"After two and a half years, Our State Dam has been completed. 
The huge structure, costing 58 million dollars, will irrigate 
farms for hundreds of miles around Our Town. Governor Smith 
and the first lady of Our State headed a delegation of dignitaries 
from the state capital. Hundreds of farmers and their wives also 
were on the scene to watch the formal opening of the dam that 
will spell prosperity , for them. As the governor cut the ribbon 
signifying the opening of the dam, a loud cheer went up from 
the gathering and the Our Town High School Band began to 
play. Mayor Brown, officially representing Our Town at the 
ceremonies, was all smiles a few minutes later as Governor 
Smith pressed a button in the dam's control room. The huge 
turbines began to hum and the gates of the dam slowly started 
to open. Within seconds the much-needed water was rushing to 
farm lands which, too often in the past, have failed to yield 
their crops because of a lack of water." 

Going back to the reporter's narration, you will note that 
sentence three begins . . . "Governor Smith and the first 
lady . . ." It is at this point that the director calls for reel two. 
Through the control room electronic panel, reel two is seen on 
the air and there on the viewers screen are the governor and his 
wife. Both reels you recall started simultaneously and both are 
still running. But reel one is no longer visible on the air although 
the voice report continues without interruption. Sentence four 
begins . . . "Hundreds of farmers and their wives . . ." As the 
reporter says these words, reel two is showing pictures of the 
farmers and their spouses gathered for occasion. Sentence five 
refers to the actual ribbon cutting and at this point reel two 
shows the governor cutting the ribbon. As the reporter describes 
the different scenes, these pictures appear on reel two and on the 
viewers' screens. 

The director may cut from one reel to another quickly, or 
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he may use the dissolve to get a special effect, as he calls for pic-
tures from reel one or two. On occasion he may super or su-
perimpose one picture from one reel over another picture from 
the other reel. 

In a double projection film story as exemplified here, the 
writer and film editor will try to go back to reel one at the con-
clusion of the report for the final words of the reporter on the 
screen. There are times this cannot be done for a variety of rea-
sons. Regardless of the final scene on the air, the director must 
have two important bits of information: the over-all time of the 
double projection story and the OUT CUE. He listens for a crew 
member's time cue but concentrates on the final words of the 
story. If his information is incorrect, there's that embarrassing 
moment when the screen suddenly goes blank. 

Double projection allows for better presentation of news-
film stories. The time and effort that go into this type of produc-
tion invariably result in a smoother and often a more accurate 
description of an event than does the single system newsfilm 
approach to news coverage. 

VHF FILM INTRO  

Another problem the television news writer faces daily is 
that of leading his viewers smoothly into a film story without 
giving away the story the film will tell. This is another of the 
basic points of departure between television news and almost 
any other kind of journalism. Where the newspaper lead and the 
radio newscast item are concerned with telling as much as possi-
ble as quickly as possible, the newsfilm lead or intro strives for 
the opposite effect; that is, merely to set up a piece of film. It 
must do so primarily by alerting the viewer to what is coming. 
If it goes much beyond this, the intro can actually give away the 
film story. Thus, in the fire story we have used extensively, we 
intro with the fact that "a spectacular, four-alarm fire" took 
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place in Our Town and that a man was injured in a jump. 
These facts are intended to perk up the viewers' ears and eyes 
for the details that follow. Similarly, in the Mayor's housing an-
nouncement, we backed into the film to let the mayor himself 
tell the story. This is a more-or-less standard way to intro SOF. 
There is, on the other hand, another school of thought that 
holds the film should be used to buttress or backstop the news 
story. Under this technique, the intro gives the essential details 
and the film is brought in for an emphatic repeat of those facts, 
perhaps with some added details. 

Still another method is to use the intro as a sort of bill-
board or advertisement for the station's own news operation. 
This is common when exclusive film is made and the station 
wants its viewers—and the competition—to know it. The news-
caster in these situations might intro his film in this manner: 
"Now, an exclusive film report on . . ." this, that, or the other 
thing. Or, if a station is certain it is first on the air with a partic-
ular film report, it might use this sort of intro: "Tonight, first 
films of . . ." this, etc., etc. Being first on the air with film is a 
prestige matter ranking right up there with the often boastful 
pride a newspaper takes in a scoop. Few stations have many op-
portunities thus to toot their own horns and therefore are more 
than a little prone to do so whenever the chance comes along. 

DIRECTING THE USE OF STILLS.) 

The various types of still pictures helpful to television were 
described earlier. They are employed in various ways, although, 
for scripting purposes, the directions are pretty much standard. 

Again it must be noted that almost everything within the 
body of the newscast starts from the ON CAMERA position, includ-
ing stills. Everything, that is, except a particular use of rear 
screen projection. 

The usual technique in handling RP'S is to put the particu-
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lar picture involved up on the screen just before or just as the 
newscaster launches into the story it illustrates. Another way in 
which RP'S differ from other stills is that ordinarily they are 
held throughout the story, whether it be 10 seconds or 40 sec-
onds. RP'S can be used in sequence, with several to illustrate one 
story. 

With an RP, the script might appear this way: 

VIDEO AUDIO 

TAKE RP 1 (MAYOR) . . . From Mayor Charles Brown 
SMITH ON CAMERA today, an announcement of 

historic importance to Our 
Town . . . 

With any picture of an individual, it is important to iden-
tify that person quickly so as to erase any possible doubt in the 
viewers' mind as to who it might be. 

If the RP is leading into film, the above script would be just 
the same, but with the additional intro direction under SMITH 
ON CAMERA. If the writer wishes to return to the same RP after 
the film, he has only to indicate it by repeating the initial TAKE 
RP 1 (MAYOR) direction. 

Each RP should be numbered in the order of its appearance 
in the script and a one-word description of the picture often 
avoids last-minute confusion. 

One slick production technique with rear screen projection 
is to have the first frame of film to be used cut from the film and 
set up as an R'. On the air, this gives the feeling that the film 
comes right out of the RP. 

It is often necessary to cover a big story in stills, possibly 
even using several in series, as film is not always available to the 
news writer. 

Here we are back to the business of starting with our news-
caster ON CAMERA and returning between the stills. 
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VIDEO AUDIO 

SMITH ON CAMERA In our Town today, a spectacu-
lar, four-alarm fire. 

TAKE TELOP 1   It broke out in the R. J. Jones 
mattress factory at Third and 
Orange Streets. 

SMITH ON CAMERA One workman, Thomas Green, 
was trapped in the burning 
building. 

TAKE TELOP 2   There were moments of tense 
drama as Green perched in a 
second floor window—ponder-
ing whether to jump. 

SMITH ON CAMERA But the flames made up his 
mind for him. Green had to 
jump. A doctor rushed to his 
aid. 

TAKE TELOP 3   And Green got out just in time. 
No sooner had he hit the 
ground than the building wall 
collapsed about him. 

In this way, a story can be covered in telops, balops, slides, 
limbos, or even RP'S. 

In brief, there are almost unlimited possibilities for using 
still pictures, or even animated pictures, on television. Every-
thing depends on the facilities available. It is the television 
newsman's responsibility to learn from his director and techni-
cal crew exactly what is available and how he can use these visual 
aids. 
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THE E F THE NETWORI51 
NEWSCAST 

Up to this point, we have been discussing film and still 
techniques available both to local and network newscasts. There 
will always be differences in the ways local and network play 
their news, but this is a matter going far beyond technical con-
siderations. The decision on how to play a story depends, as we 
have emphasized, on a multiplicity of factors involving news 
judgment. The mechanics of television news remain fairly con-
stant from station to station, regardless of independent or net-
work status. 

The main point at which the network newscast differs is in 
its ability and readiness to travel electronically to one of its affil-
iate stations to get the news. This facility is variously known as 
switching or co-axing. Most network newscasts originate in New 
York City. Some of them rely extensively on switches and may 
use them twice, sometimes even three or four times in one 15-
minute newscast. 

This method of obtaining news is costly. Some understand-
ing of the way a network is set up is essential to a comprehen-
sion of the factors involved in switching. 

Network stations are linked by electronic audio and video 
circuits. One circuit or leg of a network covers the northeastern 
United States. Its origin and terminus could be New York City. 
It loops in round-robin fashion from New York to Boston, Bos-
ton to Buffalo, Buffalo to Baltimore, Baltimore to Washington, 
Washington to Philadelphia, and Philadelphia back to New 
York. Similarly, the other legs of a network would fan out over 
the other geographical areas of the country: the Southeast, Mid-
west, Northwest, and Southwest. 

A network program might be fed out of New York to the 
northeastern circuit. While it can be contained within that leg, 
it also is possible for one of the stations on that circuit to boost 
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the program into another leg of the network. For example, Buf-
falo might boost the program along to Chicago, which would be 
the origin and terminus of the midwestern leg of the network. 

The spanning of wide areas by television became possible 
with the advent of the coaxial cable. This combined video and 
audio transmission line made direct switches from coast to coast 
possible. 

In the early days of television, before the coaxial cable, the 
networks had to rely on kinescope picture and sound recordings 
for the coast-to-coast distribution of their programs, news and 
otherwise. There were frequent and loud complaints about the 
heavy loss of picture and sound quality in the early kinescoping 
process. Today television tape with its lifelike quality is replac-
ing kinescope. 

At present it is common for a network newscast coming 
from New York to include the story and picture of the very 
latest news breaks almost anywhere in the nation. If, for in-
stance, there is a big story in Los Angeles, the network anchor 
man in New York will intro the story and then give the cue for 
a switch to that city some 3,000 miles off. Los Angeles will 
cover the story either live or with film, then return the program 
to New York. 

If audio and video loops go into a particular network-affili-
ated station anywhere in the United States, that station can 
feed the network an entire program or any part of a program. It 
also is possible to have these loops put into a station to enable it 
to feed a program or a news report. At the time of this writing, 
some loop installation carried a price tag of about $500, with 
telephone line charges amounting to an additional $1.15 per 
mile to the nearest 0 and 0 station. It is not uncommon, then, 
for a switch in which special loops are necessary to cost any-
where from $1,000 to $2,500 or more and thus add the headache 
of finances to the normal considerations of news values. 

It is the rare network newscast from New York that does 
not nightly include at least one switch to Washington for some 
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major development in the nation's capital. Switches to Chicago 
also are common. Both Washington and Chicago are major net-
work originating points and facilities are always available. Com-
paratively little cost is involved in switching to either place for a 
news spot because the network circuits are in on a contractual 
basis. 

It is when the network newscast wants to get off these 
well-beaten paths that the cost and delivery problems begin to 
multiply. One technique widely used to cut network news costs 
is to try to get film from the hinterlands to Washington or Chi-
cago in time for the night's newscasts, if it cannot possibly make 
New York by air time. Every effort will be made to ship film of 
big stories in the midwestern area to Chicago and similar events 
in the south or southeast to Washington. It is when time does 
not allow for this that the consideration of switching to another 
point enters. 

M.CRIPT HANDLING OF TI-TE ÇWTTCT--1. 
In preparing the network newscast the switch is handled 

in much the same way as film. Let us say New York decides our 
well-worked-over fire in Our Town is dramatic enough to merit 
network exposure. The station in Our Town is alerted early to 
the possibility of a switch. When it has taken care of its own 
news needs, it will cut a piece of film to be put into the network 
newscast. Many telephone calls are likely to be exchanged be-
fore air time. The network news staff indicated it would like a 
film report of about 1 minute and 30 seconds. But, as the day 
wore on, the editor in New York found he had so much other 
news that the Our Town switch would have to be held to 45 
seconds. 

The technical arrangements, loops, etc., are handled by the 
network's Traffic Department, once the editor has informed it 
of his decision to switch to Our Town. 

When it appears that the story in Our Town has firmed up, 
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that all essential facts are known, the editor in New York will 
assign a writer to intro the switch. The writer will read all avail-
able wire copy on the story and then will put a call through to 
the writer in Our Town to check the wire story facts. By the 
time he makes his call, the writer should have a fair idea of how 
he intends to introduce the switch. He should discuss this with 
the writer in Our Town who will write the under-film script to 
make sure they will not duplicate or even contradict each other 
in any way. 

Ordinarily the network newscasts use standard switching 
cues. There is first a call in or throw cue, which signals the con-
trol room to turn the program over to the station in Our Town 
and also signifies to the announcer and technical crew in Our 
Town that they have the air. This cue ordinarily is phrased 
something like this: "We switch now to Our Town"; "For the 
picture story, we switch to Our Town"; or "A direct report now 
from Our Town." 

The program goes back to its headquarters with what is 
known as the return cue, a twin brother to the out cue or end 
cue on film. Usually, the announcer at the feeding affiliate will 
give his name and say just what he is doing; for instance, "This 
is Tom Smith reporting from WOT in Our Town. Now we re-
turn you to John Jones in New York." Or, more simply, "This is 
Tom Smith in Our Town. Now back to New York." 

It is imperative also that in the before-air conversations be-
tween New York and Our Town these cues and the exact timings 
of the story are checked out. Also, in their final telephone chat, 
the editor should tell the people in Our Town just when the 
switch comes to them so they can be ready and waiting. With 
everything set up, both sides on the switch then go about their 
separate affairs, hoping no technical or electronic failure will 
come along to spoil things. 
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THE STANDBY  

But the alert editor and writer in New York do not merely 
sit back and hope against a failure of some sort. They protect 
their show in the only possible manner4L1£441margauteud4. 
The standby is a written account of what happened in 

York e studio 
-7vITH"Un and reads in the event of a failure. Thus, 

ew or ec ares: or e picture s o—ry,-Yee switch to Our 
Town and Station WOT," and nothing happens, Jones is pre-
pared. He waits only a few seconds for a signal from the director 
that the switch has failed, then launches into his standby: 

Sorry. Technical difficulties and we can't get through to Our Town. 
One man was injured seriously there today when a four-alarm fire 
gutted a mattress factory. etc. 

Thus John Jones in New York is able to cover the story 
with copy if not with film and is not, as the saying in television 
goes, "caught with egg on his face." There are few things in the 
medium that are more embarrassing than a newscaster grinning 
insipidly into the camera and fumbling through an explanation 
of what happened. 

Nothing more embarrassing . . . or more unnecessary. 
When a switch is planned, a standby always should be 

ready. 

CRIPTING AND INTROING THE SWITCH1 

Very little need be said about the introduction to the switch 
since it is bound up in the same considerations as newsfilm. The 
main thing is that the writer must not give away the story for 
which his news operation might be spending a sizable sum of 
money. His job is to set up the switch and let the affiliate at the 
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scene and the pictures tell the actual story. Even though the 
writer in New York may have all the facts readily available, 
there is the air of greater authority when the story comes out of 
the city of its origin. The intro to the switch may be brief, only 
a few words to announce the story and the switch cue, or it may 
be bridged out of another story. 

For examples of both, we return again to the fire in Our 
Town. In the first instance, we hit the switch cold; that is, the 
story stands by itself without relation to anything else in the 
day's news: 

VIDEO AUDIO 
JONES ON CAMERA An ordeal by fire in the top 

(INTRO OUR TOWN SWITCH) news of the day. It involved 
one man, surrounded by fast-
spreading flames. 

For the picture story, we switch 
to the scene, Our Town, and 
Station WOT: 

TARE OUR TOWN SWITCH  

RUNS :45 
RETURN CUE: Now back to John Jones in 

New York. 

JONES ON CAMERA 

Thus, the network newscast has covered the dramatic fire 
story at first hand in a brief time; less than one minute of the 
show (counting 2 seconds per line of intro). But perhaps it 
was one of those days in which several disastrous fires ranked 
high in the news. For the sake of example, let us say there were 
three big blazes, including the one in Our Town. They provide 
a natural bridge for the switch and might work out something 
like this: 
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VIDEO AUDIO 
JONES ON CAMERA Three widely separated but dis-

(INTRO OUR TOWN SWITCH) astrous fires in tonight's news. 

Four persons perished outside 
of Pittsburgh when an explo-
sion and fire swept through a 
chemical factory making highly 
volatile rocket fuel. 

Down South, in Atlanta, Geor-
gia, swift-moving flames gutted 
a movie house. Twenty persons 
were injured in the stampede 
for safety, and a major tragedy 
narrowly was averted. 

Fire in still another area gave 
one man a grueling ordeal. For 
the picture story, we switch to 
the scene, Our Town, and Sta-
tion WOT: 

TAKE OUR TOWN SWITCH  

RUNS :45 
RETURN CUE: Now back to John Jones in 

New York. 

Thus we have covered the component technical parts of 
the television newscast. Again, ease in handling them is a facil-
ity born of practice and the effort to use them properly and well. 

There are many instances when the technical considera-
tions of television news outweigh or cancel out considerations of 
writing style. But the keynote of the television script, we feel, 
is simplicity. It must be easily assimilated and understood by 
the viewer. In large measure, the actual television newscast is an 
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expanded, pictorial version of the radio newscast. Here, too, the 
viewer has one chance and only one chance to see, hear, and 
learn. The writer and his script have the responsibility of lead-
ing the viewer easily and smoothly from one news story to the 
next, trying not to confuse him with trick phrases, but rather to 
tell the news of the day in such a way as to be readily under-
stood. 

When, after hours of work, the television news script is in 
finished form, two tasks remain for the newsroom crew. One is 
the preparation of a format further to facilitate the work of the 
technical crew. The other is to be on hand to smooth over any 
problems that might arise during rehearsal, if time allows the 
luxury of rehearsal. The format is a one-page synopsis of the 
actual newscast with complete timings for everything that goes 
to make up the newscast. With format in hand, anyone con-
nected with the newscast can tell at a glance what is happening 
—or is supposed to be happening—at any given minute or sec-
ond throughout the show. This same quick glance can ascertain 
whether the show is running early or late, or right on time, as it 
should be. 

The usual format is divided into four columns. The first 
or left-hand column is a one-word description of what should be 
on the screen. The second column gives the precise time that 
action takes. The third column fits the action into the proper 
place in the newscast in a cumulative timing. And the fourth or 
right-hand column is a brief expansion of the left-hand column. 

For illustration let us format a network newscast with a 
standard opening and closing, two 1-minute commercials, two 
switches, and two pieces of film. Remember that few radio and 
television programs or newscasts occupy the entire 5, 10, or 15 
minutes allotted them. Usually, 30 to 40 seconds are cut from 
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the end for station breaks, promotional announcements, or com-
mercials. The on and off times are set forth in the daily program 
schedule. 

With all these things in mind, we build our format like 
this: 

TOM JONES NEWS . . . MONDAY, OCT. 1, 1960 

OPEN :25 
JONES 1:30 
comm. 1:00 
JONES :35 
WASH. 1:15 
JONES :45 
FILM 1:25 
JONES :45 
OUR TOWN :45 
JONES 1:35 
comm. 1:00 
JONES 1:15 
FILM 1:08 
JONES :52 
CLOSE :15 

7:00:00-7:00:25 
7:00:25-7:01:55 
7:01:55-7:02:55 
7:02:55-7:03:30 
7:03:30-7:04:45 
7:04:45-7:05:30 
7:05:30-7:06:55 
7:06:55-7:07:40 
7:07:40-7:08:25 
7:08:25-7:10:00 
7:10:00-7:11:00 
7:11:00-7:12:15 
7:12:15-7:13:23 
7:13:23-7:14:15 
7:14:15-7:14:30 

OPEN 

COPY, INTRO COMMERCIAL 

COMMERCIAL, SOF 

INTRO WASIIINGTON 

WASH. FILM SIL/SOF 

2 TELOPS, INTRO PLANE FILM 
PLANE FILM, SIL 

COPY, TELOP, INTRO OUR TOWN 

OUR TOWN, LIVE & FILM, SIL 

PAD, INTRO COMMERCIAL 

COMMERCIAL, SOF 

COPY, INTRO MAYOR FILM 

MAYOR FILM SIL/SOF/SIL 

TELOP, PAD, & GOOD NIGHT 

CLOSE 

Whatever the time allotted for the newscast, it is the duty 
of the newsroom team that puts the presentation together to 
make certain it gets on the air and off the air on time. In net-
work broadcasting there is no leeway. A runover means being 
clipped off the air abruptly. If there is any trouble during the 
newscast—a failure on a switch, a piece of film that breaks, or 
simply a miscalculation in timing—the editor and director must 
make hasty, on-the-air revisions and get back within time limita-
tions. 

As in radio newscasts, pad copy protection is necessary to 
provide the flexibility to get around various difficulties. It is pos-
sible, also, to back-time television news copy in just the same 
way radio copy is arranged. 
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On some local newscasts, time restrictions may not be 
quite as rigid and a few seconds' runover may not matter. Still, 
the objective of the newsroom team always should be to stay 
within the allotted time. 

1.ROTECTING THE TELEVISION NEWSCAST I 
Finally, television newscasts must be protected in the same 

manner as radio newscasts against late-breaking developments. 
It is perhaps more essential for the television news editor to 
remain in the control room with the technical crew while the 
newscast is on the air, but a writer should station himself at the 
wire service printers until the newscast ends to be ready to rush 
any bulletin into the studio. 

The problem of getting late news to the television news-
caster is more difficult because of the camera, which will beam 
the picture of anyone in its path to the viewing audience. It is 
thus necessary to get the bulletin to the newscaster while film or 
a commercial or even a still picture is being projected on the 
screen. It is wise also to get a copy of the bulletin to the direc-
tor, or at least to inform him that the newscaster has additional 
copy, which will alter the format. 

This is just one further example of the close teamwork es-
sential to the production of a television newscast. 



Chapter 9 

GETTING 

THE STORY 

ON _Fuji 

Throughout the last three chapters we have delved exten-
sively into the newsroom mechanics of television and left until 
now the seemingly more important question of obtaining news-
film. This rather strange arrangement stems from the authors' 
feeling that a prior familiarity with the jargon of television news 
and some understanding of the handling of newsfilm actually is 
necessary to a comprehension of the filming of a news story. 

It has been indicated at several points that there are two 
chief sources for television newsfilm. The first is a television sta-
tion's own film-making operation, and the second is film syndi-
cation. Many news-conscious television stations draw from both 
these wellsprings. Another secondary source is network affilia-
tion. 

It is practical and increasingly popular for network affili-
ates to tie their own local newscasts to network shows, or run 
them back to back, as the phrase goes. This practice provides 
the viewer with a regular schedule of national, international, and 
local news. Frequently, too, sports and weather shows are fitted 
into this news pattern easily to fill out an entire half-hour of 
television programming. 

168 
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Independent stations, on the other hand, are more likely to 
blend national, international, local, sports, and weather into one 
complete, self-contained newscast, usually of the 15-minute 
variety. 

Network affiliates have little if anything to say in the prep-
aration of network newscasts and, therefore, take what they get 
in the line of national and international news and film stories. 
The independent station, through its syndication contract, buys 
a selection of the top world-wide events and can tailor this film 
in any way it sees fit. 

=IFÎ"/4T.1"Ifflà L 

As in the case of radio news, the owners of a television sta-
tion have those same two fundamental questions to answer in 
connection with their news operation: How much news do they 
need and how much can they afford? In television even more 
than in radio, the latter is more likely to be the determining fac-
tor. News coverage on film can be enormously expensive. Re-
member that, first of all, the television station incurs the same 
initial news expenses of wire services and news personnel. To 
venture into the film operation, it must buy at least one and 
more likely two cameras and employ someone to use the camera 
well. It must set up a darkroom and hire a film editor or con-
tract for the facilities of a laboratory. 

The purchasing of cameras, film and photographic equip-
ment and the setting up of an adequate darkroom are technical 
questions going beyond the authors' area of competence. How-
ever, we have done some checking and found that an initial ex-
penditure of roughly $5,000 would be required for the basic silent 
and sound equipment essential to any local newsfilm opera-
tion. The money would have to be spent in this manner: 

Standard, hand camera, silent, 100-ft load 
Single lens sound camera, 600-ft load 

$ 350.00 
1,200.00 
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Zoom lens 650.00 
Automatic developing machine for negative and 

reversal 1,200.00 
Film rewinders (2 pairs) 90.00 
Sound film reader 165.00 
Picture reader 150.00 
Film splicers (2) 56.00 
Sound projector (for newsroom screening) 560.00 
Film measuring machine 200.00 
Lights, darkroom supplies, miscellaneous 150.00 

$4,771.00 

All the price quotations involve standard new 16-mm 
equipment. Much of it could, of course, be bought secondhand 
for considerably less than our $5,000 estimate. 

There is the other possibility of renting additional cameras 
and equipment and hiring personnel for a particularly big as-
signment. It is the nature of news, however, that most big sto-
ries break with little or no advance warning and leave little if 
any time for this. 

Because of the extensive technical knowledge needed to or-
ganize a film operation, the local station might well begin by 
hiring a competent cameraman and turning the equipment and 
laboratory problems over to him. Because of the expenditure in-
volved, the management will naturally want to keep a close eye 
on the budgetary matters. 

THE UNION QUESTIQN 

On a recent assignment in the Middle West, one of the au-
thors ran into the television news version of the one-man band. 
This was an extraordinarily energetic young fellow who: (1) 
covered as many local stories as he could cram into one day, 
shooting silent film of two or three of them; (2) processed and 
edited the film he shot; (3) wrote and assembled a 15-minute 
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local newscast around his film, and (4) went on the air with 
the show six nights a week. 

It is impossible to guess how widespread is this practice of 
using a one-man television news staff. In the early days of tele-
vision, it probably was much more common than it is today. 
Many small stations might still find this arrangement satisfac-
tory, but in the larger stations and in the bigger cities through-
out the country, union contracts block such operations. 

The International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes 
and Motion Picture Operators, or IA, as it is known, has work 
contracts covering cameramen, sound men, and electricians in 
many stations. In some areas, these technicians and photo-
graphic artists fall under the jurisdiction of the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, the IBEW, or the National 
Association of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians, NABET. 

In New York City and several other big cities, radio and 
television news writers work under contracts with the Writers' 
Guild of America. Without delving deeper into the union mat-
ter, we must make one key point. In any situation involving a 
union, the member can be called upon to do one job and only 
one job. An IA cameraman shoots film. He does not run sound 
equipment, save in the most dire of emergencies, because that is 
the job of a fellow union member. A writer of news under union 
contract neither touches a camera nor physically edits newsfilm. 
He is hired to prepare and write newscasts. That is all. There 
can be no doubling in brass, or tripling, or quadrupling. 

THE NEWSFILM CREW 

As indicated, the newsfilm crew can consist of one to four 
men. It is possible, although frequently awkward, for a camera-
man to do the twin jobs of operating his camera and running 
the sound gear—in a nonunion situation, of course. More often, 
when a story is to be covered in sound, the crew is made up of 
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a cameraman and sound man. When the event to be photo-
graphed takes place indoors or at night, it may be necessary for 
an electrician to join the crew to handle the lighting. In most 
network newsfilm operations, the fourth member of the crew is 
the reporter-contact man. 

To many, this term reporter-contact man may be new. Ac-
tually, it is a marriage of news and newsreel nomenclature. The 
reporter side of the phrase hardly needs explanation. The con-
tact part is a throwback to the old days of newsreels, when one 
person was charged with all the many details of arranging to 
make film. Because the television reporter is expected to make 
most if not all the contacts entailed in covering the story on 
film, he has inherited this title of reporter-contact man, but his 
job goes far beyond that. 

Because he is a trained newsman first and foremost, the re-
porter-contact man is nominally in charge of the film crew when 
it is on assignment. He serves as an extra pair of eyes for the 
cameraman in that he must size up the story from its news as-
pects and make certain every salient is covered properly. He 
must be familiar with all the newsfilm production practices to 
make certain the locale of the story is established on film, or 
that the cameraman is providing sufficient cutaway shots to 
facilitate the cutting of the film when it gets back to the news-
room. Throughout all this, the reporter-contact man actually is 
himself covering the story, the way any reporter would. And, in 
addition, he frequently serves as the voice of the film crew in 
that he is expected to do any and all interviewing or on-camera 
reporting required at the scene of the news story. 

Finally, as the cameras and other photographic gear are 
packed and put away, the reporter-contact man is expected to 
call his office immediately to inform his newsroom colleagues 
how much film was shot, how much of it was silent, and how 
much SOF. He gives a report on exactly what was shot and when 
it will arrive in the laboratory or at the station. Then, if he is not 
ordered on to another story and is close enough to home base to 
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return quickly, he often is expected to rush back to lend a hand 
in getting the final film package ready for broadcast. 

The work of the reporter-contact man is far from simple 
and often very much less than pleasant. In the big cities where 
newsfilm competition is keenest, he is the person who often 
must batter his way with microphone through milling throngs 
to get to the side of the much harassed individual at the center 
of the news. When he manages to get into position near the cen-
tral figure, he must make certain his cameraman can get a pic-
ture. Then, he must try to get often reluctant subjects to say 
something for the camera and microphone to record. 

The entry of television into the rough-and-tumble of news 
coverage created problems of space because of the bulky equip-
ment it requires and the crowding of two-, three-, or four-man 
television crews into frequently small places provided for the 
news corps. Much resentment grew out of this incursion and 
the fact that news sources frequently play up more to the tele-
vision reporter-contact man than to the newspaperman. 

Frequently, the job of the reporter-contact man requires an 
abundance of brawn as well as brain. 

THE LOCAL REPORTER  

The network reporter-contact man has his local counterpart 
in the small station newsman who is expected by his employers 
to be another jack of all newsfilm and pictorial trades and 
much akin to the television one-man band we described earlier. 
At the very minimum, he is called upon to cover local events, 
either with a silent camera or a still camera and be able to re-
turn to the newsroom to write the story he has covered. 

If this newsman cornes to his job without training in the 
use of the 16-mm silent camera, his boss is likely to hand him 
one of these devices and tell him to learn to use it. While he is 
not likely to produce very good quality film at first, he should at 
least come back with some sort of picture. In the not too distant 
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future the film task of this newsman should be minimized by 
the use of electric eye cameras, which automatically will take 
care of exposure problems for him. 

Probably the most difficult technique for the inexperienced 
newsman-cameraman to master is that of editing in his camera. 
Ordinarily, he will have 100 feet of film with which to cover 
the run-of-the-mill local event. This breaks down to roughly 
3 minutes of film. He may begin by shooting establishing shots 
of the scene of the news event. If time allows, he might jot 
down on note paper the number of feet he shot to establish 
his story. If not, he must try to remember the footage. He will 
follow through in this manner, either jotting down or trying to 
remember each scene he filmed and the total footage for each 
scene. Facility in editing in the camera often will spell the differ-
ence between getting a film story on the air quickly or being 
beaten by the opposition. When the reporter-cameraman can 
rush back to his office and give his film to his lab man, then go 
right to his typewriter and script it from notes or memory, he 
is saving precious minutes for his entire news operation. 

Many local stations also make use of 35-mm still pictures 
in local coverage. If he is not handed a motion picture camera, 
the newsman may well find himself dashing off to cover with a 
still camera. Some cameras now can be fitted with instant proc-
essing devices and some can shoot direct positive transparen-
cies, which have only to be set up in some sort of mounting to 
be ready for use on the air. These are but a very few of the 
devices employed by smaller television stations to cover the news 
and get it on the air promptly. In these local news operations, 
energy and ingenuity have to and do make up for lack of ex-
tensive staff and equipment. 

t-THE ASSIGNMENT DESK 

In any newsfilm operation, local or network, it is absolutely 
essential to co-ordinate coverage. Frequently, differences of opin-
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ion arise over what stories should be covered on film, or whether 
the story should be covered silent or in sound. 

It should be readily apparent that many stories could be 
missed entirely while the news staff wrangled over these ques-
tions. Thus, the authority for assigning film coverage normally 
is vested in one person: possibly the news director of a small 
station, usually the assignment editor of a large station or net-
work news operation. 

In a local newsfilm operation, the decision to cover with 
film or not usually is reached swiftly. Problems are mimimized 
because there are few considerations such as travel, personnel, 
and shipping. When the news director of a small station is in-
formed of some major development in his own area, he can size 
up immediately the importance of that event to his audience. 
In all likelihood, he can be in touch with his film crew almost 
instantly to pull it off one assignment and get it going on the 
breaking story. That crew might even be able to rush from its 
original job to the new story, cover it, get the film back to the 
station or laboratory, and then go back to finish up the initial 
job. In both personnel available and the area to be covered, 
the local newsfilm operation is telescoped and decisions are 
thus expedited. Conversely, the bigger the news operation and 
area to be covered, the more physical problems and technical 
considerations arise. 

It is at the network level, then, that problems of film as-
signment become most complex. This is understandable when 
one realizes that the network newsfilm operation looks upon 
the entire world as its area of coverage. The primary task of the 
network assignment editor is to stay constantly abreast of the 
day's developments everywhere. He is the key man because he 
has the authority to order film coverage of anything at any time. 
The assignment editor must be fully familiar with the needs of 
every newscast put on by his organization. He must know at all 
times where his film crews are and where a film stringer is avail-
able for coverage. He must be able to pick out at a quick glance 
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at the network map the switching point for a major film story. 
He must know or be able to find out swiftly the most advanta-
geous routes to transport film either to a laboratory or switching 
point. 

On top of these technical questions, the assignment editor 
must apply his own news judgment to any story before putting 
a film crew to work on it. There might be a considerable time 
lag in filming the story and getting it on the air. Will the story 
hold up for five, eight, ten or more hours? Frequently the de-
cisions taken by the assignment editor involve expenditures of 
thousands of dollars. On an overseas story, for instance, he 
must telephone or cable his correspondent to explain just what 
kind of film coverage he wants. Often free-lance crews must be 
hired for whatever length of time is necessary to film a story 
and to get the film on a plane. 

On a domestic story, the assignment editor often is con-
fronted with problems in getting a stringer on a story in some 
remote place and also of chartering planes to get the film to 
some place where it is available via switch to the network. 

In addition to the breaking stories on which quick deci-
sions are imperative, the assignment editor has the other vital 
function of developing coverage on feature film material for use 
on dull news days. He must be constantly on the alert for 
those timeless stories that can be filmed and held in the can 
for use when news is scarce. 

The day of the assignment editor is crammed with deci-
sion after decision. But he gets to be assignment editor because 
he has demonstrated his reliability as a newsman who can keep 
one eye on the breaking news, the other on his film crews and 
facilities, and can galvanize his team into the action necessary 
to get that film. 
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NEWSFILM SYNDICATION 

The independent television station wishing to expand its 
newsfilm coverage beyond the local to the national and inter-
national arenas must turn to a film syndicate. On a national 
basis, three such organizations lead the field. T.b4yE-eLn.3S 
,Neweilm Nraa...QUhe Day or Telenews, and United Press 

earl days Of television, the National Broad-
casting Company also ven ur n, ut 
later gave up the effort. News of the Day (Telenews) and Movie-
tone were in operation long before television came into being. 
They were formed to serve motion picture theaters with news-
reels, and both still perform this function. The theater reels were 
filmed for the most part in 35-mm. Then, when the television 
organizations came to the newsreel companies with bids to 
buy their services, these companies were quick to realize the 
advantages of simply duplicating their newsreel coverage in 
16-mm film and thus opening a vast new area of business for 
themselves. 

But there were many new problems involved. First of all, 
the newsreel services were geared to turn out only one or two 
newsreel packages per week. Television demanded newsfilm 
coverage on a daily basis. Then, too, theater newsreels were 
fashioned largely on feature and sports material. They did go 
after top news events, but their production techniques were 
slow, and their practice of transporting film by rail even slower. 
Television quickly changed much of this. The new medium 
made the nation ever more picture-conscious. Great competition 
developed to cover news on film and get it on the air first. 
The newsreel organizations expanded their operations with an 
eye to servicing the news needs of the television stations 
springing up around the nation. 

At the same time, the networks were gearing their own 
news machines to the new medium. They had spent years and 
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huge sums to build their own radio news organizations and 
personalities; it was only natural they would follow through 
with television news. They hired their own cameramen, sound-
men, electricians, and other technicians and began exposing 
their staff of reporters and newsmen to the camera as well as 
the microphone. 

CBS NEWSFILM 
 ••••••••••••••••1.13... 

Toc3S .1.•.11vLs..b....tiis  only maj.or ne  work news organi-
- .. .. ..- . •--.- .-. zatioñ*ith a spuial  

at home and abroad with a regulax _newsfilm çi-ruice Known as 
1.,r)à Newstilm, it is a 'round-the-clock, 'round-the-calendar 
,aeration. With offices in key cities across the nation, CBS 
Newsfilm employes are constantly at the tasks of screening, 
editing, and scripting film stories and shipping the finished 
products as quickly as possible to clients. 

Because it is part of CBS News, CBS Newsfilm can make 
use of any and all films shot by CBS News cameramen. Over 
and above this, CBS Newsfilm can call on cameramen for 
special coverage of stories of interest to its clients, which CBS 
News, itself, will not necessarily be filming. 

Thus, on any film coverage there is a dual consideration. 
The CBS News Traffic Office must check the fastest way to 
move the film to a main switching point on the network and a 
syndication office. For example, a film story shot in Mason City, 
Iowa, would be transported to Chicago, where it would be 
available for the next network newscast and where the Chicago 
office of CBS Newsfilm can strike prints and ship them to 
clients. 

A White House news conference presents no problems. 
The entire story is filmed in Washington, which is a main 
switching point for all three major television networks as well as 
a key syndication point for the three main newsfilm organiza-
tions. 
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A presidential news conference, by tradition, takes about 
30 minutes. The CBS News cameraman has his film out of the 
camera and into the hands of a waiting courier minutes after 
the question and answer session ends. Even as the film is en 
route to the laboratory, the CBS News correspondents who 
covered the conference are in touch with the CBS News Bureau 
and CBS Newsfilm in Washington, informing all concerned of 
highlights and pictures of particular interest. When the nega-
tive comes out of the lab, it is screened by both CBS News and 
Newsfilm personnel. The CBS News editor views it with an 
eye to the needs of the upcoming network newscast, while the 
Newsfilm editor is concerned with the needs of syndication 
clients. If both decide on the same film cut or cuts, the labora-
tory immediately begins striking prints from the negative. The 
first print goes to CBS News for the next network newscast, and 
the others are readied for dispatch to syndication clients. So it is 
that within a few hours of the White House news conference, 
film of the event has arrived in many cities around the nation, 
ready to be aired on local newscasts. 

CBS Newsfilm offers its clientele extensive coverage of 
sporting events and puts out a weekly 15-minute sports pro-
gram. Similarly, it issues a weekly 15-minute news review, and 
a 30-minute year-end news review. 

CBS News has made occasional use of video tape on late-
breaking network news stories and coupled this with kinescope 
recording for syndication. In years to come, when more sta-
tions are equipped with television tape, broad and spectacular 
coverage of such news in the continental United States will 
be common. 

Each CBS syndication film clip is accompanied by a script 
which can be read by the client's newscaster. The local news-
room may prefer to write its own copy to the film. 

The CBS Newsfilm copy and its shot list with times of the 
individual shots is probably the simplest to follow, and no com-
plicated instructions are necessary. 
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NEWSFILM 

A Product of CBS News 
For Immediate Release 

Date: April 14, 1960 
Number: 19283 
Title: Dimmitt Tornado 
Running Time: 31 sec. 

all silent 
19 ft. 

Résumé: Dimmitt, Texas—Tornado kills three—Wrecks homes. 

Running 
Sec AUDIO VIDEO Sec 

1—MS Men examin- 6 6 
ing wreckage 

2—Rolling shot of 3 9 
road over hood of 
car 

3—Rolling shot show- 22 31 
ing wrecked homes 
and workers along 
sides of road 

_TELENEWL 

Another major newsfilm organization is the outfit known 

TORNADOES STRUCK THE AMA-

RILLO, TEXAS, AREA CUTTING 

THROUGH RESIDENTIAL REGIONS 

IN SMALL TEXAS TOWNS. THESE 

FILMS SHOW THE EFFECT OF 

THE TWISTER ON DIMMITT. IN 

SUNNYSIDE, A FEW MILES AWAY, 

3 PERSONS DIED AND 32 WERE 
INJURED AS THE TWISTER SWEPT 

AWAY HOMES AND COMMER-

CIAL BUILDINGS. THE TORNADOES 

JUMPED OVER AMARILLO, SOME 

SEVENTY MILES TO THE NORTH-

EAST AND SMASHED VICIOUSLY 

TOWARD DIMMITT AND SUNNY-

SIDE. PROPERTY DAMAGE RAN 

HIGH . . . RESCUE WORKERS 

WORKED AROUND THE CLOCK 

SIFTING THROUGH THE WRECK-

AGE. 

wi&Tv as    

, prises in the mid 1950's. Originally, Telenews produced a daily 
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newsreel package for its clients. This sufficed in the pioneer 
days, but with television's expanding news needs, Telenews al-
tered its service and replaced the newsreel with the newsfilm 
clips all the syndicates now use. 

The newsreel had to be used in its entirety and, therefore, 
lacked the flexibility essential to any news operation. The 
practice of sending clients eight or ten individual stories on film 
daily was the answer. Quick screening of the individual film 
clips eliminated those pieces the independent station's news 
staff viewed as unworthy. The cut stories the news personnel 
elected to use could be edited more easily, then played on the 
air in order of preference or importance. 

Along with its film, Telenews services clients with a com-
plete script for each film story. Each script carries all the neces-
sary information for library filing purposes. 

A typical Telenews script—or dope sheet—looks like this: 

Story NO. NY-2 TELENEWS DAILY NEWS FILM, vol. 12, issue 122 

Release: Immediate June 16, 1959—Tuesday 
Film Title: ENGLAND Footage: 39 
Story: BRITISH LAY KEEL FOR FIRST A-SUB Time: 65 sec. 

SC TL TL Sc 

NO FT TM TM PIX NARRATION 

A. 2 3 3 (TITLE) At Barrow - in - Furness, 
1. 4 6 3 Hs CROWD England, ceremonies mark 
2. 7 12 6 MS DUKE ON the symbolic keel laying 

STAND of Britain's first atomic 
3. 10 17 5 cu SAME submarine. 
4. 12 20 3 MS HULL Prince Philip is honored 

SECTION guest. The steel rings for 
5. 15 25 5 MS DUKE the giant undersea craft, 

PRESSING Dreadnaught, which will 
BUTTON be powered by a nuclear 

6. 19 32 7 LS HULL reactor built in the U.S., 
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SECTION are swung onto the ways 
IN PLACE as Prince Philip turns a 

7. 20 34 2 MS DUKE lever. 
WATCHING The details of the Dread-

8. 23 38 4 CU HULL naught's size and power 
SECTION are secret, but published 

9. 24 40 2 AA SAME reports say her design will 
follow America's newest 
sub, the Skipjack, and be 
propelled by the same 
type of nuclear unit. 
Prince Philip hails the 
building of Britain's first 
atomic sub: 

10. 39 65 25 PRINCE 

PHILIP SOF 

OPENING SOUND CUE: 

CLOSING SOUND CUE: 

"It should be abundantly 
clear by now . . ." 
di. . . submerge for the 
full period of a two-year 
mission." 

Now, let us go back over the various symbols. The story 
number at the upper left hand of the Telenews cue sheet in-
dicates the city of syndication and the number of the story in 
that day's output. Thus, in our example, it was the second story 
syndicated from New York on that day. 

The Volume and Issue Number are Telenews file numbers 
for quick reference. 

On occasion, a film story must be held for a specific release 
time. Most of the syndicated output, however, is issued for im-
mediate release. The Film Title ordinarily is the name of the 
city, state, or nation where the story was filmed and it usually 
corresponds to the Title. What Telenews records as the Story 
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amounts to a headline. The footage and time are self-evident. 
The symbols at the left side of the script translate as follows: 

Sc 

NO — scene number 
TL 

FT — total feet 
TL 

TM — total time 
Sc 

TM — individual scene time 
pix stands for picture 

Therefore, 

Sc TL TL SC 

NO FT TM TM PIX 

A. 2 3 3 (TITLE) 
1. 4 6 3 HS CROWD—means: 

Scene A is the title, which is two feet of film, running 3 
seconds, and the individual scene takes 3 seconds. Scene Num-
ber 1 is two more feet ending at four feet into the film, or 6 
seconds into the film, and is a high shot of the crowd, which 
takes 3 seconds. 

As with the rundown we discussed earlier, listings of foot-
age and cumulative time are given as of the conclusion of each 
scene. 

Occasionally on cue sheets such as this the writer might 
discover to his amazement that two feet of film are timed in 
one place at 2 seconds and at 3 seconds in another. While this 
could be an error, it might also be a valid timing. The differ-
ence could result from a measured timing in which feet and 
frames of film are counted. Film editors ordinarily split the dif-
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ference on frames. If they are nearer the 2-second figure, that 
will do; if they are nearer 3, the editor will list 3 seconds. To 
be safe, the writer should always check the syndicated timings 
when he screens the film. 

In addition to its usual newsfilm service, Telenews offers 
clients a weekly 15-minute review of the news. It is a complete 
package, narrated and backgrounded with music and sound 
effects. It is put together in such a way that it can be sold to a 
local sponsor. 

Telenews offers also a weekly 15-minute sports program 
put together in much the same way as the weekly news review, 
plus a special 15-minute program with film highlights of news 
and other pertinent facts of interest to the American farmer. 

Like the other big film syndicates, Telenews offers clients 
special coverage periodically or on a regular basis if the in-
dividual station wishes to expand its pictorial coverage. The 
most unique example of this is the relationship between Tele-
news and ABC, which will be examined in detail in the next 
chapter. 

Telenews syndication centers are located in New York, 
Washington, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Around the United 
States and the world, Telenews has some 150 staff cameramen, 
persons whom it calls semistringers, and stringers. 

UNITED PRESS MOVIETONE 

The third giant in the field  of newsfilm syndication is 
United Press Movietone Newg=ur owe 511or- 77Mqemgllintle-

a ecame well known through' 
itrtleater newsreel Fox Movietone. Here, however, the  film-
rriniiig services of Movietone were blended with the news-gath-
ering facilities of United Press. This arrangement expanded 
United Press into a rounded television service. Aside from its 
regular news wire service, United Press offers television quality 
still pictures via its Unifax and telop services and newsfilm 
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through the syndication channels of UP Movietone. Like its 
two chief competitors, CBS Newsfilm and Telenews, UP Movie-
tone services major European television networks and stations 
as well as those at home. UP Movietone, however, is the only 
newsfilm syndicate that operates a string of offices in overseas 
cities. It has such centers fully equipped for the processing, 
editing, and shipping of film in Amsterdam, Brussels, Bonn, 
Copenhagen, Geneva, London, Munich, Paris, Stockholm, and 
several other places. UP Movietone also staffs more syndica-
tion offices at home than either of its competitors. It maintains 
these offices in Boston, New York, Washington, Chicago, 
Memphis, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Seattle. 

Out of the merger of Fox Movietone and UP has come one 
unique departure in newsfilm syndication. It deals with the 
scripting of newsfilm. UP Movietone uses the UP teletype 
system to distribute newsfilm scripts. It does not use the now 
familiar split page, but instead sends the information the same 
way that the regular news wire transmits a story. It also tele-
types all such pertinent data as the number of feet per shot, 
the number of seconds, and a description of the individual 
scenes. 

The UP Movietone script takes this form: 

WAT6 5/20/ 59 
"FIRE" 
41 FT-1:09 

RUNNING FT SEC 
(DATELINE, MARYLAND) 

(1. 2 3 LS. HANGAR, 3 SECS 
FIVE WERE KILLED AND MORE INJURED WHEN A 

(2. 11 18 SEVERAL SCENES WRECK-
AGE, 15 SECS) 

FLASH FIRE AND EXPLOSION SWEPT THROUGH A HANGAR 
AT THE JONES COMPANY PLANT NEAR BALTIMORE TODAY 
. . . (PAUSE 02 SEC) . . . WORKMEN WERE CLEANING A 
SEAPLANE IN HANGAR NUMBER 2 USING A COMMERCIAL 
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CLEANING SOLVENT. MOST OF THE DEAD AND INJURED 
(3. 15 25 

2 SCENES, SCAFFOLDING 
BUCKLES & FALLS, 7 SEC) 

WERE BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN WORKING IN THE 
PLANE . . . 

(4. 17 28 
CU AMBULANCE AWAY, 3 
SEC) 

THE EXACT CAUSE OF THE EXPLOSION HAS NOT YET 
(5. 21 35 

MCU, CROWD AT HANGAR, 
7 SEC) 

BEEN DETERMINED. TWELVE MEN WERE AT WORK 
INSIDE THE HANGAR WHEN THE EXPLOSION OCCURRED, 
RATTLING WINDOWS THROUGHOUT 

(6. 22 37 

THE AREA . . . 
(7. 31 52 

2 SCENES, VICTIM OUT OF 
AMBULANCE, ONTO LITTER, 
15 SEC) 

MOST OF THE INJURED WERE TAKEN TO UNIVERSITY 
HOSPITAL FOR EMERGENCY TREATMENT. . . . PAINT 
SPRAYER JACOB SMITH, HERE, WAS TREATED FOR SHOCK. 
AFTER THE EXPLOSION STRUCK, SMITH STAGGERED OUT 
OF THE SMOKE FILLED HANGAR AND COLLAPSED. 

(8. 41 1:09 
SEVERAL SCENES, VICTIM 
IS BANDAGED, 17 SEC) 

JOE DUNN, HERE, SUFFERED SECOND DEGREE BURNS 
OVER 40 PERCENT OF HIS BODY . . . 

E520P . . . 

CU, AMBULANCE THROUGH 
STREETS, 2 SEC) 

On first glance, the UP Movietone newsfilm script may 
look complicated. Certainly, it is different from the method 
employed by the other newsfilm services. And it is different 
from the standard television script in that the page is not split 
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in half for Video and Audio. But UP Movietone stands by 
this form of script. 

The number at the far left refers to the sequence of scenes. 
The number in the center indicates the number of feet of film, 
and the third number indicates the running time of the story. 
Should the client decide the film clip is too long for his pur-
poses, he need only glance at the first number for the scene se-
quence and the third number, at the right, and calculate just 
how long that scene runs. 

UP Movietone feels also that if the script is to be used as 
received, it is simple to obliterate the explanations. UP Movie-
tone also stands ready to service clients who seek particularly 
speedy service on occasions by making speedy cuts of film for 
transmission to that client via video tape. At the time of this 
writing, the process still is expensive because of circuit charges. 
Then, too, many of the independent stations still find video 
tape equipment out of their budgetary reach. But where the 
client is willing and able to invest in the equipment and to bear 
the extra charges for circuits, UP Movietone is prepared to do 
its part. 



Chapter 10 

TELEVISION 

NEWS 

OPERATIONS 

At the time of this writing, some 550 television stations 
were filling the air over these 50 United States with pictures 
and sounds. We had come through the period of novelty dur-
ing which enthralled new set owners would look at anything 
—or almost anything—beamed their way. We were well into 
the period of more discriminating viewing. Television had come 
of age and this growing up also made itself felt within the 
newsrooms. The new medium had whetted its viewers' appetite 
for news, either in moving picture form or in live coverage of 
major events. 

Among the networks, great races were run to provide 
these pictures of our world, and many independent stations 
were giving the networks plenty of competition. 

Here again, the authors felt a responsibility to report on 
the ways television stations are using news. We followed the 
same procedure used in reporting on radio stations: First, an 
examination of the news operations in which we work, then 
personal visits to as many stations as we could reach, and, 
finally, a series of questionnaires sent to stations throughout 
the United States. 

188 
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HE AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY 

As in the case of radio news, television news operations of 
ABC are integrated in the sense that the news staff in New York 
is responsible for material broadcast both by the ABC tele-
vision network and by its flagship station, WABC-TV in New 
York. ABC employs one assignment editor, two news editors, 
five writers, and three film editors to produce its weekly output 
of local and network news. By most standards, ABC's television 
news output is small, consisting of one network and one local 
newscast daily. The news operation centers around the network 
program, John Daly and the News," which has been broadcast 
Mondaysnrough Fridays since 1953. Fifteen minutes in length, 
this program is a straight treatment of the hard news of the 
day, with an emphasis on international affairs. 

The Daly Show makes frequent use of switches to Wash-
ington, where ABC's White House correspondent and other 
capital correspondents nightly report with film on key happen-
ings there. A correspondent also is available in Chicago for 
switches there to cover major developments in the mid-con-
tinent. 

Mention was made earlier of the fact that ABC years ago 
abandoned the practice of employing its own film crews. In-
stead, it relies entirely for newsfilm on Telenews, or News of 
the Day, whose operation was outlined in the preceding chapter. 
But the ABC-Telenews contract goes several steps beyond 
the usual syndication pact. In some respects, the two news-
gathering organizations could almost be considered as merged. 
Frequently, ABC supplies the reporter-contact man for stories, 
while Telenews provides the camera crew and processing. Un-
der this arrangement, ABC naturally has first crack at the 
film stories to which its men are assigned. After first use, how-
ever, Telenews is able to issue the film through its normal 
syndication channels. 
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At any point where ABC newsmen are stationed at home 
or abroad, this ABC-Telenews cooperation is carried out. 

Telenews, as we mentioned, has some 150 cameramen-
stringers at home and abroad. ABC can order silent or sound 
newsfilm of events anywhere within the coverage area of these 
men. If ABC has some special interest in a story or wishes a 
particular angle developed, it will assign its own reporter-
contact man or correspondent to meet a Telenews crew and do 
the story. 

Under this type of operation, the ABC assignment editor 
keeps abreast of the news and orders coverage by a direct line 
telephone call to the assignment desk at Telenews. This ABC-
Telenews arrangement gives ABC just about everything it wants 
in the way of newsfilm, since it receives the normal flow of 
Telenews issues and in addition can obtain coverage of any 
other stories it wants. 

The "John Daly and the News" program is carried nightly 
by the New York station, WABC-TV. In addition, the ABC 
newsroom prepares a late night local newscast for WABC-TV. 
Entitled "Channel Seven's Report to New York," the presenta-
tion is 10 minutes long and contains two or three film clips. 
Stories not covered on film are usually enlivened with limbos. 

At the time of this writing, ABC had begun a broad ex-
pansion of news programming in its continuing efforts to keep 
the public better informed. 

Perhaps the busiest newsroom in the nation is that found 
at the New York headquarters of CBS News. There a large 
staff handles a heavy schedule of network and all local news. At-
tached to CBS News in New York are some 15 correspondents 
who anchor the newscasts originating in New York. 

Backstopping the correspondents are seven reporter-assign-
ment editors. Their job is two-fold. They cover stories in the 
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field as well as assign stories they consider newsworthy. Five 
camera crews are available. The staff also includes as many as 
30 editors and writers based in New York. 

The CBS News network schedule is built around three 
newscasts aired Mondays through Fridays; an expanded, half-
hour newscast on Saturdays; and two Sunday network newscasts. 
To fill out the national and international news with local cov-
erage, the CBS key station in New York, WCBS-TV, goes in 
extensively for block news programming. 

One such news block, the "Morning Report," is aired from 
7 to 8:15 A.M. Basically, it is made up of 20-minute news seg-
ments that are repeated three times. Each 20-minute segment is 
made up of 10 minutes of world and national news plus 10 
minutes of regional news and weather. The segments are up-
dated as the news requires. At 8 A.M., WCBS-TV joins the first 
network newscast of the day. This program is arranged to meet 
the early morning needs of affiliate stations desiring a national, 
international, and local news package at that early hour. To 
this end, the newscast is set up in two parts: a 10-minute 
period that ends with a set cutaway cue and another 5-min-
ute period. Under this arrangement, affiliates wishing to take 
only the first 10 minutes from the network can do so and finish 
out the 15-minute period with local news with no discernible 
break for the viewer. There is only a 2-second pause between 
the cutaway cue and the next story, and stations desiring the 
entire 15 minutes of network news just ride right along. WCBS-
TV cuts away at 8:10 to put on its own 5-minute period of 
local news and weather and to round out the 75-minute news 
block. 

The next network newscast is beamed out of New York 
at 1 P.M. It is 5 minutes in length and the use of newsfilm is 
therefore limited. Late world and national news are rounded up 
in expanded headline fashion, with material of interest to a 
predominantly housewife audience receiving strong play. 

At 7 P.M., WCBS-TV returns to block programming with 
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a half hour of news. It opens with 5 minutes of world and na-
tional news and is followed by 5 minutes of local and regional 
news. Brief film clips are employed in each of these segments. 
The quarter hour is rounded out with an extended weather 
forecast. 

Next comes "Dou las Edwards with the News," oldest 
and best known of all C S network newscasts. The long-stand-
ing popularity of this program leads CBS to say that "more 
people get their news from this CBS news program than any 
other source in the world." The "Douglas Edwards" program 
guards against duplication of film on the earlier WCBS-TV 
newscast in the news block by making a separate cut of the 
film. It also gives more detail, as a rule, on stories brushed 
over lightly in the 5-minute program. 

It is characteristic of the Edwards show to be experiment-
ing constantly with pictorial presentation of news. This fact 
reflects the influence of producer-director Don Hewitt, who 
takes an active part in laying out the newscast. Hewitt's experi-
ence as an AP newsman and a UP photo editor has given 
him a sense of news and picture values evident at broadcast 
time. 

Still another feature of the Edwards newscast is its regu-
lar analysis of the top news of the day. This is done almost 
nightly by Howard K. Smith or another correspondent. The 
analysis is labeled as such to differentiate it from the straight 
news and ordinarily is held to 1 minute or 90 seconds. This 
analysis aids the viewers' understanding of the news. 

"Douglas Edwards with the News" rounds out the regular 
news schedule of the CBS network. Locally, WCBS-TV fol-
lows up with another 15 minutes of news, weather, and sports 
at 11 P.M., and a brief summary at sign-off. 

On Saturdays and Sundays the flow of network television 
newscasts dries to a mere trickle. But CBS News took a step to 
try to reverse this trend by the inclusion in its schedule of an 
early afternoon, half-hour news roundup on Saturdays. 
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"The Saturday News," voiced by veteran Bob Trout, takes 
advantage of the usual dearth of news on that day to go much 
more deeply into detail on what is happening. Similarly, this 
program often is able to make use of interesting feature film 
bypassed during the week. 

Two network news programs are aired by CBS News each 
Sunday. The first is a 5-minute newscast offered in the early 
afternoon. And at 11 P.M. CBS  News presents "Sunday News 
Special" with Walter Çmjalijie. As a network newscast, "Sun-
day News Special" is free to switch to major cities for top de-
velopments in the days events. Even so, the job of putting to-
gether 15 minutes of hard news on Sunday night often proves 
a trying task. 

(nILLU.,à1,411Qiàli.g11jâ,çàiî.TM.L .C...9...y.làbiUj 

In much the same manner that it broke new ground in the 
"old medium" of radio with its "Monitor" concept, NBC has 
pioneered in the new medium of television with its early morn-
ing network show, "Today." 

It, too, is an amalgam of entertainment and information. 
For the latter, the "Today" crew depends upon NBC News. 
Each day's edition of "Today" contains four complete newscasts. 
Each of these presentations is prepared by a different NBC 
staff writer and each uses different film. Two cutaway periods 
are built into the "Today" program, one at 7:25 and the other 
at 8:55 A.M. These breaks allow NBC affiliates to get up to 
date on local news. 

A regular portion of the "Today" program is the news 
feature developed for it by NBC News. Often these features are 
interviews conducted by NBC News commentator Martin 
Agronsky or another well-known NBC news personality. 

The next NBC network news program is a 5-minute news-
cast delivered by commentator Leon Pearson in the early after-
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noon. He covers the top spot news and, on light news days or 
special occasions, includes an analytical piece. 

The showcase of the NBC network news is the familiar 
Huntley-Brinkl . One unique feature of this Monday-
roug - riday presentation is the twin-anchor-man concept. 

Chet Huntley appears from New York, and covers the top news 
from everywhere except Washington. David Brinkley appears 
from Washington and concentrates on developments there. The 
tremendous volume of news made in the capital prompted 
NBC's choice of the twin-anchor arrangement. 

Huntley and Brinkley brought to network news an in-
formality it had not witnessed before. David Brinkley writes 
his own material and spends considerable time covering the 
events on which he reports. Chet Huntley also writes his own 
copy except for film narration, on which he has the assistance of 
a staff writer. During their 15-minute newscast, the two com-
mentators switch frequently from one to the other. In addition, 
the Report often contains two or three other switches to key 
NBC stations for late film coverage. 

Other television news programs produced Mondays through 
Fridays by NBC News include two 10-minute local shows, 
seen in New York at 6:30 and 11 P.M. 

Still another NBC News program is the Sunday presenta-
tion, "Time Present—Chet Huntley Reporting." Spot news 
stories are covered in this half-hour period, but the chief pur-
pose of the program is to put one or a few major stories of the 
preceding week into perspective. 

NBC News allows its commentators certain leeway that is 
comparatively new to network broadcasting. It does not per-
mit outright editorializing, but commentator opinion is al-
lowed. It must be pointed out, however, that NBC News hires 
only seasoned newsmen with substantial experience as its com-
mentators. The commentators must identify all opinion as such 
and may express it only when opinion is considered to be in-
tegral to coverage of a news story. 
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With its extensive schedule, starting with "Today," NBC 
maintains its costly network service longer than its competi-
tors. While it does not air network news late at night, NBC 
does provide its affiliates with one very helpful network service 
on newsfilm. It is able to do this because the network lines 
are kept open for NBC's popular late night entertainment 
show. Whenever important newsfilm arrives at NBC news head-
quarters after the Huntley-Brinkley Report, the affiliates receive 
notification that this important piece of film will be included 
in "The Eleventh Hour News," the newscast beamed over the 
New York outlet, WNBC-TV. The affiliates are told exactly 
when the film will come up in the newscast, how long it runs, 
the OUT CUE if it is a sound take or the final scene if it is silent. 
Then the affiliates are free to pick up the film spot from New 
York within their own newscasts or else to kinescope or video 
tape it for subsequent use. 

The actual editing of newsfilm at NBC is another interest-
ing point. The film is processed by a private laboratory. It is 
then carried by messenger to NBC's newsfilm editing depart-
ment which is some distance from NBC news headquarters. 
The film is projected in the film editing room and screened 
simultaneously there and in the news office, via closed circuit. 
Throughout the screening, the two separate units are in con-
stant telephonic touch with each other. The editorial staff de-
cides how it wants the film cut, relays this information via the 
telephone, and the film editors take it from there. If time per-
mits once the film has been cut to newsroom specifications, it 
is brought to the NBC studios for projection on the air from 
there. If, on the other hand, time is running short, it can be 
projected into the newscast from the film editing center. 

The diligence of the large NBC news staff has earned the 
organization widespread respect. 
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'THE NEW LYffl._..LINDE2E=ElbU.S--) 

Having examined the New York network news operations, 
we turn to the independent stations in the city. 

One independent that plunged headlong into the battle 
for a news viewing audience is WPIX. It is not too difficult to 
understand the news spirit of WPIX when one realizes it is the 
television station of the New York Daily News, one of the na-
tion's most spectacular and successful tabloid newspapers. 

The WPIX news staff is made up of a Director and Assist-
ant News Director, the latter doubling as WPIX's chief news 
talent, two editors, two writers, and a film editor. The daily 
schedule calls for two newscasts, one a half an hour program 
and the other 15 minutes. WPIX frequently airs special news 
programs growing out of major developments locally, nationally, 
or internationally. When any such event is in the works, the 
station hires extra writers who are available on a part-time 
basis. 

Rather than establish its own newsfilm operation, WPIX 
elected to buy the services of UP Movietone. It contracted for 
Movietone's regularly syndicated world, national, and New York 
coverage. But, in addition, WPIX arranged for an extra camera 
crew to shoot any story the station's news staff deems worthy 
of special, deeper treatment. Assistant News Director John Till-
man spends the major part of every work day roaming the city 
and environs with his camera crew in search of top local film 
stories. 

WPIX frequently gets the jump on its competitors on local 
stories. Aside from its wire service news, duplicate copies of all 
stories written for the Daily News are fed to the WPIX news-
room. Thus Tillman often is able to report on film an exclusive 
story developed by the newspaper. 

As Tillman makes his rounds, he keeps the newsroom staff 
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abreast of what he has shot. From that information and the 
day's output from Movietone, the WPIX news staff lines up 
the two night programs. 

The half-hour newscast is broken into three segments. It 
opens with a 10-minute roundup of world and national affairs 
built on the Movietone newsfilm. 

The second portion is a 15-minute resume of local news 
in which Tillman's two or three daily film reports are featured. 
The final 5 minutes are devoted to an extensive roundup of 
weather conditions and forecasts. In addition to its newsfilm, 
WPIX uses rear screen projection to fill out its pictorial pres-
entation of the news. Tillman also delivers the late night 15-
minute newscast. 

WPIX has cut its own swath in the hotly competitive 
New York market. The ubiquitous Mr. Tillman has become 
the virtual trademark of WPIX news. Viewers in these parts 
look for him at the scene of any major local news story, and, 
with very few exceptions, he does not disappoint them. 

\NEWS. INTERVIEWS 

Another New York area independent that has won addi-
tional viewers with its expanded news coverage is WNTA-TV. 
For some time it played along with headline summaries every 
hour. Then it inaugurated a nightly half-hour newscast. 

The hourly news summaries are quick headline roundups: 
about 90 seconds in which seven or eight top stories are high-
lighted. The news is given under category telops and slides: one 
for international news, another for national or Washington 
developments, and still another for area happenings. 

When WNTA-TV started the 30-minute newscast, featur-
ing Mike Wallace, the station found it sound economics to pur-
chase syndicated newsfilm and gave the contract to UP Movie-
tone. Like WPIX, WNTA-TV also arranged for extra film 
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coverage of the New York scene. Its contract calls for two cam-
era crews to be at the station's disposal daily, plus the guar-
antee of a specific weekly amount of newsfilm. 

Wallace or one of the WNTA-TV reporters accompanies 
the camera crews on their various assignments and they usually 
go out with a particular story line in mind. The Wallace news-
cast makes frequent use of the news-documentary treatment of 
local stories of more than transient interest. To keep within its 
time limitations and yet be able to present these lengthy 
treatments, the Wallace newscast has struck upon the formula 
of serializing them. It often breaks one of these documentaries 
into five parts and presents one part each night for a week. 

WNTA-TV often gets additional mileage out of the docu-
mentary material. The segments are restored and built out with 
the out-takes or trims, to fill an entire hour or even 90 minutes 
for subjects of pressing interest. 

'Whenever possible, the Wallace newscast tries to present 
what it calls a newsmaker. This, as the name implies, is a figure 
prominent in the day's news. He or she is presented live in an 
interview, a format in which Mike Wallace became well known 
in television. This on-camera discussion between Wallace and 
his newsmaker varies in length, depending upon the importance 
of the news made by the guest. 

Unable to compete with the larger news operations in per-
sonnel, WNTA-TV has entered into an arrangement with top 
persons from newspapers and magazines to report on and an-
alyze important stories. International affairs experts, labor col-
umnists, Washington correspondents, or reporters familiar with 
the New York scene are available for 3- to 5-minute exchanges 
with Wallace as background for the day's major developments. 
On occasion, the Wallace newscast has gone to the expense of 
purchasing circuits to such places as Washington in order to 
video tape top newsfilm stories it ordinarily would not have re-
ceived in time for the night's broadcast. 
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( THE NATIONAL TELEVISION SURVEY  

As we concluded the section on Radio News with the 
gleanings from our questionnaires, so will we wind up the Tele-
vision News section. 

Again, we culled from the questionnaires those points we 
felt might be of assistance to readers in planning, expanding 
or sparking up a television news operation. 

One of the most extensive news operations we came across 
was that of station WBAP-TV in Fort Worth, Texas. An NBC 
affiliate, WBAP-TV's news department numbers 20 persons, 
including a four-man staff in Dallas. This staff is responsible, 
actually, for both radio and television news. On the TV side, 
WBAP airs a busy schedule of nine daily newscasts, including 
four 15-minute programs, one 10-minute presentation and four 
5-minuters. The day's broadcast activity begins at 8:25 A.M. 
with a 5-minute period of local and regional news delivered by 
a newscaster on camera with film of overnight developments 
when it is available. 

At mid-day, WBAP-TV puts on its "High Noon News," 
a 15-minute production featuring the spot newsfilm made that 
morning. The newscaster on camera provides coverage of morn-
ing stories not available on film, together with market reports 
and weather forecasts. 

The 6 to 6:30 P.M. period is devoted entirely to news. It 
begins with 10 minutes of local and regional developments, 
two of which ordinarily are covered on film. This is followed by 
a 5-minute weather roundup, after which WBAP-TV joins the 
network for the Huntley-Brinkley Report. One of the features 
of WBAP-TV's daily output is its 15-minute "Texas News" 
program, which has been televised at 10 P.M. ever since the sta-
tion went on the air in 1948. For this presentation, the day's 
best newsfilm is strung together into a newsreel, with com-
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mercials at the open and close and no break in between. Cov-
erage is directed to the Fort Worth-Dallas area, but takes in all 
major Texas events. Only film produced by WBAP-TV is used 
in the "Texas News." 

Immediately after "Texas News" comes WBAP-TV's 
"News Final," a 10-minute newscaster on camera roundup of 
state news not covered in the previous newsreel, plus foreign 
and domestic highlights of the day. Films kinescoped—or kined— 
from the Huntley-Brinkley Report provide this program with its 
pictorial content. "News Final" is followed by a 5-minute 
weather program to round out WBAP-TV's second half-hour 
block of news. 

This busy station's news day is concluded with "Midnight 
News," a 10-minute roundup of local, regional, domestic, and 
foreign news, with a newscaster on camera and any late local 
film available. 

Among WBAP-TV's news staff are four full-time camera-
men who carry both silent and single system sound cameras. 
The station reports that, except for these four cameramen, all 
employees are news writers trained in the use of motion picture 
cameras and the techniques of film editing. Only newsmen are 
used to broadcast news. 

News policy at WBAP is established by the news director 
and all phases of production are under the sole direction of the 
news department. All assignments are made in the Fort Worth 
office by the TV news director. Spot stories are covered by 
cameramen on duty without the necessity of specific assign-
ment. Finally, WBAP-TV reports this general news policy: "To 
cover on film all of the important, interesting and significant 
stories in the Fort Worth-Dallas area, and all Texas stories which 
have statewide significance. In general practice, we endeavor 
to shoot complete stories on film and not merely pictures to il-
lustrate a story." 

Another Southwestern television station placing primary 
emphasis on local and regional news is WKY-TV in Oklahoma 
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City. Its staff is composed of 12 full-time news employees, in-
cluding four cameramen and a film editor. In the words of 
WKY-TV News Director Dick John: "Our cameramen are not 
cameramen as such, but are basically reporters who have been 
trained to use a motion picture camera. All news writing is done 
by the reporters and by the newscasters who rewrite their own 
material. Members of the staff double in brass as cameramen, 
air men, reporters, and script writers as their shift and the story 
and occasion demand." 

Director John reports that WKY-TV does not subscribe to 
any national film service on the grounds that the network will 
score a 24-hour beat on it with any good national story. How-
ever, the WKY-TV staff shoots 40,000 to 50,000 feet of local 
newsfilm each month. The station also has some 35 stringer 
cameramen throughout Oklahoma and surrounding states who 
shoot film on a footage-used-on-the-air basis. This extensive area 
newsfilm coverage makes it possible for the WKY-TV staff to 
shun the use of stills under any circumstances, as Director 
John notes is the station's desire. The only exception, he 
says, is graphic art on a rear screen projector in the news set. 

WKY-TV's sound cameras are equipped with transistor 
amplifiers that make them extremely portable and easy for one 
man to use. The station also has a fully equipped mobile unit 
capable of video and audio pickups from any place within a 50-
mile radius of WKY-TV. It also has four automobiles equipped 
with two-way radios for its staff. The station has its own lab-
oratory for developing reversal film. 

The WKY-TV staff is responsible for three 20-minute news-
casts and one 5-minuter per day. On Saturdays, it turns out 
one 10-minute newscast in the early evening and a 15-minute 
night newscast. On Sunday, the schedule is pared to one 15-
minute presentation. With the exception of one daily program, 
WKY-TV's newscasts are at least 95 per cent local or regional 
in nature. 

WKY-TV also devotes much air time to documentary pro-
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gramming and employs two men solely for the preparation of 
local and state programs of this type. 

An example of what can be done with local news on tele-
vision with a much smaller staff is found at station WJW-TV 
in Cleveland, Ohio. News Director Ken Armstrong and three 
associates feel they do a thorough job of covering their city and 
have several trophies on their shelf to back this contention. 
Armstrong runs his news operation with the city desk setup 
common to newspapers. He remains "in the slot" while his 
three photographer co-workers roam the city with silent, sound, 
and still cameras, in radio-telephone news cars. Seven days a 
week, the WJW-TV staff turns out two 10-minute newscasts. 
Monday through Friday, this schedule is augmented by another 
5-minute program. One of the regular 10-minute newscasts is a 
roundup of world, national, and local news, while the other 
is strictly a local news program. The latter, which is dubbed 
"City Camera," is virtually an all-picture presentation, with 
one or two pieces of sound film running to a maximum of 2 
minutes, several 45-second silent clips, and between six and 15 
Polaroid stills. 

Director Armstrong is strong for the Polaroids. Says he: 
"We now use Polaroids exclusively. They work out fine. Not 
only do we know immediately whether we have a good picture 
or not, but we can show them to the party involved. This 
pleases them. After they're used on the air, they are sent to the 
subjects. Excellent public relations benefits have accrued to 
us as a result." 

Taking still another step down the staff ladder, we arrive 
at station KTVA-TV in Anchorage, Alaska, where news direc-
tor Perry Hume Davis, II, is the staff. Davis speaks for countless 
news colleagues in his far-off bailiwick and here at home when 
he describes the station's operations: "We are a small station, 
operating on minimum personnel. We manage by a mixture of 
close co-operation with everybody being willing and able to 
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do many of the jobs around the place, and by a hell of a lot 
of work." 

The KTVA-TV lineup for which Davis is responsible 
consists of a 15-minute newscast at 12:30 P.M., five days a week, 
a 35-minute newscast at 6:30 P.M. daily, except Sunday, and a 
10-minute presentation at 10 P.M. daily. 

Davis declares: "I am charged with putting together two 
news programs a day, delivering one of them; supervising the 
third by before broadcast instruction and after broadcast com-
ment; doing the local reporting, shooting, processing, and edit-
ing all film." 

Davis goes on to describe in hair-raising detail what he con-
siders the most outstanding example of how his non-news as-
sociates at KTVA-TV go about covering their biggest annual 
story, the Fur Rendezvous. Davis reports that during the three 
days of dog races he was at the start and finish line with his 
camera; the station's program director swung around the contest 
area with a silent camera; the chief announcer was covering 
other events, and the chief engineer was on the roof of a 
building shooting "overhead" footage before he had to run back 
to the studio to process the footage everyone else was bring-
ing in. Davis himself managed to get back to the studio with 
an hour and a quarter to run through all the film, edit it, and, 
in co-operation with the chief announcer, put together a news-
cast. 

"It sounds mad," says Davis, "but with this kind of co-
operation we do what in all honesty I consider to be a good 
news job. It can't be done on a 40-hour week." 

And thus we learn how they keep warm in Alaska! 
The stark responsibility often vested in a news operation 

was amply demonstrated in the year of this writing by the 
activities of Station WCSH-TV in Portland, Maine. Its cameras 
opened the way for passage of a "right-to-know" bill, which for 
several years had been promoted by the Maine Broadcasters' 
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Association, the daily newspaper publishers of that state, and 
the weekly publishers. The news media linked arms in battling 
for the bill to provide freedom of access to public records and 
proceedings. 

This year, before the measure entered the committee hear-
ing stages, WCSH-TV news correspondents were permitted to 
bring their sound cameras into both houses of the Maine Legis-
lature and important committee hearings. The lawmakers fol-
lowed this wise course in an attempt to learn just how much 
disruption of their activities the grinding cameras might cause. 
The experiment worked. It was hailed by the late Governor 
Clinton A. Clauson, members of the Maine Legislature, and the 
press alike and the measure swiftly was enacted into law. Gov-
ernor Clauson wrote Bruce O. Nett of WCSH-TV: "Legislators 
have told me that the filming has been done without disrupting 
in any way the Senate or House sessions. I think the photogra-
phers involved, including yourself, should be praised for their 
discretion and good sense." 

The Portland Evening Express stated the broader case 
for freedom of information in its editorial columns: "Effective 
reporting involves maturity of conduct, a good example of 
which was produced in the State Senate the other day. Tele-
vision cameramen took pictures of the Senate in action. Cam-
eramen were neither in the way nor noisy. No Legislator 
played to the galleries . . . Need there be further proof," the 
Express concluded, "that cameras in courts and Legislatures 
are a contribution to a better informed public and a hindrance 
to no one?" 

Still another Maine newspaper, the Portland Press Herald, 
was convinced the WCSH-TV cameras had proved the point. 
"Thus ends," it declared, "so far as one may see, the old con-
troversy. Television cameras were inoffensive in legislative 
chambers; they interfered not at all with the legislative process; 
no member 'put on an act' when the cameras picked him out. 

"It is the contention," the paper went on "that television 
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would prove equally inoffensive in the court room. Certainly its 
use there, as in a legislative session, would provide some of 
the better daytime TV programs that people are crying for." 

WCSH-TV operates with a five-man news staff. One man 
is assigned solely to news pictures—both motion picture and 
still. All material for WCSH-TV's five daily newscasts is com-
pletely rewritten. The station reports: "The men who air the 
news prepare the news. This is the truth, not just a slogan." 
WCSH-TV's spokesman goes on to say "there's little value in 
'rip and read.'" 

Another station reporting victory in its drive to open the 
machinery of government to television cameras was WSFA-TV 
in Montgomery, Alabama. News director Bill Henry says his 
station was directly responsible, through considerable ground-
work with legislators, for opening the floor of the Alabama 
House of Representatives to sound film and live television 
coverage. This prerogative had been granted earlier in the 
State Senate. 

Director Henry has a five-man television news team, which 
is responsible for four daily programs, including one 5-minute 
and three 15-minute newscasts. 

One novel practice which WSFA-TV employs is that of 
shooting through specially slanted glass into its soundproof 
newsroom, which serves as a set with its teletype machines 
and personnel making the background picture for the newscast. 
Director Henry reports that WSFA-TV's special "shoot thru" 
facilities provide added interest for viewers and eliminate con-
fusion in set changing. 

WBZ-TV in Boston, a Westinghouse station, is another 
news operation relying heavily on camera correspondents, or 
stringers. It has 101 of them on its list. Of these, it reports 
some 20 contribute film spots or still pictures daily or almost 
daily, some 20 others turn in one or two film reports or still 
photos a month and the remainder cover spot news as it breaks 
in their areas. 
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Like other Westinghouse stations, WBZ-TV also shares 
the services provided by correspondents in Washington and 
other world capitals. A European news bureau, for example, is 
maintained in London and there are stringers in Paris, Rome, 
and other cities, who feed filmed reports to London. From the 
British capital the reports are flown to New York, where they 
are distributed to WBZ-TV and its sister stations. 

Another practice in which WBZ-TV and the other West-
inghouse stations take special pride is their habit of pre-empt-
ing prime time for public service shows. Westinghouse officials 
say their stations are the only ones in the business that pre-
empt shows on a regular basis, every week, between the hours 
of 7:30 and 10:30 P.M. 

Without going deeply into detail, here are some other no-
tions drawn from our questionnaires: 

KTLA-TV in Los Angeles reports it is using four video 
tape units and four mobile units. The News Department at 
KTLA-TV says also that it has the only helicopter equipped 
for live television, which it has named the Telicopter, and lays 
claim to doing the "most extensive remote news coverage in 
the nation." 

In Columbus, Ohio, station WLWC-TV tells of its own 
in-station education program, under which newsmen are taught 
the fundamentals of photography. Staffers are expected to be 
able to shoot, process, and edit newsfilm, write copy for it, and 
put complete newscasts together. 

Many replies to the questionnaires contained sharply criti-
cal remarks about using wire copy on the air. But one station, 
WJIM and WJIM-TV in Lansing, Michigan, goes one big 
step further. It reports that it enforces a policy of no wire copy 
on the air. This, with a staff of four men covering two 15-
minute newscasts, two 10-minuters, and 18 5-minute presenta-
tions daily on radio and television, plus 12 more newscasts on 
week ends. 

Quite a few TV stations seem to favor the newscast of 
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10 minutes duration. Among them: KDKA-TV in Pittsburgh, 
which airs seven newscasts daily; four of them 10-minute pack-
ages. 

WJBF-TV in Augusta, Georgia, reports that one of its 
most popular news features is its nightly interview with some 
person "directly or indirectly" in the news locally, or whenever 
possible a regional or national figure. The station devotes half of 
one of its regular 10-minute newscasts to the interview each 
night. 

Station WTIC-TV in Hartford, Connecticut, gave us this 
comment: "We've been told that our unique feature is that we 
report the news . . . whether we have film, stills, or not . . . 
and we don't let the pictures we have govern what is on the 
news show. However, I'm sure that many other stations have 
the same goal . . . report the news . . . that's important." 

And a reply in something of a similar, philosophical ap-
proach to this business of news came from news director Bob 
Fuller of KTHV-TV in Little Rock, Arkansas, to wit: "The se-
cret ingredient is hard work!" 

LEVISION EDITORIAL 

The recognized pioneer and chief proponent of the televi-
sion editorial is station WTVJ in Miami, Florida. It was a natu-
ral evolution for so news-conscious a station and has earned it a 
national reputation. 

At the time of this writing, WTVJ had been editorializing 
for several years. It cites spectacular jumps in its ratings and 
floods of viewer mail as evidence that the people of Miami and 
Florida want and appreciate an "I think" approach to the news 
from television, as well as the news itself. 

WTVJ is a big news operation, keeping a close eye on local 
and state affairs. It is a CBS affiliate and leaves most national 
and international coverage in the hands of the network. The 
station employs about 20 persons in its news operation, in-
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duding four editors, seven writer-reporters capable of using 
both silent and sound cameras, five regular cameramen, and two 
film editors. 

WTVJ is equipped with seven silent cameras and three 
sound cameras. It has its own darkroom, developing both nega-
tive and reversal, and can be on the air with a piece of newsfilm 
20 minutes after it arrives in the lab. 

In addition to its own extensive news-gathering unit, 
WTVJ has 16 camera stringers available around the state and 
has a reciprocal film agreement with other Florida television 
stations. 

Four news cars with two-way radios enable reporters and 
cameramen on assignment to be in constant touch with the 
news room. 

The WTVJ staff shoots an average of 2,500 feet of news-
film daily. This heavy volume puts the station in the enviable 
position of being able to fill its two daily 15-minute newscasts 
and a daily 10-minute program with local and state film. Aside 
from its daily output of news, WTVJ airs monthly a 30-minute 
documentary on issues of vital importance to Miami and Flor-
ida. But the feature for which WTVJ has now become famous 
is its nightly editorial. 

The editorial is a regular, 2-minute portion of the 15-min-
ute newscast aired by WTVJ vice-president in charge of news, 
Ralph Renick. WTVJ says it spent years preparing its audience 
for what would be this new departure in television news. It did 
so primarily by giving Ralph Renick the opportunity to estab-
lish a reputation for solid, reliable reporting. That was in 1950. 
By 1957, Renick had become one of the best-known television 
newsmen in southern Florida. 

At the same time, WTVJ was preparing itself for the re-
sponsibilities of editorializing by building an efficient news 
staff. This was supervised by Renick, who was then News Direc-
tor. The station management was acutely aware that its news 
department had to be thoroughly acquainted with its state and 
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local areas, their politics, economics, and social climate. The 
staff had to be able to research swiftly all the underlying facts of 
state and local life. 

The management of WTVJ explains its desire for editorial 
opinion this way: "WTVJ believes that the huge morass of 
complicated public affairs in village, town, or city make it neces-
sary in every case for a voice as strong as television's to pitch in 
and explain these affairs and dig out misuses and malpractices." 

WTVJ believes also that the daily editorial enhances the 
stature and prestige of the station and respect for it in the com-
munity and enables it further to fulfill its franchised obligation 
to operate in the public interest, convenience, and necessity. 
The management made one other basic decision before plung-
ing into the then virgin area of television editorials: that it was 
absolutely essential to have a central source of decision on lead-
ing issues. It felt the most efficient course was to place this re-
sponsibility in the news chief. Then, to back this new responsi-
bility with authority, WTVJ elevated Ralph Renick to a vice-
presidency. 

Renick is the sole authority for WTVJ's editorials. He has 
one directive: "Better our community." Renick's editorials are 
distinctly separated from the hard news. First, Renick intro-
duces the final commercial with the words: "That's the news, 
I'll be back in a moment with tonight's editorial." After the 
commercial message, the word "Editorial" is superimposed on a 
slide or telop at the bottom of the TV picture to label the edi-
torial segment clearly. 

Each WTVJ editorial is printed and copies are given to each 
station executive so he will know the stand taken on every issue. 
WTVJ also makes it a practice to send copies of each editorial 
to every party touched by the issue. Then, too, it is called upon 
to answer thousands of listener requests for copies of Renick's 
words. 

The editorials range far and wide over local and state is-
sues, and they treat such touchy subjects as racial segregation. 
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Renick also makes it a practice to give editorial pats on the back 
when he considers them deserved. 

Before Renick began editorializing, his newscast averaged a 
substantial American Bureau of Research rating of 15.0. Four 
months later, the rating was up to a robust 32.5. In the ensu-
ing years, "Ralph Renick Reporting" has held his audience and 
his high ratings. WTVJ is not only proud of its editorial public 
service but also happy with its great new drawing power. 

Two other pioneers of the TV editorial are WTVT in 
Tampa, Florida, and WDSU-TV in New Orleans, Louisiana. 
And by coincidence, one of the factors motivating both stations 
to editorialize was the merger of competing newspapers in their 
two cities. In New Orleans, WDSU-TV began editorializing on 
the very day that the merger took place, in September of 1958. 
A month later, WTVT in Tampa, concerned about the merger 
of the two papers in its city, also began editorializing. Since 
then, WTVT has aired an editorial each Monday through Fri-
day evening. Each editorial runs from three to five minutes and 
uses films, charts, and other visual devices whenever applicable 
and helpful. The editorial is separated from the station's regular 
newscast by 15 minutes of other programming to avoid confu-
sion between the station's straight news reporting and its edi-
torials. The editorials are delivered by Crawford Rice, WTVT's 
Director of News and Public Affairs. Rice generally initiates the 
subject matter of each day's editorial. However, he must have 
the approval of station manager, Eugene Dodson, for every edi-
torial he airs. The editorial thus becomes the official expression of 
the station. 

Dodson believes the editorial has won increased stature for 
WTVT. He says it is a broadcaster's responsibility to work 
actively for the betterment of his community in all its phases. 
He says he can "conceive of no more powerful and effective 
means of doing this than by combining the proven impact of 
television with thoroughly documented and prepared editorials." 
However, he echoes the warning of other broadcasters that "no 
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station should take on the editorial responsibility unless it is 
willing to employ the personnel necessary to do thorough re-
search, to write competently and fairly, and to present the edi-
torials in an authoritative manner." 

WTVT has a news staff of 18 persons: a news director, 
three newscasters, an editorial research-writer, a two-man staff 
in the St. Petersburg, Florida, area where the station beams a 
class A signal; a full-time bureau chief at the state capital in 
Tallahassee; a news editor; four other reporters and a techni-
cian; plus two full-time professional meteorologists and two 
sportscasters. Thirteen of these are photographers. In addition, 
WTVT has 25 strategically located stringers. The station has 
five radio-equipped newswagons, five silent and five sound cam-
eras, and its own film developing equipment. 

News Director Bill Monroe of WDSU-TV says editorials 
have not only increased his station's prestige and reputation, 
but have also enhanced his straight news operation. Monroe 
points out that the editorials have forced his staff to dig deeper 
into certain local problems. The news director says he and his 
men are making more telephone calls, talking to more people, 
and reading more regional newspapers. The result, according to 
Monroe, is that the WDSU-TV staff winds up knowing more 
about the subject than it did before and in the process often 
turns up some pretty good news stories. Pretty good editorials, 
too, judging by the award given WDSU-TV by the Radio and 
TV News Directors Association for the best TV editorials in 
1959. 

At WDSU-TV the editorials are considered to be official 
expressions of the station. An editorial committee, consisting of 
at least one company officer, the news director and a full-time 
editorial researcher, meets regularly to make a choice of editorial 
topics. The news director and researcher then write the edi-
torial and it is submitted to a company officer for approval be-
fore it is broadcast by the news director. The editorial is about 
2 minutes long and is clearly introduced as an editorial. It is 
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scheduled twice a day on TV and used five times on WDSU 
radio. 

News Director Monroe offers this advice: "I don't think 
every station should just haul off and add editorials to its present 
programming unless management and the news personnel are 
aware that the operation is going to take time and effort and 
should not be approached on a casual basis." 
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JOURNALISM I 

Having now reached the end of our technical discussion of 
radio and television news, we feel some information on the 
shaping of a career in broadcast journalism is in order for the 
newcomer. There are, of course, many things we wish someone 
had told us when we entered the field. 

In almost any professional or semiprofessional line of en-
deavor today, a college education is more and more essential. 
How could it be otherwise in a field in which the practitioner 
must inform others? The journalist is called upon to pass along, 
explain, and often interpret the happenings of the day to a pub-
lic that is no longer categorized as perennial occupants of seats 
in the eighth-grade classroom. 

In any branch of journalism, the basic, indispensable‘tool 
is wrl ing.  Many techniques and tricks of news writing can be 
taught, but only day-to-day practice leads to any degree of com-
petence in using this essential tool. 

The college graduate with an eye to a career in broadcast 
journalism will fin • • • e 

• . he routine of learning the 
business from the bottom is the butt of many a joke, but the au-

2 1 3 
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thors can testify to the importance of this bedrock experience 
in radio and television. 

The truly fortunate novice is one whose first job brings him 
or her into daily contact with an experienced and well-meaning 
newsman willing to pass along the know-how gained over the 
years. Certainly, the newcomer will make mistakes, but the one 
who finds a guiding hand to point out these errors and ways to 
correct them is twice blessed. 

In all likelihood, the first job will entail at least some on-
the-street reporting. Covering any kind of beat, whether it be 
police headquarters, city hall, or the public meetings at which 
local policy and law are formulated, provides a study of human 
relations, the value of which cannot be overemphasized. 

For the young, self-confidence comes quickly, and with it 
the desire to do bigger things, earn more pay. This mood prob-
ably will overwhelm the novice newsman after one year on the 
first job. But he will do well to stave off this craving for at least 
another year or even longer. He is not tu l he 
has learned quiLeartired e terliniqupc nf gathering !run, 

heerprg to prepare 'l"1'pingfeiture 
copy, and-writing to tirneejeL_ 
Once he has the mechanics of radio and television in hand, 

the young newsman should devote himself more diligently to 
perfecting the writing style that comes naturally to him. He 
should read all newscasts prepared by his colleagues to learn 
how they handle each story. He also should listen to and watch 
the competition regularly to hear and see how it treats various 
stories. 

It is a simple matter and often a great temptation for the 
lazy rewriteman simply to copy from the wire services. In a busy 
newsroom it is easy enough to camouflage wire copy and pawn 
it off on a harassed editor without performing a thorough rewrite 
job. It is here that the hack is born and builds his own trap. 
The techniques of broadcast news become fairly standard at the 
upper reaches of the career ladder. It is in the writing skill al-
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most exclusively that the newsman has any real opportunity to 
distinguish himself and keep himself in the keen competition 
for better and more lucrative assignments. 

The broadcast journalist has a momentous decision to make 
at the earliest stage of the game: Will he be content to work be-
hind the scenes as a writer, or does he want to do the much 
more glamorous air and on-camera work? It is rare that the 
switch can be made on the upper rungs of the ladder. If the neo-
phyte aspires to fame and fortune as a news personality, he 
must determine immediately whether he has the voice and ap-
pearance to carry him through. Often that first small station 
job can facilitate the answer. The newcomer who feels he has 
the talent to gather, write, and broadcast news should seek out 
the position that will permit him to do all three things. Many 
stations do not want news writers who aspire to the actual 
broadcast function. 

In any branch of news broadcasting, New York City al-
ways is thought of as the big time. The young newsman should 
realize immediately that if he aspires to go before the micro-
phone or camera at a major station in New York, he must be 
gifted with both the talent and the stomach that can stand 
grueling, almost constant competition. If news writing is his 
forte, he should know that radio and television jobs with New 
York stations are relatively few. He should consider, also, how 
he will react to the simple truth that those who read his words 
on the air may well grow wealthy while his own income remains 
fairly stationary within only comfortable confines. 

To be specific, staff news writers at network headquarters 
in New York average approximately $10,000 annually. An-
nouncers who read the newscasts can earn as much as $50,000. 
Prominent figures who broadcast news can and do derive annual 
incomes that range into six figures. 

The lucky first step from either college or a small station 
into a network newsroom is virtually a thing of the past. Today 
the networks put a high premium on experience. Because of the 
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widespread unionism in radio and television, the newsman is 
becoming more and more of a specialist. 

The experienced or somewhat experienced broadcast jour-
nalist must decide whether he wishes to become a specialist. 
It may well be that another job in another station might offer 
him many more outlets for his several talents and not restrict 
him to the use of one. It might be, too, that the job in an inde-
pendent station or even a network affiliate in some other city 
would pay more, provide more prestige, or reward the news-
man in some other way that he considers important. 

The authors have seen many talented and likeable young 
men and women come into broadcast journalism full of ardent 
enthusiasm, only to depart disillusioned. These are sad and un-
fortunate situations which, in many instances, might have been 
avoided if the individuals had known what they were getting 
into. 

The advantages of a career in broadcast journalism center 
in the idea we touched upon at the outset of this volume, 
namely, individual freedom and personal satisfaction. Despite 
the specialization in some areas of radio and television news, it 
remains much more an individual enterprise than a team propo-
sition. In radio, normal practice still calls upon one writer to 
create a newscast. It is very largely on his ability and ingenuity 
that the program succeeds. 

At the network level, television newscasts usually are the 
work of two or more writers, an editor, and production and tech-
nical staffs. More teamwork is thus involved, but again the 
writer has complete jobs to do in scripting a story or a piece of 
film and plays an integral role in making the program click. 

\WORKING CONDITInwc 1/4 

Members of the Writers' Guild of America ordinarily work 
between 35 and 40 hours per week, with time and a half for any-
thing over that. They receive premium pay for working be-
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tween the hours of midnight and 7 A.M. There is a certain 
amount of job security offered by the Guild contract after a sat-
isfactory period of trial employment. Writers get at least three 
and more often four weeks of vacation after five years with their 
company. 

There are also disadvantages in broadcast journalism. The 
worst seems to be working hours. News, generally, is a 'round-
the-clock business. Naturally, someone has to work the unde-
sirable shifts. Rare is the radio or television newsman who 
works from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Usually, the overnight shift of mid-
night to 8 A.M. falls the sad lot of the newest member of any 
staff. And not at all uncommon in radio or television is some 
early morning work trick running from 3 to 11 A.M., 4 A.M. to 
noon, or 5 A.M. to 1 P.M. Somewhat more common and cer-
tainly much more desirable are the 8 A.M. to 4 P.M., 10 A.M. 
to 6 P.M., or 11 A.M. to 7 P.M. tricks. Afternoon and evening 
shifts, too, are run of the mill, with 2 to 10 P.M., 3 to 11 P.M., or 
4 P.M. to midnight the routine. Hours such as these wreak havoc 
with what most persons would consider a normal social or home 
life. But if the hours are bad, the work days frequently are 
worse. 

Even as it is a 'round-the-clock operation, broadcast news 
also is a 'round-the-calendar arrangement as well. Seven days a 
week, 52 weeks a year, the radio and television stations are on 
the air and the newsroom must either be covered or producing 
news. Whereas most working persons have Saturdays and Sun-
days off, radio and television news personnel are likely to find 
themselves with two days off in the middle of the week. Then 
there are the holidays! Somebody has to work on all those na-
tional holidays when other people are either at home with 
family and friends or off enjoying a long summer week end. 

It is almost standard practice in union shops to give writers 
and editors an extra seven or eight days of vacation to make up 
for the holidays they will have to work. This makes for a nice 
long once-a-year break, but it often is more than discouraging on 
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Christmas Day, the Fourth of July, or Labor Day, when news-
men labor as they would any other day. Most news directors de-
cide shifts or vacation periods on the basis of seniority. Fre-
quently, in shops with little turnover, a man or woman can be 
saddled for years with the overnight or some other life-upsetting 
schedule. In larger newsrooms, it may take a writer years before 
he is high enough on the list to rate a summer vacation. 

By and large, that is the balance sheet. Anyone contemplat-
ing a plunge into broadcast journalism should think over these 
things before diving in. If the balance comes out in favor of 
such a career, we know at least three soggy souls who'll say: 
"Welcome, the water's finer 
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Film processing (developing), 116 
Film projector (chain), 150-153 
Film quality, 120, 124, 126 
Film, reversal, 124 
Film rundown, 128-131, 139-140, 183 
Film, screening of, 126-131, 147, 152 
Film scripting, 131-136, 141, 155-157 
Film, shooting of, 127, 208 
Film, silent (SIL), 122-124, 131-132, 

140-154 
Film, sound on (SOF), 123-125, 127, 

140-154 
Film synchronization footage counter, 

152 
Film syndication, 126-127, 168, 177-

179, 184-187, 201 
Film, timing, 147-151, 183-184 
Film, transporting, 160, 176 
Film trims (out-takes), 127-128 
Film, uncut, 127 
Film wrapup, 148-149 
Filming the news story, 142, 168, 170-

187 
Financial news, 84, 86, 98 
Fire department, 92-93, 97 
Flash, 6-7 
Flying reporter, 88,90 

(See also Helicopter) 
Flying studio, 87-88 

(See also Helicopter) 
Footage counter, film synchronization, 

152 
Format, TV, 165-166 
Fox Movietone, 184 
Fuller, Bob, 207 

Geography of the local area, 35-36 
Gimmicks, 100, 105 

(See also Sound effects) 
Goldman, Simon, 110 
Good taste, 22, 45, 59, 71, 74 
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Hand-out, publicity, 10 
Hassett, Loran, 103-104 
Headlines, 48 
Hearst Enterprises, 180 
Helicopter, 102,106,206 

(See also Flying studio) 
Henle, Ray, 83 
Henry, Bill, 205 
Hewitt, Don, 192 
"High Noon News" (WBAP—TV), 

199 
Hold for release, 67-68 
Honorary reporter cards, 107 
Human interest, 83 
"Huntley-Brinkley Report" (NBC), 

194-195,199 
Huntley, Chet, 194 

"Image" Series (NBC), 82 
Income, announcers, 215 

news writers, 215 
Independent stations, radio, 8-9, 16-

17,86-112 
TV, 196-212 

(See also Local stations) 
Index of news sources, 11 
Integrated newscast, 42,44-47 
Integrity, 104 
International Alliance of Theatrical 

Stage Employees and Motion Pic-
ture Operators (IA), 171 

International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers (IBEW ), 171 

Introducing film, 116,154-155 
Introducing the TV switch, 162-164 

Jazzing up, 100,105 
(See also Sound effects) 

"John Daly and the News" (ABC), 
189 

John, Dick, 201 
Jump cut, 137-140 

KD1CA—TV, Pittsburgh, Pa., 207 
KENO, Las Vegas, Nev., 106 
KFJZ, Fort Worth, Tex., 106 
KFRE, Fresno, Calif., 103 
Kickers, 54 
Kinescope recording, 159 
KISN, Portland, Ore., 103-104 

KMOX, St. Louis, Mo., 104-105 
1CMPC, Los Angeles, Calif., 102 
Knowing the audience, 56-57, 69-70, 

85,105 
KNX, Los Angeles, Calif., 101 
KOB, Albuquerque, N. Mex., 106 
Kops, Dan, Ill 
1CRKD, Los Angeles, Calif., 103 
1CTHV—TV, Little Rock, Ark., 207 
KTLA—TV, Los Angeles, Calif., 206 
KTSA, San Antonio, Tex., 105 
KTVA—TV, Anchorage, Alaska, 202-

203 
KWK, St. Louis, Mo., 109 
KXOK, St. Louis, Mo., 104 
KYW, Cleveland, Ohio, 108 

Laboratory, film, 123-124 
Language, 62 
Lead in line, 80 
Leader, academy, 147-152 
Leads; lead stories, 56-61 
Leder, Robert, 86 
Legislation, "Right-to-Know," 203--

205 
Leg man, 87 
Lens changes, 140 
Library film; footage, 142-143 
License, broadcasting, 16 
Limbo (easel shot), 118,157,190 
Line charges, telephone (audio), 18 

(video ) , 159-160 
Line count, 67,69 
Lists (telephone reference), 103,106 
"Live" spot, 80 
Local advertising, 17-18 

(See also Commercials, Sponsors, 
Spot commercials) 

Local film, 127,177,201 
operation, setting up, 169-170 

Local news, 13-16 
local angle, 35-36 

(See also Independent stations) 
Local program, 18 
Local reporter, TV, 173-174 
Local stations, 9,13-17 

(See also Independent stations) 

Magnetic sound, 125 
Master of ceremonies, 91 
Measured film timing, 147-151 
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Middle East, 89 
"Midnight News" (WBAP-TV), 200 
"Minute Men" (WMGM), 93 
Mobile unit, 76, 78, 87-88, 91, 93, 

102-103, 106, 201-202, 208, 211 
"Monitor" (NBC), 82, 84, 193 
Monroe, Bill, 211-212 
"Morning News" (CBS), 191 
Motion picture camera, 121, 173 
Music background for film, 123 
Music and news, 74, 93, 97-98 
Mutual Broadcasting System, 17, 84-

86, 96 

Narration for film, 123, 131-132 
National advertising, 17-18 

(See also Commercials, Sponsors) 
National Association of Broadcast 

Engineers and Technicians 
(NABET), 171 

National Broadcasting Company 
(NBC), 9 

radio, 17, 81-84, 91 
TV, 193-195, 199 

Natural sound, 81 
on film, 142 

NBC (see National Broadcasting Com-
pany) 

Negative film, use of, 124 
Negative sound track, 125 
Neophyte, broadcast journalism, 100, 

213-218 
Nett, Bruce 0., 204 
Network affiliates, 18-19, 75-77, 85, 

168-169 
Network, description of, 158 
Network film, 175-180 
Network news, radio, 17, 74-85 
TV, 189-195 
(See also Network operations) 

Network operations, 8-9 
radio, 13, 17, 74-85 
TV, 189-195 

Network origination, feed, 18 
News, analysis of, 18-19, 74, 81, 86 
News analyst, 18-19, 74 
"News Around the World" (ABC), 76 
News, block programming of, 84, 93-

94, 96, 191-192 
News, business, 86 
"News Call" (ABC), 77 

News commentary, 18, 19, 74, 85-86, 
194 

News commentator, 18-19, 74, 83, 
193-194 

"News from the Daily News," 99-100 
News of the Day (Telenews), 177, 

180-185, 189 
News, in depth, 9, 86, 107 
News, distortion of, 55 
News documentary, 82, 198, 201-202, 

208 
News editor, 19, 75, 87, 100 
News feature, 10 
News, filming (see Filming the news 

story) 
News, financial, 84, 86, 98 
"News on the Human Side" (WOR), 

86 
"News for Late Commuters" (WOR), 

86 
News, local, 13-16, 35-36 

(See also Independent stations) 
News and Music, 74, 93, 97-98 
News, network (radio), 17, 74-85 

(TV), 189-195 
(See also Network stations) 

News operations, radio, 74-112 
TV, 187-212 

News peg, 10 
News personnel, 12 
News, reciprocal, 93, 101, 106 
News and sound, 92-93 
News sources, index of, 11 
News, sports, 84-87 
News stories, bridging of, 45-47 

lead, 56-61 
News, timing of, 36-41 
News tips, 12, 95, 104 

payment, 93 
News, updating of, 28-33, 69 
"News of the World" (NBC), 83-84 
Newscast, dateline, 42-44, 47 

integrated, 42, 44-47 
protecting the, 162, 167 
runover of, 166-167 
types of, 41-48 

Newsfilm (see Film) 
Newsman-cameraman, 173-174 

(See also Operations, TV, independ-
ent) 

Newspaper, 97-100, 104-106, 108 
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Newspaper cooperation, 98-100 
Newspaper-radio comparison, 20-22 
Newsreels, theater, 177, 184 
New York Daily News, 99-100, 196 
New York independents, radio, 86-

101 
TV, 196-198 

New York Times, The, 98 
"Nothing But News" (WNTA), 96 

On camera, 145-146, 149, 155-156 
"Operation Job Hunt" (KMOK), 104 
Operations, radio (independent), 86-

112 
(network), 13, 17, 74-85 

Operations, TV (independent), 196-
212 

(network), 189-195 
Opinion, commentator, 194 

(See also Analysis, Commentary) 
Overseas circuits, 77, 79-80 
Overseas spots, 83 
Owned and operated (0 & 0) stations, 

18, 74, 76 

Pad copy, 41, 166 
Page, split, 131-134, 145-146, 148-

149, 156-157, 163-164 
Paul White foimula, 25-26 
Peabody Award, 100 
Pearson, Leon, 193-194 
Personal approach of radio, 21-22 
Personality, news, 215 
Personnel, 12 

(See Beginner, news) 
Phone (see Telephone) 
Photographer, free lance, 97 
Photographic equipment, 169-170 

(See also Camera equipment) 
Phrases, subject changing (transi-

tional), 44-47 
Picture, sense of, 115 
Plane, 87-88, 90 

(See also Helicopter) 
Polaroid, 202 

(See also Still pictures) 
Police department, 92-94, 97, 102-103 
Portland, Evening Express, 204 
Portland, Press Herald, 204 
Present tense, 26-28 
Press agentry, 63-65 

Processing newsfilm, 116 
Production technique, 115 
Program, co-op, 18 
Program, local, 18 

(See also Independent stations) 
Programs, network, 18 

(See also Network operations) 
Projection, 195, 197 

double, 151-154 
rear screen (RP), 117-118, 155-

157, 201 
Projector, film (chain), 150-153 

slide, 118 
Promotional announcements, 18, 42 
Props, 117, 205 
Protecting the TV newscast, 162, 167 
Public relations, 63-65 
Public service, 15-18, 42, 70, 89-90, 

206, 209-212 
Publicity release, handout, 10 

Quality of film, 120, 124, 126 

Radio editorial, 95, 104, 108-112 
Radio networks, 13, 17, 74-85 
Radio-newspaper cooperation, 98-100 
Radio-newspaper comparison, 20-22 
"Radio Newsreel Theater" 

95 
"Radio New York" (WOR), 91 
Radio reporter, 8-9 
Radio telephone, 75, 97 
Radio and Television News Directors 

Association (RTNDA), 211 
Radio's "personal approach," 21-22 
Rates, advertising, 17-18 
Raw stock, black leader, 151 
Rear screen projection (RP), 117-118, 

155-157, 201 
Reciprocal news, 93, 101, 106 
Recorder, tape (audio), 8, 75, 87 
Recording, audio tape, 49-53, 76, 89, 

101, 103, 105, 107-108 
kinescope, 159 

Recruiting, news personnel, 100 
Renick, Ralph, 208-210 
Reporter, radio, 8-9 
TV, 173-174 

Reporter-contact man, 9, 172-173, 189 
Reporter-writer-reader, 97 
Reset problem, 150 
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Reuters, 3 
Reversal film, 124 
Reverse polarity, 124 
Rewrite man, 7, 63, 66, 75 
Rice, Crawford, 210 
"Right-to-know" legislation, 203-205 
RKO-General, 86, 89 
Rogers, Vern, 106 
Rundown of film, 128-131, 139-140, 

183 
Runover, newscast, 166-167 

"Saturday News, The" (CBS), 193 
School closings, 70, 90, 104 
Screening film, 126-131, 147, 152, 195 
Script, 80 
Script directions (video), 145-153 
Script, shooting, 152 

under film, 161 
Scripting film, 131-136, 141, 155-157 
Scripting TV news, 144-167 
Scripting the TV switch, 162-164 
Sense of picture, 115 
Serializing news, TV, 198 
Sevareid, Eric, 81 
Shadel, Bill, 76 
Shelton, Jim, 105 
Shooting film, 127, 208 
Shooting script, 152 
Short wave, 75, 79, 102 
Show business, 92 

(See also Entertainment, News and 
sound) 

Signal, audio, 80, 83, 96 
Sign-off, 37 
Silent film (SIL), 122-124, 131-132, 

140-154 
Simple and clear writing, 22, 60-62 
Simplicity, 60-62, 164-165 
Single-system sound, 151 
Slide projector, 118 
Slides, 118, 157, 197 
Slow scan system, 119-120 
Smith, Howard K., 81, 192 
Sound effects, 92-93, 95-96, 104-105 
Sound man, 9 
Sound, magnetic, 125 

natural, 81 
quality, 125 
single-system, 151 
up-cut, 149-150 

225 

Sound on film (SOF), 123-125, 127, 
140-154 

natural, 142 
Sound track, 125 

negative, 125 
Special events, 18 
Specialist, news, 216 
Split page, 131-134, 145-146, 148-

149, 156-157, 163-164 
Sponsors, 14-15, 17-18, 42, 76 

(See also Advertising, Commercials, 
Spot commercials) 

Sports news, 84-87 
Sports reporter, 87 
Spot commercials, 18, 48, 76 
Standby copy, TV, 162 
Standby for switch, 161 
Stall, Hal, 103 
Station identification, break, 38, 42 
Stations, independent, radio, 8-9, 16-

17, 86-112 
TV, 196-212 

(See also Local stations) 
Still pictures, types of, 117-119 

use of, 117-119, 155-157, 201 
Storer Broadcasting Company, 108-

109 
Straus, Nathan, 95 
String correspondent, stringer, 8, 10, 

97, 103-104, 106-107, 190, 205, 
211 

Strouse, Ben, 110 
Studio camera, 118 
"Sunday News Special" (CBS), 193 
Superimposure, 154 
Switch, audio, 76 

video, or co-ax, 158-160 
intro, 162-164 
scripting, 162-164 

Switch standby, 161 
Switching cues, 161 
Synchrometer, 147 
Syndicated film, 126-127, 168, 177-

179, 184-187, 201 

Tape recorder, audio, 8, 75, 87 
Tape recordings, audio, 49-53, 76, 89, 

101, 103, 105, 107-108 
cues, 50 
cue sheets, 53 
editing, 49-53, 76 
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Tape, video, 119-121, 159 
editing, 121 

Technical crew, 145-150, 153, 165-
167 

Technical directions, video, 131-132 
Telenews, news of the day, 177, 180-

185, 189 
Telephone, use of in news, 11, 75, 94-

95,97,103-104,106 
Telephone cable, trans-atlantic, 119-

120 
Telephone line charges, audio, 18 

video, 159-160 
Telephone reference list, 103, 106 
Television, editorial, 194, 207-212 

European, 185 
Television network, description of, 158 
Television news, network, 189-195 

scripting, 144-167 
Television news operations, 187-212 
Television reporter, 173-174 

reporter-contact man, 9, 172-173, 
189 

Television switch, scripting, 162-164 
Television (video) tape, 119-121, 159 

editing, 121 
Telicopter, 206 
Telop, 118, 157, 184, 197 
"Texas News" (WBAP-TV), 199 
Theater newsreels, 177, 184 
Thomas, C. L. "Chet," 104 
Thomas, Lowell, 14, 81 
"Three Star Extra" (NBC), 83-84 
Tillman, John, 196-197 
Time checks, 54, 70, 91 
Time differences, 76, 79 
Time element, 26, 76 
"Time Present-Chet Huntley Report-

ing" (NBC), 194 
Timing, measured film, 147-151, 183-

184 
tapes (audio), 89 

Timing news, 36-41 
Tips, news, 12, 95, 104 

payment, 93 
"Today" (NBC), 193, 195 
Tobias, Dick, Ill 
Traffic department, network, 160 
Traffic reports, 70-76, 90-92, 102, 104 
Trans-Atlantic telephone cable, 119-

120 

Trans-oceanic cable, 79 
Transistor amplifiers, 201 
Transitional phrases, 45-47 
Transportation information, 70, 76, 

90-92, 102, 104 
Transporting film, 160, 176 
Trout, Bob, 193 

Uebelhart, Jim, 109 
Uncut film, 127 
Under film script, 161 
Unifax, 184 
United Press International (UPI), 3-

7, 184-187 
Up-cut sound, 149-150 
Updating the news, 28-33, 69 
UP Movietone, 177, 184-187, 196-

197 
Use of negative film, 124 
Use of still pictures, 117-119, 1 5 5-

157, 201 

Video circuits, loops, 158-160 
Video cues, 145, 149, 161 
Video loop construction, 159 
Video tape, 119-121, 159 

editing, 121 

WABC, New York, 74-75 
WABC-TV, New York, 189-190 
WADO, New York, 95, 109 
Wallace, Mike, 198 
Warren, Carl, 99-100 
WA'VZ, New Haven, Conn., 111-112 
WBAP-TV, Fort Worth, Tex., 199-

200 
WBZ-TV, Boston, Mass., 205-206 
WCBS, New York, 78-79, 95 
WCBS-TV, New York, 190-193 
WCCO, Minneapolis, Minn., 107-

108 
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa., Ill 
WCSH-TV, Portland, Maine, 203-

205 
WDSU, New Orleans, La., 211-212 
Weather report, 39, 54, 67-68, 91, 94, 

98, 104 
Weldon, Martin, 100-101 
Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, 

108, 206 
WGTO, Cypress Gardens, Fla., 105 
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White, Paul, 25-26 
WHLI, Hempstead, N. Y., 97-98 
WILS, Lansing, Mich., 107, 109 
WINS, New York, 92-93 
Wire copy, handling of, 4-7 
Wire filing, 4-7 
Wirephoto, 117 
Wire services, 3-9, 11, 14-15, 63, 65-

66, 105 
WJBF—TV, Augusta, Ga., 207 
WJIM & WJIM—TV, Lansing, Mich., 

206 
WJR, Detroit, Mich., 108 
WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y., 110 
WJW—TV, Cleveland, Ohio, 202 
WKY—TV, Oklahoma City, Okla., 

200-202 
WLCI, Coming, N. Y., Ill 
WLWC—TV, Columbus, Ohio, 206 
WMCA, New York, 95, 109 
WMGM, New York, 93-95 
WNBC, New York, 83-84 
WNEW, New York, 100 
WNTA, Newark, N. J., 96 

WNTA—TV, Newark, N. J., 197-198 
WOOD and WOOD—TV, Grand 

Rapids, Mich., Ill 
WOR, New York, 86-91 
"World News Roundup" (CBS), 79-

80 
"World News Roundup" (NBC), 83 
"World Tonight" (CBS), 79-80 
WPAT, Paterson, N. J., 99-100 
WPIX, New York, 196-197 
WPTR, Albany, N. Y., 106-107, 110 
WQXR, New York, 98-99 
Writers Guild of America (WGA), 

171, 216-217 
Writer-reader, 87 

reporter-writer-reader, 97 
WSFA—TV, Montgomery, Ala., 205 
WSPD, Toledo, Ohio, 108 
WTIC—TV, Hartford, Conn., 207 
VVTVJ, Miami, Fla., 207-210 
WTVT, Tampa, Fla., 210-211 
WWDC, Washington, D. C., 110 

Yankee Network, 89 








